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Inside the News
CampUS • USG goes to Washington

Peif fer votes for redistricting.

City • A local stoie does double duty
Nation • Roseanne and John Goodman work it out
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Bowling Green, Ohio

USG will
dicuss aid
cuts with
secretary
Jay Young
The BC News
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NEWS

SportS • Falcons to take on 1-75 rivals for homecoming 7

Bootscootin'

Line dancing popular inBG

•

President Clinton and University students will be in Columbus
today at the Midwest Economic
Conference.
Members of the Undergraduate Student
Government
will travel to
the Ohio State
campus to
voice their
support of
maintaining
federal financial aid programs.
Clinton
Marc Ross,
USG cabinet member, said they
will present Education Secretary
Richard Riley with a petition
signed by University students.
"We're going to meet with Secretary Riley at eleven to talk
about the student perspective
and how we are concerned about
these cuts," Ross said.
Ruth Gerstner, Ohio State University news service director,
said the event was called by Clinton. She said the president will
meet with business and community leaders from nine midwestern states to discuss topics
involving the regional economy
and education.
The conference is the third in a
series. Gerstner said they have
all been at universities.
"He wanted to hold them all at
universities to empnasize the
importance of higher education
in the economy," Gerstner said.
Following the conference, Clinton will give a speech outside the
OSU Union.
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John Wen/el
The BC News
While techno and alternative
music may rule some area
dance bars, one local establishment offers patrons dance
steps such as the boot scoot,
the electric slide and slappln'
leather.
Mark's Pizza Pub, 532 E.
Wooster St., features country
music and line dancing every
Tuesday and Friday from 9
p.m. to 2 a.m.
Owner John Kashdn said although this is the fourth year
Mark's has been offering a
country night, it's still as popular as ever if not more.
"It started out being a big
night, and it hasn't really
slowed down too much," he
said. "Country music is more
popular now, and it's not just
the college age. It's across the
board."
Senior nursing major Jimmy
Blake said he thinks line dancing is a perfect icebreaker with
members of the opposite sex.
"I'm kind of nervous around
girls, but when I start linedancing, I'm on the same level
as everybody else," Blake said.
"I wish they had line dancing Line dancing to country music has become popular in Bowling Green. every Tuesday and Friday in Bowling Green, while Armadillo'.
According to local bar owner John Kashdn, It's still as popular as ever and Nashville's offer the entertainment in Toledo.
every night."
After a rough week, Blake if not more. Mark's Pizza Pub features country music and line dancing
said an evening of line dancing
tends to melt his worries away.
think line dancing is the best
[the music] just takes over my
crowd of "regulars" who frehe goes to country nights at
"It's just so soothing and body," he said. "That's just got
way to meet people.
Mark's because of the type of
quent the bar's country nights.
fun," Blake said. "I always like to be about the finest feeling in
"The only true way to meet
"There's definitely the peopeople there.
to get dressed up real nice. I the world."
people is to find out who they
"You get to meet people that
ple that only come in on Tuesshine my boots and wear my
are inside, not by how well they
enjoy the same music as you
Junior philosophy major Ceday because it's country
cilia Klnison said although she
best jeans."
can dance," she said.
night." he said.
and actually appreciate it,"
Freshman computer science Masonbrink said. "It's kind of a
"Sometimes I forget how to likes the atmosphere at Mark's
Mark's employee Ryan
major Brent Masonbrink said mild crowd."
Woods said there is definitely a
dance, but then the spirit of on country nights, she does not

Homecoming process questioned Candle causes
Guidelines
concern
candidates,
professors
Jason Knowles
The BC News
Students and alumni see the
Homecoming king and queen as
they are crowned at the football
game. However, few see what
happens behind the scenes.
Some candidates, students and
professors said that they believe
there may be ethical problems
with the process and regulations
that guide it.
Before the voting begins there
Is a process planned by the University Activities Organization in
order to cut the number of contenders down to size. The first
part of the process Includes a detailed application that requires
students to recycle their resumes
and answer three essay questions
in SO words or less.
"I was surprised how extensive
the application was but, I can understand why. Homecoming king
Is an honor of a high-calibre student," said Jeff Stefancic, Undergraduate Student Government president. Stefancic one of
the top 10 homecoming candi-
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The BC News
A small fire sent residents of
Anderson Hall out of the building
Wednesday night while firefighters investigated the blaze.
The fire, which has been attributed to a candle left burning
on a bookshelf, reportedly
caused smoke damage to the
room as well as part of the third
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floor of Anderson.
The candle reportedly ignited a
book and several papers at about
10:30 p.m.
An Anderson resident was able
to put out the flames with a fire
extinguisher before firefighters
arrived.
Firefighters ventilated the
room and returned to the fire
station shortly after 11.
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view from the applications based
dates.
Some questions in the home- on their student involvement,
coming application include: their creative essay answers and
"Why are you considered an out- their GPA
"Some of the interview quesstanding student here at BGSU?"
and "What does being the 1995 tions were cheesy, but I think
Homecoming King/Queen mean they made it that way to make it
to you?" and "What is the role of more relaxed," Homecoming
the King and Queen?"
king candidate Joe Woods said.
Other questions have been
If the applicant makes the
"first cuts" they proceed on to a deemed inappropriate. One quespanel of interviewers who are se- tion that has been asked of some
lected by UAO. Fifteen males and women in the interview is why
IS females are selected to inter- they believe larger than average

»

source. University archive;

women have not been a part of
the homecoming process, said
Kim Mennega, a candidate for
queen.
"I think that is an inappropriate question," said Ed Whippie, vice president for Student
Affairs.
Many of the Interviewees said
one question in particular caught
them off guard: "What seven
items would you place in a time
See HOMECOMING, page five.

BGSU student
reports rape
Jay Young
The BC News
A University student reported
she was raped Wednesday evening while walking to Harshman
Quadrangle from the Jerome Library.
Clifton Boutelle, University
Public Relations director, said
the woman stopped to give directions to two men in an old brown
car.
"It had two occupants, one In
the front seat and one in the

back," Boutelle said. "As she
gave directions and turned
around to point, she was grabbed
into the car."
According to a campus police
report, the woman was taken into
the car around the Delta Upsllon
House.
Boutelle said the woman was
held at the bottom of the car
while they left the area
"They drove for a short distance - It wasn't that far," BouteSee«APf,p«f«nW
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E.A.R. to the
Ground...
After decades of waiting and watching while the
Cavs and Browns continually choked in the
playoffs, the Indians have finally broken through and
made it to the main event.
Admittedly, they haven't won the whole thing yet, but
they actually got to the World Series for the first time in
41 years. The Cavs have never gotten to the NBA championship, and the Browns have never gotten to the Super
Bowl.
Enjoy this winning while it lasts, history suggests it
may not happen again for a long time.
• **
Earlier this week the Million Man March was held in
Washington. Or at least it was called the Million Man
March. According to the government only about 400,000
people showed up.
Some students seem to think there were over two million people there. We weren't at the march, so we can't
really say for sure, although it was probably somewhere
between the two counts.
***

Normally we try not to write anything that urges students to get involved in something (just kidding), but
we'll make an exception for Homecoming.
First off, Homecoming is a chance for the campus to
come together in a common activity. It is rare that the
campus gets to do that so it's a good idea to take part
when it does happen.
Second, it is a good chance to see people who have attended the University before us, both people who graduated a year or so ago and people who graduated decades
ago.
So go the game tomorrow and have fun, if were lucky,
we'll win the game. Also, the game starts at 12:30p.m.,
not 1:00 p.m.

Jesus would redistrict
'"The redcoats are coming!"
"The redcoats are coming!"
There was a time when this
phrase struck fear In the hearts
and minds of good citizens everywhere. Troops were rallied. Tea
was tossed. And bad guys were
tarred and feathered.
"No taxation without representation," came the cry from
the masses.
And now every early November, there's an equally frightening slogan that worms its way
into our local conscience. "The
elections are coming! The elections are coming!"
Local candidates run races.
Signs are erected. Debates are
held.
But now the cry rising up
across the countryside sounds
more like, "Did you hear who's
on this year's Lollapalooza tour?"
Meanwhile, our fair city has an
unfair system of representation.
Now generally, I care less about
local politics than Susan Smith
cares for the movie "Annie."
But after a few drinks with one
of the candidates, I'm convinced
it's actually somewhat important.
Not exactly interesting, but important none the less.
I needed to think of a way to
make local politics interesting. I
turned to God for help.
"Hey, remember me?" I asked,
hopefully. "I need something to
motivate the people. I need a resurrection, I need some interest, I
need a shiny new golden calf."
"Peiffer, go away I'm tired,"
God complained. "That Phil
Gramm goon keeps me up all
night Talk to the boy."
"All right," I said, hoping Jesus
might offer some insight. "Do
you think he could tell me a parable? He's so good at that sort of
thing."

"I'll see what I can do."
God pulled some strings with
the Holy Spirit. And before I
knew it, Jesus was plowing into
another pleasing parable.
"After a hard day of fishing,
carpentry and preaching the
damnation of everyone who was
different than us, we all got
together for the last luncheon,"
Jesus began.
"I thought it was the last supper," I interjected. "And aren't
you guys supposed to love everybody?"

peiffer
"Sorry, I was reading the gospel according to Pat Buchanan.
Anyway,at my last meal I addressed the apostles:
'We must come together and
write my legacy so all can remember. This text will include
books summarizing my teachings
and life work for all future generations,' God's kid preached.
This manual will be called the
Bible.'
A hush fell over the room.
"Do you really think we should
call It The Bible'?" asked Tho-

,-ffaAifarWftwr

mas. "How about J.C and The
Boys Sing the Hand-Washin'
Blues?"
"That Thomas was always
causing trouble," I observed.
"I know, this is when the meeting started to get really hairy,"
Christ replied.
"Howzabout making it into a
notepad with different doodles
from your double-healing trial,"
offered James the Less. "The
kids would go wild for it!"
"That's a stupid idea," argued
James the Greater.
"You always have to upstage
me!" griped the Lesser.
"Well, aren't you just 'Mister
the bread is half leavened,'" shot
back the Greater, once again
proving his superiority.
"Gosh, I didnt know the Savior's meetings got so rowdy," I
observed, thinking that maybe I
should just abandon the whole
Ward One theme for more of a
free-wheeling Jesus bull session.
I could get it printed on a T-shirt,
wear it to class and they would be
talking about me for weeks.
Nan.
"So we took a vote," Christ continued. "We were always democratic. We had four wards: James
the Less, James the Greater,
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John
were all grouped In Ward One.
Peter and Andrew spent time in
Ward Two. Tom and Phil fell into
Ward Three. Bart and the other
guy whom the Fact Line couldn't
tell me his name, were in Ward
Four."
"Well that doesn't seem fair," I
observed.
"A lesson I would soon learn,
my friend," Jesus replied.
In the final tally, Ward One
voted for "The Bible."
Wards Two and Three weighed
in with the notebook idea.

HAM. LOGICS L|K,e A UST
OF LAST A/AMtTS. MOST Bfc
THfc C0MT6ST

And Ward four opted for the
"J.C and the Boys" title.
"So even though a majority of
people wanted "The Bible,' the
notebook folks won because they
had the most ward votes," I said,
stunned

Meanwhile, our fair
city has an unfair
system of
representation. Now
generally, I care less
about local politics
than Susan Smith
cares for the movie
"Annie."
"Bingo," he cried, making yet
another bad pun.
"So what did you do?"
"Simple," Jesus replied. "We
redistricted." Okay, granted, city
council meetings are not the
word of God. Hell, If it were up to
them, they'd probably delay the
naming all summer long, blame it
on ODOT, and end up naming it ...
I dont know ... J.C. and the Boys
Sing the Thurstin Avenue Blues.
I guess the point is our current
Ward system isn't fair. And that
should bother us. We should care.
We should vote.
And I should stop depending on
divine intervention to finish my
columns.
Joe Peiffer is the Friday columnist for The BG News. Questions, comments and concerns
can be sent to jpeiffe@bgnet.bgsu.edu. He would
like to thank Frieda Falcon for
the gum.
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Another opportunity to support Falcon athletics this
weekend is the hockey game vs. Michigan State, Saturday at 7 p.m. As of press time Thursday night, 2,000 tickets were still left for the game. This is a sad commentary
on the state of hockey support here in BG. All of those
tickets should be sold, considering Michigan State is one
of our top rivals. Support Falcon athletics -• all of them and let's fill the arena Saturday night!
Copyright O 1995 by The BO News. Reprinting of any material
in this publication without permission of The BG News is strictly
prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded in 1920
and is published daily during the academic year and Wednesday's in
the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the
student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions
expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those
ofTheBGNews.
Letters intended for publication must be 200-300 words long,
typed and include the writers name, phone number and University
affiliation, if any. The BG News reserves the right to edit any and
all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph subscriptions.
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Police reports
not humorous
This school year. The News has
taken It upon itself to inject its
own brand of humor in the police
blotter. You should know, first,
that a representative of The
News comes to the campus police
station and reads polic reports (if
you have made a report and are
not wild about the idea that a
complete stranger Is reading it,
sorry, but certain laws prohibit
us from not allowing anyone to
view them). These reports are
written in a sterile, matter-offact manner, as polic reports
aren't meant for anything but to
document facts for informational
purposes. What you read In the
blotterThe Newt prints (In its
humorous fashion) is not what
was contained in the police report. Our police reports do not
Indicate that we found humor in
the misfortunes of other. We
don't
Consider, a student falls out of
bed and Is injured to the point of
being taken to the hospital. The
News finds this funny and refers
to the student as a "floor finder".
Would it have been funny if the
student was epileptic and fell as a
result of an uncontrollable seizure? Assuming no medical condition caused the incident, are injuries funny? If so, then the next
poor farmer who loses a limb
while operating heavy machinery will be hilarious! The reference made to the contents of a
vending machine In a women's
restroom that was broken into
recently managed to insult the

women with whom I work. I also
question the necessity of printing
exact quotes from police reports.
One such example: a female student received sexually explicit
harassing phone calls. The News
felt the need to print what the
caller said in his idiotic conversation. This allows every immature reader of your paper an opportunity at sophomoric humor
at the expense of the victim. Receiving any kind of prank call is,
'at best, a nuisance. Most victims
of calls that are sexual and/or
threatening in nature are upset
and frightened by it. For them to
find that the campus newspaper
finds their situation humorous
only serves to further humiliate
and demean them.
The fact of the matter is; crime
and personal injury simply are
not funny. I have never found the
humor in listening to a young
lady describe to me the conversation she had to endure with
some sick individual who decided
to victimize her with his perversions. Nor have I found
humorous, any situation in which
a student (or any person) has
been injured to the point of needing medical care. Would these
situations be funny If It were
your mother, sister, or girlfriend
being harassed over the phone?
Would you see the humor In
learning a friend, or loved one,
was hurt and had to be taken to
the hospital. Perhaps I am overly
sensitive. Maybe the juvenlllstic
manner In whlchThe News treats
these subjects really Is funny,
and I simply don't get it Maybe. I
doubt, though, that the people
who have made police reports
that have become humorous fod-

der The News think so.
If the staff of The News is preparing themselves for a career
with such bastions of integrity as
the National Enquirer of theNew
Your Post, then they are doing a
fine job. If not, they should listen
closer to their professors and advisors from whom they are supposed to be learning how to report facts in an impartial manner. If our students are being
taught tabloid journalism,
however, I would have to question the motivation and ethics of
the journalism department.
Do us a favor The News, please
show some maturity and sensitivity to people whose situations are
not funny. As it is, you are making a mockery of your slogan
("Celebrating 75 years of excellence"), and embarrassing yourselves.
Shawn Miller
Patrolman
Campus Police

Abortion war
rages forward
The recent fiftieth anniversaries of the atomic bombings
prompted debates about the ethics of warfare. Meanwhile,
America's war on prenatal children raged on unabated, routinely trashing every ethical
principle. It has consisted exclusively of literally surgical first
stikes against the totally innocent and helpless, intended to
preempt the recognition and
protections normally accorded at

birth. Rather than honor the immunity of noncombatants, it has
deliberately targeted them. It
has employed poisonous
weapons, refusal of quarter and
live dismemberment of the unarmed target population, even
subjecting them to experimentation, in contravention of
the laws of war and all international standards for the treatment of prisoners. It has violated
"Just War" principles, including
just cause, last resort, proportionality and competent authority by placing the decision for a
death-dealing act, grotesquely
disproportionate to the ends
usually sought, in the hands of
the frequently ill-informed, distraught and underage. Its
rationalization on the basis of socalled hard cases has reduced the
vast majority of those slaughtered to collateral damage at
rates that would be morally horrendous if practiced by the military.
What Is it about unborn babies
that suspends every ethical consideration? Is it the lack of any
non-violent alternative for retaining control that justifies all
manner of barbarism?
Alfred Lemmo
Dearborn, Michigan

CORRECTION
The News incorrectly reported that the World Student Association sponsored
a program on Oct 17. The
program took place on Oct
13.Tbe News regrets the
error.
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homecoming king and queen for
this year will be announced.

Campus
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"Crease" showing

The 1978 f ilm "Grease* will be
showing in 01 scamp Hall this
weekend. The film, which was
one of the last succesful musical,
live action films starred John
Travolta, Olivia Newton John and
Stockard Channing.
The film will be showing at
8:00,10:00 and midnight. Admission is $2.

s

Homecoming

Homecoming events will be
ongoing both today and
tomorrow. Tonight, there will be
a step-show in the Union ballroom beginning at 9:00 p.m. Tickets are still available at the Student Activities Office on the third
floor of the Union. The event is
cosponsored by the National Pan
Hellenic Council.
On Saturday, the football team
will play at 1 p.m. against Toledo
at Doyt L. Perry stadium. Before
the game and during the first half
there will be a coin collection
held.
At half time of the game the

Clinton "proud"
1993 budget

of

WASHINGTON - Trying to
calm a political storm, President
Clinton today said he was "very
proud" of his 1993 budget and did
not mean to impugn Democrats
who voted for it by saying he
wished it hadn't raised taxes so
much.

"I did not mean to do that. I accept responsibility for that,"
Clinton said. "It was the right
thing to do."
During a Texas fund-raiser
Tuesday night, Clinton said he
agreed with critics who said the
tax increase in his 1993 budget
package was too big. Clinton said
he had to do so, however, to keep
Democratic support for the
package because no Republicans
would vote for it.
Republicans gleefully seized on
the comment as evidence Clinton
was retreating from his own policy, and abandoning the Democrats who cast risky votes in
favor of the budget. Stunned
Democrats criticized Clinton for
seemingly repudiating his own
budget.
So today, Clinton found himself
explaining his tax comments at a

University Professor to
conduct performance

Emily Freeman Brown will
conduct the Eastman Philharmonia in the world premiere performance of an orchestral work
by Composer Augusta Read
Thomas on Oct. 27 at the Eastman
School of Music in Rochester,
N.Y.
Freeman Brown is the director
of orchestra activities at the University College of Musical Arts
and conductor of the University
Phil harmonica.

Eric Albrccht/AP Photo

Eric Rletenback, S, jumps out of the way of a grasshopper his
mom Tamie was showing him as it flew out of her hand. Taml,
along with her other son Sam, 14 months, were out for a morning

news conference he called to deLast year, new-and used-car
liver a broad critique of the Resales topped the list, followed by
publican congressional agenda.
home improvement companies,
"My mother once said I should
auto repairs, mail order comnever give a talk after 7 o'clock at panies and telemarketing.
night, especially if I'm tired,"
"These are bread-and-butter
Clinton said. "And she certainly
issues. These are things that consumers do all the time," Grant
turned out to be right."
said. "That's one reason there are
so many complaints."
More than 622,000
Consumers lose an estimated
people call for help
$40 billion to fraud yearly, offiWASHINGTON - Six Arizona
cials
say.
women who bought devices that
Stephen Brobeck, executive dipurportedly simulate dolphin
rector of the consumer fedbrain-wave activity to help rid
eration, said cuts at consumer
people of disease weren't the only protection agencies nationwide,
consumers swindled last year.
including in Detroit and the DisMore than 40 state, county and trict of Columbia, were shortcity consumer protection agensighted.
cies said they handled more than
Forty-one agencies responding
622,000 calls for help in 1994,
to the joint survey recovered
compared with 546,000 requests more than $41.7 million in refor assistance in 1993, advocacy
funds, replacements, repairs and
groups said Thursday.
billing adjustments for conMost complaints were about
sumers in 1994, Grant said.
used-car sales, followed by home
"The agencies more than pay
improvement and construction,
for themselves," Brobeck said.
auto repairs, new-car sales and
An informed consumer is the
telemarketing, said Susan Grant, best defense against fraud, he
executive director of the
said, adding that people should
National Association of Conbuy products by phone only when
sumer Agency Administrators.
they've placed the call and hang
Landlord-tenant disputes, mail up on sellers who call out of the
fraud, sales and repairs of apblue.
pliances, contests and mail-order
problems completed the fourth
Roseanne, Goodman
annual top-10 list of the most frequent consumer complaints. The work out problems
LOS ANGELOS - Roseanne and
project is a joint effort of the asco-star John Goodman have apsociation and the Consumer Fedparently kissed and made up, as
eration of America.

he returned after a one-day walkout today and publicists for both
said they'd stick with their ABC
series.
A dispute between the gumchomping, wise-cracking star of
"Roseanne" and her executive
producer had reportedly led to
her threat to quit and Goodman's
absence from work Wednesday.
Goodman publicist Stan Rosenfield said today his client was
staying with the show. Roseanne
already had denied the Daily Variety report that she threatened
to leave.

stroll around their neighborhood when Eric spotted the grasshopper.

etc. etc."
Daily Variety said Roseanne intended to walk off the show after
her bid to fire executive producer Eric Gilliland was stymied
by production company CarseyWernerCo.

spokeswoman, Marleah Leslie.
ABC has declined to comment.
The actress-comedian has
already said she intends this
eighth season of "Roseanne" to
be its last.

The trade paper said Wednesday that Roseanne wanted Gilliland fired because he signed a
production deal with Twentieth
Century Fox Television and Carsey-Werner objected to the firing, concerned turmoil on the set
would worsen without him.

CANTON, Ohio - One man was
killed and another injured when
they were attacked by a deer, the.
Stark County sheriffs department said.

"I don't know where they got
that story," Roseanne said in a
statement Wednesday. "I'm back
at work and this is the best year
of the 'Roseanne' show ever."
She had no comment on Variety's report that Goodman was finally fed up with turmoil on the
set and threatened to leave.
The New York Times reported
today that Goodman was already
gone. A source told The Associated Press that Goodman did not
"John Goodman is at work today," Rosenfield said. "He will be show up for work Wednesday.
there tomorrow, and the day
Roseanne was on the set
Wednesday and today, said her
after that and the day after that,

Deer attacks two men

Danny Ball, 43, and James
Hyde, 60, were checking the
fence on a deer enclosure on
Ball's land Wednesday when they
were attacked by a buck, Sheriff
Bruce Umpleby said.
The men were unable to escape
until a neighbor who spotted the
attack shot and killed the animal,
Umpleby said.
Ball, who raised deer on his
land, was gored several times and'
was pronounced dead at Timken .
Mercy Medical Center in Canton.
Hyde was treated at Aultman
Hospital and released.
Deer are ordinarily docile but "
can become very aggressive dur- •
ing mating season, Umpleby said.

THE "BATTLE OF NORTHWEST OHIO!"

[CENTER FOR CHOICE

Confidential'Health Care For Women

Student fee
Abortion through
20 weeks
Morning after
treatment
Caring friend or
relative allowed
for personal
support
16 N.Huron
Toledo, OH 43604
1-800-589-6005
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THC
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USG takes Editor to get alumni award
part in
conference
Heather Cvengrot
The BC News

Geneil Pavellch
The BC News
Members from the Undergraduate Student Government
traveled to Washington D.C.
this past weekend to participate in a conference for the
National Association of
Students for
Higher Education.
Jeff Stefanclc, USG
president,
said the conference's
purpose was
to lobby for
educational policies.
He said the members from
USG met with congress members, senators, and members
of the Department of Education on Oct. 13 and Oct. 16 to
brainstorm ideas on the importance of education.
"USG needs to have a voice
at the national level," Stefancic said.
Stefancic said it was important to educate the different
people they talked to how students really feel about the issues.
Marc Ross, USG cabinet
member and director of legislative affairs for the national
executive board of NASHE,
agreed that the trip was a good
opportunity to meet and talk
with senators and state representatives.

Thomas Walton, editor of The
Blade, will receive the Alumni
Service Award from the University Alumni Association during
Homecoming pre-game ceremonies Saturday.
The award
honors University graduates
who have devoted effort
and time on behalf of the
Alumni AssoWalton
ciation and the
University.
Larry Weiss, associate vice
president for University re-

"We brought up the concern
for proposed student aid
cuts," Ross said.
He also said there should be
other options than cutting student aid.
"We understand that the
budget needs to be balanced,
but there are other ways to do
It without affecting students,"
Ross said.
Ross said the current proposals could hurt students by
making it necessary to get
more loans to be able to attend
school and possibly making it
too expensive for some students.
Stefancic said it is important for students to voice their
concerns to their representatives.
"We want to give as much
student input as possible," he
said.
He also said students need

iik

Jay Young
The BC News

"USG needs to have
a voice at the
national level."
Jeff Stefancic
USG president
to realize that they can make a
difference if they voice their
opinions to representatives.
Also during the weekend,
there were workshops for the
participants to attend and they
worked on trying to establish
a platform for NASHE.

Jennifer Schab
The BG News
Millions of people suffer from
migraines, and they often are not
aware that they have them.

the group during a television
interview. Interested In having
them visit the University, Porter
spoke with 'he quartet.
"One of the things that attracted us to the project was that
when I talked to them about coming, so many groups want to do
one concert get their check and
go home," Porter said. "This
group said'We'd really like to
come and spend some time in
your community."
Porter said the quartet participated in about 14 different activities while on the campus. Private
lessons were given to honor students and the group performed
around the area. He said the
quartet provided the community
with a special opportunity.

adolescents and young adults indicated an average of 77.8 percent of women and S7.8 percent
of men between the ages of 18
and 29 reported their most recent
headache occurred within four
weeks of participating in the
study.
Unfortunately, Solomon said,
many migraines are passed off as
headaches and never receive the
attention they should.

College and university students should be aware of migraine symptoms because their
age group represents a time
when their lives have factors that
can "trigger" migraine attacks,
said Dr. Glen Solomon, head of
Studies show that an average
the Section of Headache at the of 85 percent of men and 68 percent of women who reported
Cleveland Clinic Foundation.
A study of headaches among having one or more headaches in

Psychology
Nutrition
Communications
Health and Human Services
Health Promotion
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
| in your residence hall, Student Rec Center and at the
Center for Wellness & Prevention.
Deadline for application Is November 31
Call 372-9355 for more information.
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chamber music to interact with
our whole community in a variety of ways," Porter said. "Particularly for music students, I like
to say it provides a yard stick by
which students can measure
their own work and progress."
Alan Smith, profesor in the College of Musical Arts, said having
a chance to work with professionals offers students a rare opportunity.
"It kind of inspires them to
work harder and to practice
harder," Smith said. "It shows
them that there are people that
are just a couple of years older
than they are making a living out
of it and it inspires them."

ceremony at the White House.
Porter helped make arrangements for the group to attend the
Sept. 28 ceremony.
"Then, after how many
thousands of years, peace breaks
out in the Middle East and the
ceremony gets changed from
Thursday to Friday," Porter said.
Again, Porter assisted in arranging the new trip. White
House officials expressed their
appreciation to the University by
inviting a representative from
the institution.
Ribeau accompanied the quartet to the White House ceremony
and a performance they taped for
National Public Radio.

Near the end of their stay at
the University, the Office of the
First Lady invited the quartet to
play at the Medal of Freedom

The quartet consists of siblings
David, Timothy, Phillip and Janet
Ying.

We offer you the opportunity to:
Develop Presentation Skills
Prepare Yourself For the Job Market
Academic Credit
Develop Active Listening/Refferal Skills
Network With Health Professional

Each member of our staff play a vital role in the success
of the Center, by volunteering, the Center can play a
vital role in YOUR future)

the prior year had never consulted a physician about their headaches. A typical migraine sufferer waits an average of three
and a half years before consulting a doctor for treatment for
their headaches.
Dr. James Kettinger, M.D. at
the Student Health Center said
he sees about three to five students suffering from migraines a
week. The majority of these
patients, he said, are on medication for chronic migraines, but
the acute migraine patients are
often quite severe.
"It's the end of the world to
them," Kettinger said.
Dr. Carol Hicks, M.D. at Wood
County Hospital, treats about 10
migraine patients a week.
Hicks said it is important for
students to be aware that a mi-

graine Is a very specific type of
headache.
A college student's lifestyle,
according to Hicks, can aggravate people who are prone to suffer from migraines.
"Either you suffer from migraines or you don't,'" Hicks said.
To prevent the occurence of
migraines, it is recommended to
get regular exercise, have regular sleep patterns and eat a
healthy diet. Hicks said.
Foods such as chocolate, alcohol, cheese, hot dogs and bacon
are potential migraine "triggers," along with stress and poor
health habits. Hicks said.
There are also very effective
medicines that can be prescribed
if needed, Kettinger said. Imitrex, a self-administered medication, is very effective, he added.

THE WORLD IS A STAGE

WHAT ARE YOU OONNA DO ABOUT IT?

Paramount Parks'national talent search
is on, and we're looking for experienced
singers, dancers, actors, instrumentalists,
technicians, and variety acts, forthe
exciting 1996 show season at
Paramount's Kings Island. 1996 will
feature Hanna-Barbera®, Nickelodeon1"
and MTV style productions, plus an all
new ice revue and Star Trek aliensl

fhat can the Center off*
YOU?

t-

alumni and University events
and programs successful."
Walton said moving back to
Ohio in 1988 enabled him and his
family to renew their involvement with the University.
"The community and University service is fulfilling and rewarding," Walton said. "I really

Migraines common for students

The Center for Wellness & Prevention is looking for
energetic students who are interested in gaining
experience in the following fields:

.V

lations and director of alumni affairs, said Walton has made many
contributions to the University.
"Some [alumni] get Involved In
one area but Walton has been active in a wide range of programs," Weiss said. "He is greatly appreciated for the many
things he has done to make

When University President
Sidney Ribeau visited the White
House last month it was the Ylng
Quartet that provided the opportunity.
An internationally recognized group,
the Ying Quartet was at the
University last
month for a one
week residence.
Martin
Porter, director of the College of Musical Arts Concert OfThe whole emphasis behind the
fice, said he first learned about project was to get classical

Make The Wellness
Connection

/
/
/
/
/

Larry Weiss
director of alumni affairs

Quartet spends week in BG

Looking For Wellness Consultants

I

"Some [alumni] get involved in one area but
Walton has been active in a wide range of
programs. He is greatly appreciated/or the
many things he has done to make alumni and
University events and programs successful."

enjoy getting involved again."
Walton said he is honored to
receive the unexpected reward.
"It means a lot to me --1 think
it is worthwhile for alumni to
remain active," he said.
Walton, a current member of
the BGSU Foundation Inc. Board
of Trustees, served as president
and member of the Alumni Association Board of Trustees as well
as several alumni committees.
Walton has made many guest
appearances on campus. During
the past year he was master of
ceremonies for the Department
of Journalism reunion and the
farewell dinner for retiring University President Paul Olscamp.
Walton was also the speaker
during summer commencement
ceremonies in 1993 and has been
a part-time journalism instructor.

For more information writ*, call or e-mail:
PARAMOUNT'S KINGS ISLAND
6300 Kings Island Drive
Kings Island, Ohio 45034
(513)573-5740
or
PARAMOUNT PARKS DESIGNS,ENTERTAINMENT
Audition Hotlin* (704)559-4609 Paropora® Ad Com

:

BAND NIGHTS

SATURDAY

Happy Hour-Noon-9pm

IKIDAY

Homecoming Special*...
All Drofn. Mixed Drinks
&Shoh

SATURDAY

ROS
RIDDIM
1 35 N MA

Come watch the B.G. game
on the Big Screen!!
(Don't forget about the
World Series!)
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Local shop has double duty
Convenience, sporting
goods store share space

Jim Barker
The BC News
Three young men walk into
Mike's Party Mart, 1004 South
Main Street, and start to browse.
The shortest of the group,
dressed in army surplus camo
pants and a Carhardt jacket, peruses the pop cooler. Another is
looking at magazines. The third,
looking worried, sidles up to the
man behind the counter.
"Hey Mike," the young man
says. "One of the arms on my
bow is crooked. Do you think that
it's going to hurt the way it
shoots?"
"Do you have it with you?"
asks Mike.
The young man nods. "It's in
the car."
"Bring it in and I'll have a look
at it," Mike says.
After a quick inspection, Mike
gives the young man some good
news.
"If its shooting all right, I
wouldn't worry about it," he says.
It isn't every day someone
brings a compound bow into a
convenience store. But Mike's

RAPF
Continued from page one.

lie said. "They ended up in a dark
and remote area where she was
reportedly raped by one of the
occupants of the car."
Barbara Waddell, public information officer for University
Public Safety, said the driver of
the car allegedly raped the woman. The driver is described as a
muscular white male with dark
medium length hair. He was
wearing blue jeans and a dark
colored Polo shirt.
The passenger is described as
a thin white male with no facial
hair. He was wearing a flannel
long-sleeve shirt and a Cleveland
Indians baseball cap.

Party Mart isn't just a convenience store - it doubles as a
sporting goods store, and both
businesses share the same space
and the same ownership.
Crossbows and fishing poles
are flanked by coolers and snack
foods. An entire shelf is dedicated to pictures of trophy deer taken in Wood, Lucas and Hancock
counties.
The store functions as an official deer checking station during
the hunting season. A monthly
trophy buck contest is held for
those who buy their licenses and
deer tags at the store.
Mike Tyson, owner and manager of Mike's Party Mart and
Mikes' Sporting Goods, said the
idea of having a convenience
store and sporting goods store
under the same roof stems from
his own hunting and fishing
background.
"I grew up with hunting and

fishing," Tyson said. "My father
used to run a charter boat service
on Lake Erie. What I've done is to
incorporate my own hobby into a
business. The sporting goods are
just an extension of my home
life."
Tyson is a graduate of Owens
Technical college and holds an
associate degree in marketing.
At 19, he managed a Stop and Go
convenience store In Worthington, a Columbus suburb.
Tyson made his move to Bowling Green in 1976, renting out the
Main Street building previously
occupied by Pagliai's Pizza. Tyson's stores have remained in the
Main Street locale for 19 years.
Hunting and fishing contests
are an important part of Tyson's
business philosophy. According
to Tyson, the contests are a way
of generating new business.
"It's really stimulated the
sales," Tyson said. "I think the

contests draw people to the
store."
Tyson said drawing new customers is vital to surviving in the
sporting goods business.
"The sporting goods business
is very high-risk," he said. "It's
seasonal - a lot of it depends on
what the hunting is like and how
many hunters you can draw. And
you've got to buy in quantity.
Buying quality products costs
you good money."
Staying afloat in the sporting
goods business also means dealing with the competition. The
best way to compete with larger
retailers such as Wal-Mart and
Kmart is to establish a core of
regulars and treat them well, Tyson said.
"I've got to put on a happy face
every day for the customers,"
Tyson said. "Suppose one day I
don't feel like talking to you, or I
don't feel like waiting on you. So
I let you wait.
"You can always just go to the
other guy's store, so I have to
treat everyone equally well," he
said.

■ Kendall O'Kenka, 995 S.
Main St, has been indicted on
charges of theft.
O'Kenka allegedly stole
$261.85 from a MidAm Bank
on July 6. O'Kenka has a prior
theft conviction in Wood
County.
■ Theodore E. Hall, an inmate of the Wood County Justice Center, has been indicted
on two counts of assaulting a
peace officer.

has been indicted on charges
of corrupting a minor.
Bailey allegedly engaged in
sexual conduct with a female
under the age of 16.
■ Paul Ray Johnson, 99 E.
Ashery St. in Genoa, has been
indicted on two counts of trafficking in marijuana.
According to police reports,
Johnson allegedly attempted
to sell marijuana to undercover police officers.

Hall allegedly fought with
two guards on Sept. 30 while
they were escorting him
through the facility.

■ George W. Flnney Jr., 840
Sixth St., has been indicted on
two counts of trafficking in
marijuana.

■ Marcus Bailey, an inmate
in Allegan Jail in Michigan,

Finney allegedly sold or attempted to sell marijuana on
May 31 and June 22.

1-75 heists may be connected
Aaron Gray
The BC News
The same man who robbed a
Bowling Green pizza shop may
be responsible for at least three
other Ohio robberies since Saturday, according to police.
A Little Caesars restaurant in
Perrysburg was robbed Wednesday morning by a man matching
the description of the person who
robbed Little Caesars, 112 S.
Mercer Road, Monday evening.
In the Perrysburg robbery, a

The car Is described as a large,
older model four-door car with a
tan ulterior and a loud exhaust.
Continued from page one.
Waddell said it is important for
anyone with any information to capsule?"
"I did not know what to think
contact the campus police at
about the seven items in a bottle
372-2346 at any time in the day.
question because there is no way
"We're asking anyone to call us I could narrow my life down into
with information if they saw or seven items," queen candidate
heard anything, regardless of Kim Hess said.
Although everyone was asked
how trivial it might have seemed
to them, it might be important to this particular question, other
interviews lacked consistency.
the case," Waddell said.
"My interview was 20 minutes
After reporting the Incident to long with a panel of three peoa resident adviser in Harshman, ple," queen candidate Jen Green
Boutelle said the woman was said.
taken to the Wood County Hospi"I only had two people intertal and released.

man filled out an application for
a delivery driver position and
then proceeded to rob the restaurant, Perrysburg Police Lt. Nelson Evans said.
The robber then ordered the
manager to go into the restaurant's cooler and stay there for
five minutes. In the Bowling
Green robbery, the man ordered
two employees to enter a cooler.
In both cases, the robber was
inside the restaurant for several
minutes before committing the
crime.

The same suspect may have looks like he may have been hitalso committed two similar rob- ting towns along 1-75."
beries in the past several days,
The suspect is described as a
Evans said. A Little Caesars in thin, dark-haired, 35-40-year-old,
white male weighing about 130
Troy was robbed Saturday and a pounds.
Subway in Vandal ia was robbed
Sunday.
At the time of the Bowling
Both towns are located along Green robbery, the man was
Interstate 75 just north of Day- wearing a light gray t-shirt
ton.
underneath a blue denim shirt,
blue jeans, a dark blue baseball
"It sounds like the same guy cap and dark sunglasses. He was
may have committed all four of unshaven and reportedly spoke
these robberies," Evans said. "It with a southern accent.

viewing me," said Stacy Sprung,
who was among the top 15 candidates. "It may have been more
effective if everyone had the
same judges."
Sprung said she knows of other
women candidates who had
interpersonal communications
Professer R.K. Tucker interviewing them while she did not.
"Judging lasted five hours and
trying to get three Judges to stay
all day is tough," said Michelle
Nalepa, director of Homecoming.
After the top 10 are selected
according to the number of
points judges assign them, the

process is turned over to the student body. Some candidates decide to campaign while others do
not. Although some question the
ethics of campaigning, it was allowed by the homecoming committee until 5 p.m. last Friday.
Whipple said it is UAO's decision whether or not to allow
candidates to campaign, but he
personally believes that campaigning for this type of a position is inappropriate.
When UAO members run for
king and queen, other issues are
raised, according to Bill Kline,
ethics instructor at the Universi-

Sketch coutlciy of I hr Bo» ling Gran
Polio Diviilon

The suspect is described as a
thin, dark-haired, 35-40-year-old,
white male weighing about 130
pounds.

HOMECOMING

ty. This year there is one king
candidate from UAO and one
queen candidate. Last year's
queen, Mollie Monahan, was involved with UAOSome question whether this influences the process of selection,
and whether UAO members
should be allowed to enter the
competition, since they organize
the event.
Kline said the Homecoming
interviewing process is not
threatened by a conflict of interest because outside sources are
chosen to judge. He says there is
a problem, however, with the

first step of the application process, because it is a situation of
UAO members deciding the fate
of other UAO members.
"It's clearly dubious," Kline
said. "I'm not saying that the
people in charge are in question,
but an institution set up like this
can clearly allow for a conflict of
interest"
"I hear a lot of people say that
it is fixed, but we are an organization, like any other, and we
have qualified people in our organization that are qualified to be
king and queen," Nalepa said.

HOM€ FM.CON VOUCVBHU TONIGHT flND TOMORROW!
FRIDA V VS. OHIO, 7:00 P.M. AND SATURDAY VS. MIAMI, 4:00 P.M. GO FALCONS!!
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Okay, So Here's the Deal.,
It's the weekend, right?
You want it to be good, right?
SWEETEST DAY is Saturdag
and it's Time to visit

PACKAGES PLUS,..
So you take care of business.
I mean it. Theg 'U help gou
Pick out Just the right card
And gift for gour sweetie No, don't thank me, just get
Ch*r to PACKAGES PLUS...

Packages plus...

Cards and Gifts and more
111 Railroad !!.(,.

Phi Sigma %gppa
Campout VII
October
21,1995
Paula and Jamie Buchman

Italian Stallion and Black Beauty
Uncle Jemima and Pancake Girl
Alladin and Jasmine
12 Inches and Palmela
Rod Roddy and Diane Parkinson
Tom Cruise and Heidi Fleiss
Mustang and Bare Back Rider
The Bride and the Groom
Scobbie Dum and Peter Burns
Tony Bennet and Hillary Rodham Clinton
David Hasseinorf and Nicole Eggert
Keith and Nick's Vaccum
George The Animal Steel and Rafael Palmeiro
Pillsbury Dough Boy and Betty Crocker
John Travolta and Olivia Newton John
The Flower Child and Joan Baez
Pat Riley and Scorch
Matt Kupstas and John Madden
Private Peter and Major Houlihan
Andy Griffith and Opie
Higritowor and Hooks
King Arthur and His Sword
Juan Valdez and His Mule
Greg Brady and Cindy
Gunner Nelson and Blondie
Oliver North and The Working Girl
Curtis Strange and Nancy Lopez
Tacklebury and Mahoney
Leo Getz and Strawberry Shortcake
"<I>/K<!>/ K <I>>K «I>7K <I>/K <I>7K <|)/K«l>/K
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BAR & GRILL

Happy Hours Daily
Mon. - Thura. 11 -»
™-Sat. 11-7

Buy 1 Lunch or Dinner
Entree and get the Second
WoodlandMal,
111C
10 nffl
UN . 352-8228
'Not valid w/specials expires 12/31/95

BQHX~I\~GREE1\ERY
FRIDAY SPECIAL
I5.95 SEAFOOD SPLASH!
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This Homecoming Weekend in Bowling Green athletics:
HOCKEY vs. Michigan State, Saturday, 7 p.m. at BGSU Ice Arena
FOOTBALL vs. Toledo
Radio: WBGU-FM 88.1. WBVI-FM 96.7
at Perry Stadium, Saturday, 12:30 p.m.

VOLLEYBALL home vs. Ohio (to:

Friday Radio: WBGU-FM 88.1 (Paul Markoff & J

ftadlo: WBGU-FM 88.1 (James Ryan. Joeh Matt & Tony Oaverl: WFOB-AM 1430. WBVI-FM 96.7.
WJYM-AM 730 (Daw Horger A Mark MUler). Telrrtalon: WTVO-TV 13 (Jeff Blanzy & Kurt Humes)

it, 7 p.m.), Miami (Sat.) 4 p.m.

ica Stolttmanl

SOCCER hosts Miami. Sunday, 2 p.m.
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BG's Johnson
outshines Hobey
Baker candidate
Pat Murphy
The BC News
Falcon right wing Mike Johnson stepped out of a shadow last
season. A shadow cast by 6-1,190
pound Hobey Baker finalist Anson Carter of Michigan State. He
looks to creep farther out of Carter's shadow when the Falcons
host the Spartans at the Ice
Arena at 7 p.m. Saturday in the
league opener for BG.
Johnson, a relative league unknown when the season started,
tallied just two points less than
Central Collegiate Hockey Association First Team selection Carter. Johnson scored 16 goals and
added 33 assists for 49 points
while Carter scored 34 times and
had 17 assists for SI points.
But Carter's shadow was cast
long ago while the two were
growing up in Scarborough, Ont.,
a suburb of Toronto.
Johnson said that Carter attended high school just minutes
from Sir John A. McDonald High
where he went. He recalled the
times when the two meet in
sports other than hockey.
"We went to the same high
school district where we played
basketball against each other,"
Johnson said. "He's pretty good
in that too."
Johnson said he is not surprised that Carter is doing so
well in collegiate hockey.
"He was always a great player
growing up, especially as he got
older," Johnson said. "Going into
juniors he was really good and I

"He was always a
great player growing
up, especially as he
got older. Going into
juniors, he was really
good and I'm not
surprised to see him
doing as well as he
is."
Mike Johnson
Falcon right winger
am not really surprised to see
him doing as well as he is."
"Anson Carter's a good
player," said Falcon captain and
left wing Jason Clark. "Every
time he's on the ice you've got to
known where he is and have
somebody looking after him."
Carter scored once and assisted on one goal in the Spartans
5-2 win over Boston College in
the opening round of the Great
Western Freeze Out in Inglewood, Calif, last weekend. MSU
lost in the finals of the tournament to last season's NCAA
Tournament finalist Maine, 5-4.
While the Spartans were playing one of the best teams in collegiate hockey BG was outscoring two Canadian universities
15-5. But Clark feels the Spartans
See HOCKEY, page seven.

CHILVS&
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Bukey leads by example
Scott Brown
The BG News
Editor's note: More in-depth
coverage of the Homecoming
game against Toledo can be
found in the Homecoming Edition inserted in today's paper.
Chad Bukey leads by example.
Never one to be outspoken,
the Falcon senior offensive
tackle goes about his business
quietly and efficiently. His
anonymity keeps him one of
the best-kept
secrets in the
M i d American
Conference.
'•He's
probably the
most consistent performer we've
had over the
Bukey
years," coach
Gary Blackney said. "He always plays at a high level of efficiency. He's always a very
productive guy.
"In his own quiet way, he's a
leader on this football team. He
goes about his business. He
goes out and gets done what
needs to be done. He's not a
very vocal guy. He is demonstrative, but he is demonstrative in the way he does things."
Bukey's accolades speak for
themselves. He has started 27
games in his career and helped
anchor one of the most powerful offenses this conference
has ever seen.
Even with this year's struggles, Bukey has still performed
consistently well.
"It's been really tough,"
Bukey said. "It's hard to live
with the fact that it's our senior
year and we are losing like we
are. It's really tough on us. You
have to try to look back on the

Injuries hamper volleyball team

CONVEINCE STORES

Jeremy Yohe
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FUN!
Get psyched for homecoming.
Stock up for those tailgate
parties A WIN!
Purchase any Frito-Lay item to enter for a
chance to win one of several cool prizes!
§

file photo/BCSU Sporti Information

Chad Bukey (65) has been one of the most consistent offensive line performers In Falcon football history.
around."
positives and on the things that
pecially in games like these.
The loss of Bowers, out perhave been good for us."
He's a senior and has great
haps the rest of the season with
Many good things stick out,
leadership. He's going to lead
a sprained knee, has been felt
particularly the 1994 campaign
everybody on the field even if
by the entire team. But on the
that saw Bukey start every
he's not playing right now."
offensive line, his loss has left
game. Bukey, along with
"He and Cal, before Cal got
a gaping hole that has been
classmate and fellow All-MAC
hurt, were playing as good as
difficult to fill.
lineman Cal Bowers, keyed a
they've ever played before,"
"We're a little shakey right
line that helped the Falcons set
Blackney said. "He has been
now," Bukey said. "The guys
numerous team and conferconsistent."
are trying really hard but with
ence records.
Cal going down, that hurt us.
Last year was also the most
Bukey's play throughout his
But the guys are trying real
productive one running the
career has prompted talk of
hard and giving a good effort."
football Bowling Green has
possibly moving on to the pro
The two linemen have deever seen.
ranks. He dismisses talk of that
veloped a close relationship
"He's enthusiastic on the
- at least for now.
over the years.
football field and he has a lot of
"I'm going to wait until the
"We're really good friends,"
pride in wanting to be the
end of the season for that, but
Bukey said. "He's a great guy
best," Blackney said. "And he
right now I'm just trying my
and it's tough to lose him, esprobably is one of the best
hardest," Bukey said.

•Prizes will be drawn daily from October
15 until October 21.
Limit one entry par parson par visit. No purchase necessary.

Injuries are starting to hit the
Bowling Green volleyball team at
a critical part of the season.
With the second half of the
conference schedule beginning
this week, now is the time when a
team planning on making the
Mid-American Conference needs
to make its move. And injuries
don't help.
BG finds itself seventh in the
MAC standings with a record of
4-5 and are 10-9 overall.
Invading Anderson Arena this
weekend will be the top team in
the MAC, Miami University, and
then Ohio University. BG will

play the Redskins Friday at 7
p.m. and the OU Bobcats on Saturday at 4 p.m.
BG will need as many healthy
players as possible to fend off
Miami, who own a 9-0 record in
the MAC.
The Falcons' tallest player and
middle hitter, senior Lori Hilton,
will miss her second match with
an ankle injury. Senior left-setter
Jenny Ostrom is questionable for
this weekend after she injured a
knee in practice.
"I'm a little frustrated right
now with the injury situation, but
there is nothing you can do about
that," head coach Denise Van De
Walle said. "We need to have
some players step up and fill

Game-Day Special
10:30 -12:30

Saturday, October 21,1995

Buy Any 2 Footlongs
and set One

NPHC

ti

Cards
Gifts
Wraps
Books

-ffafllW*k

some shoes."
Sophomore Keisha Wilkins
stepped into the starting lineup
for her first career start against
Western Michigan last Saturday
and filled in solidly for Hilton.
Wilkins responded with 12 kills
and five digs.
In the first match this year
with Miami, the Redskins
downed BG in straight sets and
this time around will be just as
difficult for the Falcons to pick
up a win.
"We know that they are good.
We know that they are riding a
lot of momentum right now," Van
De Walle said of Miami.
"Our passing broke down last
time we played them, so obviously we need to concentrate
on passing so we can run our
offense."
BG snapped Ohio's 8-0 start at
the beginning of season with a
four set victory in the first MAC

HOMECOMING '95

FRE

UAO

® NPHC £
A®
ft

•Must be of equal
or lesser value.

*&0

GREEK STTOMPDOWlSr

d

Student Services
M -Th 8-6 Fr 8-5 Sat 9-5

Friday October 20,1995
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
$5 for Show $3 for Dance

D

Doors open at 8:00 p.m.
Show starts at 9:00 p.m.

Available at
Campus Subway
524 E. Wooster
352-8500

Barney's East
1602 E.Woostcr
354-2800

'.

V
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meeting. But that does not mean
the Falcons can rest assured of a
win because Hilton will be on the
sidelines.
"We may not have the same
lineup," Van De Walle said. "Last
time Lori Hilton just had a field
day." Hilton recorded a matchhigh 24 kills in the previous encounter.
Ohio has a record of 16-5 overall and are in sixth place in the
MAC at 5-5.
Starting the second round of
league matches, BG will look to
more consistent play to achieve
their goal of making the conference tournament.
"Again we are looking for a
consistent performance and just
a total team effort - that is what
this team needs to do," Van De
Walle said. "We are going to have
to play some good defense and
serve the ball tough to take the
teams out of their offense."

IMMM

UAO

For More Info call 372-2343
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Hershiser thrives in playoffs Soccer to host I
MAC foe Miami
Chuck Meivln

The Associated Press

OJSVELAND - Some people
love deadlines, need them. Orel
Hershiser thrives on them.
Put him into an ordinary
game in an ordinary month,
and Hershiser will likely be
very good. Put him into a big
game, and he'll be extraordinary.
"He is a big-game pitcher.
He has demonstrated that his
whole career," says Cleveland
manager Mike Hargrove, who
will send Hershiser against
Greg Maddux in Atlanta on
Saturday in Game 1 of the
World Series.
"I've been around a lot of
talented players in my career,
and I don't think I've ever run
across anybody who is able to
focus in on what they are doing
and then go out and execute the
plan as well as Orel Hershiser
does."
You would never pick Hershiser to play himself in the
movies; he simply doesn't look
the part. Tall, thin, thoughtful,
he'd be better cast as a librarian, perhaps, or as an accountant certainly not as one
of the best ever to throw a
pitch in the postseason.
Yet something extra seems
to click when he's under pressure, something that makes his
fastball faster, his sinker sharper. He has appeared in 11
playoff and World Series
games in his career, going 7-0
with one save and a 1.47 ERA.
He has been MVP of three
different postseasons series:
the AL championship series
against Seattle this year, and
the NL playoffs and World Series for Los Angeles in 1988.
"I am appreciating it this
time though much more," he
said. "Going through it in '88,
'85 and "83, a lot of the concentration and brain power were

Chris Kapcar
The BG News
Bowling Green head coach Mel
Mahler has stressed one word to
his team in the days prior to their
game this Sunday against the
Miami Redskins ~ caution. With
a 7-7-1 record overall and a 2-1
MAC record, the Miami University soccer team doesn't intially
appear very formidable.
However, upon closer examination, the Redskins seem to take
on a different identity. Their record, at first glance mediocre, is
bolstered by a strong schedule
against several nationally ranked
schools and supported by Dustin
Swinehart, the MAC'S leading
scorer (13 goals, 3 assists).
"That's the individual we are
going to have pay most attention
to," Mahler said. "He's a senior,
and he's really stepped up his
game from a year ago - he's
probably tripled his scoring."
To defend against the scoring
threat that Swinehart poses, BG
will throw midfielder Dave Michaels in his way. According to
Mahler, the game overall will be
a matchup worth seeing.
"Miami's a real sound team.
They are well coached and sound
defensively, and they play well

as a unit. If history repeats Itself,
it going to be a real tight match.
Every time we play them, it's
been an 'end to end' game. It's
good soccer, and guys play hard
and play clean. This rivalry is
easily the most exciting we
play."
The Brown and Orange, 0-1 in
the MAC going into the Miami
game, look at this game as very
important, mainly because of the
MAC tournament seeding.
"If we can go through Sunday's
game and do all the things that
we've done this year that hasmade us successful, I'll be
pleased," said Mahler, "But we
need to get to .500 before our
other three MAC matches - if we
don't we are going to have a very
tough road ahead of us."
According to Mahler, the play
of Dave Michael is crucial.
"He's done a great job in the
back. He's provided great senior
leadership, and it seems every
time there is a big game, he steps
his game up. Also, we need a
quality effort from Joe Burch,
Steve Klein, and Jason Began.
"All three of these guys have
the ability to take over a game,
and while I hope we don't get in
that situation, they need to play
well,"

HOCKEY
Continued from page six.
The Associated Prcfa/Erlc Cay

Orel Hershiser will take the mound Saturday for the Indians against Atlanta's Greg Maddux.
spent on all the new things, the
press conferences, keeping the
adrenaline down, what to do
with my playoff tickets. Now,
they are not new to me, and I've been able to handle them
very quickly. So there's a lot
more time to enjoy what's going on."

There is one striking similarity, however, to his Cy
Young season, 1988: Although
he's now 37 years old and
working with a shoulder that
had to be reconstructed in
1990, Hershiser physically is
as good as ever. Five long
seasons of rehab have brought

back most of his skills - even a
fastball clocked in the low 90s.
A back injury slowed him
briefly in late June, but over
his last 14 starts of the regular
season, he was 11-2. In his
three playoff starts, he was 3-0
with an ERA of 0.84, including
22 strikeouts in 211-3 innings.

tougher competition will not effect Saturday's game.
"They did play two tough competitive teams," Clark said. "But
to be in this league you've got be
a good player. You've got to be
ready to go out and play every
night whether it's Brock or
against Maine so everybody's going to have to pick it up a notch."
Sophomore Chad Alban takes
over the starting goaltending duties from departed CCHA Second

Team goaltender Mike Buzak.
Unlike Buzak, who stood 6-3, Alban is 5-9 and weighs just 160
pounds.
"I don't known much about him
but I known he's little and we'll
have to keep the shots high
against him," Clark added. "We'll
need to get a lot of shots and test
him early and just keep penetrating him."
Alban played in 13 games a
year ago posting an 8-2 record
and a 2.73 goals against average.

FALCON HOCKCV CCHfl OP€N€R TOMORROW NIGHT vs. MICHIGAN STOT6!
GflTCS OP€N flT 6:00 P.M.! COM€ FILL TH€ nnCNfl RND SUPPORT TH€ HOM€ T€HM!
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Let's Go to
November 10 thru 12

Sign up in the
Cosh
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CHICAGO!
This Saturday • Oct. 21

office by let. 26th

M
$ 119 for 2 nights at the

with tfa kauiHut gt{t ok liwml

Holiday Inn City Center^
(includes transportation
Any Questions call

Bouquets and
Single Flowers
Always Available
And
For More Great
Gift Ideas
Call

@ 372-23

Ai*e You In IVeetl
Of A Weekend

353-8381

Vacation?
Sign-Up Today!
for a weekend hilling
and camping trip!
(Depart: Friday, October 27 @ 4pm
(Return: Sunday, October 29 @6pm
(Destination: (tfocftinq OMs State (Parfj
Friends are the most important thing in the world.
.«

*

Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 8 to 5:30; Sat. 8 to 4; Sun. Noon to 4

Ml

'Northwest Ohio's Most Complete Florlcultural Shopping Experience" |9
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CAMPUS EVENTS

Delta Sigma Pi

SERVICES OFFERED

•Bstnlmlar
Deadline tor Sammar RagistraOon is Frt. Oct.
201 Forms ara outsioa Ed. 410. Donl nrniM
l.O.S.E.A. Annual Seminarl

Lil' Shawn To the Best Lirfle Around.
Good Luck at Individual*.
I know you'll do great I
Remember. Know the Purpose.
Your Big. Liz.

t FINANCIAL AID •
Attention All Studenta
FREE Money is currency available
tor College Students Nationwide.
Over $6 Billion in aid s now
available from pnvate sector
grants a scholararsps. All studenta
ara el tyl We to receive some son
of aid regardless of grades, income.
or parent's income.
Let us help you.
For more informason call
Student Finanoal Services
1 -800-263-6495 e>t. FSS442

AJ-Anon/ Adull C " il dr e n ol Alcoholics
Si Thomaa Moon Rai. Ed. Room
Frioays7:00

Ara you interested in learning more about
China? World Student Association is sponsoring a CHINESE ENCOUNTER. Coma and
listen to speakers from China. E¥eryone is
welcome.
Time: 7pm-fl:30pm. Friday Oct 20.
Place: 1 in Floor Oflenhauer West
Pefreshemenls will tollow.

DELTA SIGMA PI
•Lil Jill
Kick Bun on Sunday I
Big Jim

Link* Kevin.
Good luck at Individuals!
I know you'll do great!
Know the Purposel
Love.
Big Jessica

DOES YOUR GROUP SPONSOR FUNDRAISERS?? If you are having trouble coming
up with creative tundraising ideas, please
come to the Creative Fundraising Techniques'
Workshop on Wednesday. November 1. 1995
at 700pm in the Alumni Room of the University
Union. Dave Standford, Director of Major Gifts
will be the guest speaker. For reservations,
please contact the Office of Student Life at
372-2843.

Party! Party! Partyl
WicKittDJ Service
Reasonable Rates 352-8397.

CHICAGO
Nov 10th-12th
$119 lor 2 nights at the Holiday Inn City
Center Hotel & Transportation
Sponsored by UAO @ 2-2343

PERSONALS

Oat a taste ol the current Middle Ages!
the BGSU branch ot the soaery for
Creative Anachronism will be doing
a demo m the Union Oval
from 11 am • 4pm lommorrowl

'Lit Joy
Just know your stuff
On quiz 1 and 2.
You'll do great. I have faith in you'
Good Luck,
Big Dave

HALLOWEEN COSTUME DANCE
AT UPTOWN
SUN. OCT. 22 AT 9:00PM
COSTUMES NOT REQUIRED. BUT DESIRED
PRIZES GIVEN FOR THE BEST COS
TUME
SPONSORED BY <■ AGA

"'Grand Lil* Shawn*"
Good Luck at Individuals! Know
the Purpose. I know you'll
make our family proud1
Grand Big -Emily
-DELTA SIGMA PI"'
-Secret til ShawnKnow the Purpose, and youll do great, Make
us proud, we can't wait!
-You're Secret Big s-

ACHrAOirAOII

Welcome AJumsl

REGGAE • 12TH Annual Tribute to Bob Marley
• with The Ark Band, Ohio's No. 1 Roots Band.
Sat. Nov. 4, Union Ballroom. 9pm. A Caribbean
Assoo oveni.
UAO Weekend Movie
GREASE
in Olscamp@6pm, lOpm.A 12am
Oct. 20 A 21 $2.00 per person
Sponsored by UAO 4? 2-2343

Get psyched for Saturday I
PR says look high in the sky'
AOIl * AOII'AOII
Atttntion all cimpm leaders!
Omicron Delta Kappa is looking for youl
Application* are In Student Service* Rm
405
andaredueby October265:00pm! Any
questions please call Bethany 372-3809.

LOST & FOUND
Lost: frown Leather Jacket. Has pair ot sunglasses and bank book inside. II found call Larry

B
Happy Sweetest Day to the man I love! Less
tahn one year until wedding bells nng...'And
with this ring our lives will start, swearing that
we'll never part. I offer what you cannot buy.
devoted love until we die.'

JJ

354-1913.
CHICAGO
Nov. I0th-I2th
$119 for 2 Nights at the Holiday tnn City
Center Hotel & Transportation
Sponsored by UAO & 2-2343

Dee Zee * Dee Zee * Dee Zee
Com. Oevell. A Vanessa
KICK BUTT IN RUGBY THIS WEEKEND!
Dee Zee' Dee Zee * Dee Zee

ATTENTION EVERYONE
Wet T-Shirt Contest
is

Thursday, October 26
Cominq Soon

Homom,idc Bikini Contest

MI

\ ii\ i us \i

IIS

"in inn its"

REAK

WttV*
K

Don't forget flowers for your sweetie
on Sweetest Day
Flower Basket • Downtown

352-6395
Factory Outlet Store
Student Desks starting at $39.00
Miller Woodworking Factory Outlet
Woodland Mall "354-1614

-Secret'LilMargretIt's no secret (hat you're the best, on Sunday
everyone will know when you pass the test.
Good Luck at Individuals!
Your Secret B g

HISPANIC HERITAGE CELEBRATION!
MOVIE: 'My Family/ml tamilia'
SHOWTIME: Oct.24 @ 7pm i 9:30pm
ADMISSION: FREE
Sponsored by UAO © 2-2343

OGDGDGDGDG
CONGRATULATIONS
KRISTEN VOGEL
ON HER RECENT
LAVAL IE RING TO
SIGEP SCOTT CARR

Gutter
Lessons w/
Harold Greene
Quality Instruction
419-382-1655

CHARGE mil
Papa John's Now Accspts Vise J Mastercard
Call Now 353-PAPA

—All evente co-eponeored by National
Pan-Hellenic Council, Block Student Union,
Dry Dock, and Black Board of Cultural Acllvltlee"

Delta S-gma Pi

Grants and Scholarship* are available. Billions of dollars In financial aid. Quality Immedlately. 1-800-400-0209.

BO's scariest haunted house.
Will baopan Oct 2»
Watch lor details

vt>t**«-r a $*vw!

Detail* Coming Soon!

It's ClinIque Bonus TlmeOct. 11 -28
at Bowling Green. Elder Beerman.
Come and receive your 7 piece gift
and caddy w/any S15 purchase.
It's ClInqua Bonus Time Oct 11 -28 at Bowling Green Elder Bereman. Come in receive
your 7 piece gift and caddy w/any $15 purchase.
Join
"Brswstar'a Club Mug'
Home of the 32 oz. mug
Club members enjoy super discounts on all 16
beers on draft!
OCTOBER DRAWING
One - at CAMPUS POLLYEYES and enter
our drawing to win winter apparel from Imagine.
Pregnant? Free Pregnancy Test.
Confidential & Caring.
354-4673 B.G. Pregnancy Center
RHOMANIA WEEK
Monday, October 23,1995
GREEK FORUM: DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
BLACK ft WHITE SORORITIES
Time: 8:00 pm
Where: Union, Capital Room
Tuesday. October 24,1995
WOMEN TALK: IMPORTANT ISSUES TO
BGSU WOMEN
Time: 9:00 pm
Where: MacDonald West, Ground Floor
Lounge
Wednesday, October 25,1995
MOVIE: TALES FROM THE HOOD
Time: 9:00 pm
Where: Lillian Gish Theatre
Thursday, October 26,190S
ROOMMATE GAME: DO YOU KNOW YOUR
ROOMIE?
Time: 8:30 pm
Where: Business Administration Building,
Room 104
Friday, October 27,1995
MALE REVIEW: SPECIAL GUEST FROM
CLEVELAND t ON -CAMPUS
Time: 8:00 pm-i0:00 pm/After dance
10:00pm-2 am
Whirs: Am*nl
Cost: $5.00 Mais Rsvlew 4 After
Dance/$3.00 After dance only

Mark Pit*

law

CHINA GATE
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•We've Sot
§teat

V Wes erve lunch,
\ dimler & daily
ocktails

cFoodl
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
1 'JL\ I* 7;TI'IF;W4 l ay: ■ J;t
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J
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1616E. W00il«r
352-9153

FREE DELIVERY

1

i.ifViM-ni
WAIL/HEAVER CREEK

BilllfiililTiVIMTliTB
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t-800-$llNC«A$K
mi ■■■» ammmmo* A ammm torn

nit*
CALL 353-TAO?
,.
3SSt-9826
AS

Taco. Kit
only
$6.99

Saturday, October 21, KM
MASQUERADE BALL: DRESS M YOUR
FAVORITE COSTUME A CELEBRATE HALLOWEEN
Time: 10:00 pm • 2:00 am
Where: Union, Grand Ballroom
Cost:TBA
■Ce-eponeorad by Dry Dock and Black
Board ol Cultural Activities

Great Frozen
Cocktails
pmM only y-Jl,

Cheddar's
Opening soon In Flndlay.
Cheddar's is a great place for students seeking
a challenging an rewarding atmosphere that
can be shaped around any school schedule.
We offer great starting pay and FT or PT positions! And we are only 15 minutes away from
BG'Come see us ar
Cheddar's Restaurant
2100 Tiffin Ave. (in front of Meijer)
Find Lay, OH 45840

(419)432-4499
Accepting applications daily from 8-6.

SATISFY YOUR CRAVING FOR BREADSTICKS!!
-RANCH DRESSING NOW AVAILABLECALL PAPA JOHNS NOW
353-PAPA

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up to
$2.000*' month working on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies. World Travel. Seasonal
A full-time employment available. No
experience necessary. For more information
call 1-206-634-0468 e»l.C554 42

SPRING BREAK-Nassau/Paradisa Island
Cancun and Jamaica from $2M.0O Air. Hotel.
Transfers. Parties, and Morel Ogaize a small
group and earn a FREE ftp plus commissions!
CalM-800-B22-0321.

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All
materials provided. Send SASE to P.O. Box
774, Olathe.KS 66051

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS DIRECTORIES
are available in the Office ol Student Lite. Pick
up your copy while supplies are available.
THE LONGEST 'HAPPY HOUR' IN BG
NOON TO 9PM MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
BREWSTERS POUR HOUSE
All 16 Different Drafts. Mixed
Drinks, and Shots
Try the best pizza A subs in town
Also try our wings and nachos
So come to Brewatera for
Great Prices' Great Food! Lota otFunl
University Ambaassdore Needed
to Represent BG
The University Ambassadors are a select
group ot undergraduate student established to
assist in strengthening University Relations
This group serves at many presidential, faculty,
and alumni events: as well as assisting in various community service endeavors. Membership applications are available from October
11-27 in 405 Student Serv-cos or In the Uleti
Alumni Center. All applicationa must be turned
in at the Mileb Alumni Center by Spm on Oc
tabor 27.
Wanted: STAR WARS
Desperately seeking Star Wars toys. Action
figures, and Ships! Cash Paid! No collection to
large or smalll Call toll free 1-800-281-5637.
David.

WANTED
For Spring 96. Subleaser needed. Female,
non-smoker. Si83/mo.+ utilities. Call
3529456.

HELP! WE'RE GRADUATING
2-3 Subleaaera needed. Spring Semester.
2 bdrm, 1 1/2 bath, dlehwaaher, sirconditioning, large walk-In closet, quiet,
very clean apartment. Free weter end sewage Call after Spm or leave message.
353-9222.
Roommate wanted immediately. One bedroom
in a 2 bdrm apt in Bowling Greeen Village Apts.
Rent is $1 SB/month . elec. Call Ekem at
372-2279 or 354-7189.

HELP WANTED
$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
For mlo call 301-306-1207.
$331.00. Sell 72 college T-shirts • profit
$331.00. R sk-free Choose from 27 designs.
or design own. Free catalog 1 -600-700-4822.
1996 AMERICORPS POSITIONS: Three lull
nme positions with Wood Lane tn Supported
Living, (he Community Friend Volunteer Program and Special Olympics. Stipend ot $7,662.
ed-cation award of $4,725. health insurance,
and child care for one year of service starting
1/96. Must be interested in interacting with
and coordinating programs for people who
have developmental disabilities, be 18 ys. of
age or older, a U.S. citizen or legal resident,
have a h.s, diploma or equivalent. For position
descnpDons and information on applying, contact Janet Fouta. WC Board of MR/DO.
352-5115 by 10/25/95. EOE.

EBSCO Tele me rfcellng Service
1994 Top 50 National Outbound Sen/ice
agency is currently expanding its sales force. If
you are interested in earning top dollars ($8-10
per hr.) Working flexible hours (min. 15
hrs/wk.) receiving weekly pay and building
your resume then call now for an interview
353-6662 or come to apply at 113 N. Main St.
(across from Junction).
Evening office cleaning 10-12 hours per week.
Own transponation required Call 352-5822.
Great Parl-Tlme Job
Easy 15-20 min. drive from campua In historic river town. PT east, manager tor tourist
oriented retail store. $5.75/hr. Some retail
salsa exp. « computer •kills a must. For
sppt. 419-832-6425. Dandy's Lena, Grand
Rap-Ida, OH11-4 dally.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Earn up to $25-$4&rt.our
teaching basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages required.
For info, call (206) 632-1146 ext. J55441.
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Seasonal & full-time employment available
at National Parks, Forests & Wildlife
Preservee. BsnsfHs plus bonuses! Cell:
1-206-545-4804 ext. N55442.

1984 Olds Firenza
93.000 mi , auto
Runs good • $1000 OBO
352-1923 or 352-6200
1987MerKurXR4Ti
23 L Turbo. S sod., rod. many snrasl Asking
$2200. Call Ryan «? 372-1082.
1988 Chrysler Aries K-car. 125.000 mi. Asking
$1500- wit negotiate. Runs goodl 352-7180 or
352-5244,
1968 Nissan Sentra
4 spd., new dutch new struts
93.000 miles. $2500.
352-3176
1989 Ponuac Grand Am. 4 door, auto., asking
$4000. Can 419-354-5178.
1990 Volvo 740. 4 dr., excellent condition.
$7.800.3520431.
Attention Spring Breakersl Jamaica/Cancun
$389. Bahamas $359, Florida $129. Sail mps.
earn cash, 6 go rroel 1-800-234-7007.
FOR SALE
Various items, from electronics to appliances.
and many other, hems are new and come witn
full warranty from the manufacturer. I sell al
items below retail. Can for information
352-3069 Please leave a message.
JC Penny Free Arm Portable Sewing Machine
inds. impact resistant plastic carrying case and
container w/ estra needles and bobbin. Like
new. $75 OBO. Also Rival Crockpot stonewear
slow cooker, 3 1/2 gt., never used $15 OBO.
Call 288-2778.
MACINTOSH COMPUTER lor sals. Complete aystsm Including primer only $499.
Cell Chris at 1-800-865-4382 art. 8568.
MUST SELLI 4 REM tickets lor concert in CincinatnonSal 10-21-95. Call 372-6276.
Sony CD and double cassette Jam Box w/
'Mega Bass' sound. Excellent condition, remote control, can program 24 radio stations in,
has cool digital screen. Not too big or loo smal.
$125080.353-9336call anytime.
Weider portable weight ben en
great for housarapsiit.
$50 call Andrea at 352-7380

NOW HIRING AT PAGLIAIS PIZZA
Apply M-F 2-apm at 945 South Mam

FOR RENT

Our firm is looking for individuals who want to
gain comprehensive management experience
next summer. Earn $6,000 to $10,000 per
summer. Positions available in select Cleveland suburbs, Columbus, Akron, Canton, and
more CalM-800-887-1960.

Apartment Available Dec. 1)5
2 bedroom, furnished, ideal location
Campu s Manor: 354-1360

PAPA JOHNS
NOW HIRING DELIVERY DRIVERS
DAYS, NIGHTS, & WEEKENDS
FULL OR PART TIME
SALARY . TIPS . COMMISSION
RELIABLE TRANSPORTATION ♦ INSURANCE A MUST
APPLY IN PERSON
826 S MAIN (NEXT TO BIG LOTS)

Apt. available immediatly for subleaiel
$430/mo ♦ all utilities except gas. 2 bdrmt., 1
M2 ba:i. dishwasher. A/C. Maximum ol four
people allowed. 724 S. College #4. Can
352-6553 for more info.

Pan Time wait person needed immediately.
BG Country Club. Apply in person 920 Fairview
Ave.

Female Subleaser Needed. ASAPunnl May 1996. Close to campus.
S250/mo. Call 419-644-4111.

Comfy, roomy efficiency. Furnished. Large k>chen, has A/C. Lease through Aug. 10.
Availabe after Dec. 17. Graduate preferred.
Call 353-3237.

X-UASCASH
National Marketing firm expanding m Toledo.
We have the best atmosphere in town. 8 positions available. $300-400 weekly. No exp.
necessary. We tram. No phone interviews.
(418)865-1075.

FOR SALE
180 gal, fish tank w/ dual tnckle filter and oak
stand w/ glass top and coral. Must sell) Call
353-1409.

For Rent: Upstairs loft bedroom. Quiet neighborhood. Close to campus. Available Jan. 1.
1996. Call 352-2909.
One and two bdrm. apartments available now.
Call Newtove Rentals. 352-5260.
Wanted: One female subleaser for Spring
$l65/month, gas, heat. A stove, all utilities
incl. exoept electric. Call 352-8384 ask for
Amy.

OPEN

RACISM.
INVISIBILITY.
THE GLASS CEILING.
"BATTLEGROUNDS FOR
THE ASIAN & ASIAN AMERICAN
PROFFESIONAL."
■ i I «;iliii««l I'amlisls.

Attention highly productive individual experience in word processing, bookkeeping, smallenergy offce Competitive salary full-time position. More than a job be a part of a team. Send
resume to P.O. Box 694 BG OH 43402.

Friday. October 20
•YtSOPM 1008 BA

Cashiers Needed 3rd Shift. Benefits A Shift
differential. Apply in person ©Barney's 181
1/2 S. Main BG.

rumr. I.ilk. listen ami ask

City of Akron
Police Officer

K\rr\onr is Welcome In
i|iiestions!
Sponsored by Asian
Communities United • 354-1 1 15

B.G. Jaycees

$30,867.20 - $36,004.80
Week of Dec. 4,1995

&K100,™,

Requires high school
graduation or GED, age 21,
valid driver's license.

Maul at the Mall
Haunted House '95

Last day to apply:

(AT WOODLAND HALL)

Tues., Oct. 31, 1995
Room 103 Municipal Building
166 S. High St., Akron, OH
Equal Opportunity Employer

(next to old Hills Bldg.]
Thurs. thru Sat.,0cL 19 thru 21
Thurs. thru Tues., Oct 26 thru 31
$4.00 per person • Open 7to 11 pm
For mon Mails call 354-BGJC

TDD (216.375-2119

IMPORTANT CONFERENCE
OPENER SATURDAY!

n

Did You Know. . .
The University produces over
50 tons of garbage in one week?

BOWLING GREEN
VS.
MICHIGAN STATE

Assure yourself admission...pick up a ticket
todajl at Memorial Hall Ticket Office. Valid

Don't let your garbage go to
waste! Please recycle!
*For more information, call the BGSU Recycling Program at 372-8909.
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Go Tribe!

Need we say more?
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Urge Overkill sticks to a mellow but exciting sound
aVI

By Aaron Weisbrod

c»
St.

in Toledo.
Ever since their 1986
EP "Strange I..." Urge
Overkill has been slowly

w<>» surely been
k.*... leaving
but
their mark on the national
music scene with their
Chicago-style blues/rock
See Urge/ p. 8

BAND REVIEW
For Persons 4-64 Years of Age

As most area music
fans out there are
probably aware, tomorrow marks the arrival of
the rock giant Urge
Overkill to The Asylum
on 209 North Superior

$1.00 Fare

For Elderly (65+), Handicapped Persons, & Children 4-13 w/Adult
Transit I.D. Card Required
•AvaiUble al Grant's Administrator's Office. 354-6203
▼

Van w/ Lift Available: Wheelchair Access & Group Seating
▼

CINEMARK THEATRES
„...,-,,,

CINEMA

Homccominq 95 Homecoming 95 Homecominq 95 Homecoming 95.

Friday, October 2Q, 1995
Saturday, October 21,1995 1
-Homecoming Merchandise
•HOMECOMING 1995 BGSU
Sales, Union Foyer, 11:00
versus Toledo, 1230 p.m.,
a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Doyt Perry Stadium
-Step Show, Union Ballroom, 9:00 -King and Queen will be
p.m., doors open at 8:00
announced at half-time of
p.m. Tickets available at the
the game.
Student Activities Office.
-BGSU versus UT Charity Coin
Third Floor, Student Union,
Collection, belore game and Ef
Co-sponsored by National
during first half. Bring your
Pan Hellenic Council.
spare change to the game

Hours: 6:00 a.m. - Midnight
Monday - Saturday

WOODLAND
MMI

1234 N. Main St. 354-0558

This service is financed in part
from an operating assistance grant
from ODOT & FTA.

Service Area: Bowling Green
Please tel driver know how many
persons will be riding.

BOX OFFICE OPENS
AT 4:35
'STRANGE DAYS • R
12:50,3:50.7:00,9:55
ASSASSINS *R
12:30,3:15,7:00,9:50
•JADE • R
12:40,3:00,5:20,7:35,9:35
THE BIG GREEN • PG
12:20,2:45,5:10,7:15,9:25

■I..IJJ.I..IIll.l!L«.I.I..IJJ.II.IIll.|!L«.l.ll.lJJ.I..II.I.i,Llll.l..lJJ.I..II.I.I!LS

SEVEN • R
12:00,2:25,4:55,7:25,10:00
. NDP*SSIS « • nJO PASS*JSIMHSJIIKS

[The Canoe SEop
NO CD OVER

•Ul,s.«ii....U.-Muil, I'o lo. I.'.' I. .11' ,

$11.96

1

Black Swamp Outfitters

NO c\ssi;ni: o\■: K
•,...l„.|..WukPi»loi t.l.'i

$8.26

140 South River Road • Watervllle,
878-3700
15 minutes North of BGSU

Your
Wilderness
Shop For:
Camping,
Canoeing,
Backpacking,
Hiking,
Kayaking &
X-C Skiing

Rt. 64 to Waterville

TOP TEM STARTING AT

SPORT SANDALS

CD'S $8.88
CASSETTES $6.76

d^

WAL+MART
ALWAYS LOW PRICES. ALWAYS WAL-MART.

Mon. Sat

STORE HOURS
7am 11pm • Sunday
352 i77*

8am 10pm

Terrapin Parka

Fuzzy Dice Jacket

10% OFF ANY NON - SALE GEAR W BGSU ID.

wr* omeritfmft gp
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Urge Overkill sticks to a mellow but exciting sound
St. in Toledo.

By Aaron Weisbrod

Ever since their 1986
EP "Strange I..." Urge
Overkill has been slowly

but surely been leaving
their mark on the national
music scene with their
Chicago-style blues/rock
See Urge/ p. 8

BAND REVIEW
As most area music
fans out there are
probably aware, tomorrow marks the arrival of
the rock giant Urge
Overkill to The Asylum
on 209 North Superior

$1.00 Fare

For Elderly (65+), Handicapped Persons, & Children 4-13 w/Adult
Transit ID. Card Required
•Available al Grant's Administrator's Office. 354-6203
▼

Van w/ Lift Available: Wheelchair Access & Group Seating

CINEMARK THEATRES
...lr,,,

CINEMA

Homecoming 95 Homecominq 95 Momccorninq 95 Homecoming 95

Friday. October 2Q.1995

Saturday, October 21,1995

-Homecoming Merchandise
-HOMECOMING 1995 BGSU
Sales, Union Foyer, 11:00
versus Toledo, 12:30 p.m.,
a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Doyt Perry Stadium
-Step Show, Union Ballroom, 9:00 -King and Queen will be
p.m., doors open at 8:00
announced at hafl-iime of
p.m. Tickets available at the
the game.
Student Activities Office,
-BGSU versus UT Charity Coin
Third Floor, Student Union,
Collection, before game and
Co-sponsored by National
during first half. Bring your
Pan Hellenic Council.
spare change to the gamel

Hours: 6:00 a.m. - Midnight
Monday • Saturday

WOODLAND

Mtu

1234 N. Main St. 354-0558

Service Area: Bowling Green
Please lei driver know how many
persons will be riding.

BOX OFFICE OPENS
AT 4:35
•STRANGE DAYS • R
12:50,3:50.7:00,9:55

This service is financed in part
from an operating assistance grant
fromODOTAFTA.

B.G.TaxiN
352-0796

ASSASSINS' R
12:30,3:15,7:00,9:50
*JADE«R
12:40,3:00, 5:20,7:35,9;35

352 IM.-i

THE BIG GREEN • PG
12:20,2:45,5:10,7:15,9:25
SEVEN *R
12:00, 2:25, 4:55, 7:25, 10:00
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[The Canoe Shop
NO CD ©VI

5 $11.96
Black Swamp Outfitters

I\© CASSETTE ©VI
•
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'*$8.26

140 South River Road • Watervllle,
878-3700
15 minutes North of BGSU
Rt. 64 to Waterville

TOP TEM STARTING AT
CD'S $8.88
CASSETTES $6.76

Your
Wilderness
Shop For:
Camping,
Canoeing,
Backpacking,
Hiking,
Kayaking &
X-C Skiing

SPORT SANDALS

d^

WAL-MART
ALWAYS LOW PRICES. ALWAYS WAL- MART.

Moft. Soi.

STORE HOURS
7om 11 pm •Sunday Sam 10pm
352 -)-"*

*&&ti88Efiff9f&v3Sffc

Terrapin Parka

Fuzzy Dice Jacket

10% OFF ANY NON - SALE GEAR W BGSU ID.
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Oroboros plans to party
tomorrow at Easy Street
By Melissa Lipowski

r eople want to dance and there's
nothing wrong with that," says Jim Miller,
singer/guitarist of Oroboros, a Clevelandbased band that will be making a return appearance in Bowling Green's Easy Street
Cafe tomorrow night.
Formed in 1980, Oroboros is known as one of the
most creative rock and roll bands. Combining its own
unique style, soul of the blues, the energy of rock and
roll, the spontoneity of psychedelia, and the joy of
calypso, Oroboros is driven by a funky, danceable beat.

Beatles, The Rolling Stones, The Grateful Dead, Little Feet, Talking Heads, Bob Dylan, and Bob Marley are included in the band's
performance and are rearranged in a style uniqe to Oroboros.
Though Oroboros' polyrythmic approach remains and their
ever-changing live show still includes more than 70 percent original material, the band has created a more propelling sound through
the years. Miller said.
"It's gotten a little harder-edged," he said. "We've added a lot
more intricate guitar situations with the two guitarists, I've started
playing percussion - timbales - and we do a drum jam every night.
It's a very island-feeling drum jam, not a real spacey thing; it's a
continual sort of beat, and we work polyrythmically off of it. It's
more of a dance beat sort of thing."
Tomorrow night's events at Easy Street are scheduled to start
off with a pre-game Indians celebration, followed by the band's 10
p.m. appearance.

Selections from such artists as Howling Wolf, Chuck Berry, The
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Haunted Houses
thrill Horthmest
Ohio crouids
1 he thrill of being scared. Some people
find it hard to resist the opportunity to walk
down a pitch black corridor, feeling their
way along cobwebbed walls, only to find a
chainsaw-wielding maniac blocking their
only path to escape. For this reason, haunted
houses have become a popular American
tradition to celebrate Halloween and a
chance for many to escape to a sensation
only found in Hollywood horror movies.
This year, anyone hungry for a full platter of
fright-filled evenings in Northwest Ohio will
have no difficulty in finding a haunted house to
fill their requirements.
Toledo seems to be the centerpiece for gore this year
with two of the largest and possibly the most publicized
fright fests in the area. The Slaughterhouse is back again
after being ranked among the top ten most frightening
haunted houses in the U.S. last year. Boasting a 4 floor
trek through terrifying territory, the Slaughterhouse,
located on North Superior Road in Toledo is sure to
attract those seeking the truly frightening Halloween
experience.
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Armageddon, which is being touted as making, "Hell look like a
family barbecue", has also been made out to be one of the places to
watch this season. Sponsored by WIOT FM, Armageddon is being held
in the building of an old blood bank on Monroe Street which may be
too much for the squeamish to handle in the first place.
Those in search of more home-spun horror might want to head out to
Fremont, and take a walk through BJ's Haunted Bam. Located out in
the wide open countryside on Route 6, the Haunted Barn looks to be
more geared toward those with a slightly less tolerant backbone of the
macabre.
' M fct/IOnOn ■ ■ ■ ■■■■>■'•■ 'J < ■
If you're not in to traveling outside the confines of Bowling Green,
you might want to check out the Bowling Green Jaycee's Haunted
House at the Woodland Mall. Although more along the lines of the
haunted houses that you visited as a kid, its a great way to get into the
spirit of the Halloween season.
Whether you're prone to hiding your eyes at the slightest trace of
blood or have a hard time keeping from laughing hysterically at some
guy-dressed in a wolf roan costume, haunted houses-axe a good chance
to get out and enjoy the Halloween season without setting in front of
your television watching every "Friday the 13th" film ever made.
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H. Romantic 6jvenirtg with
Reverend Marilyn Manson
By Aaron Epple
A. little over a year ago, the rock 'n' roll mythology gave birth to Trent Reznor as he rose to power
after five years of underground status. Now, as the Nine Inch Nails fervor fizzles down a bit, a new and
improved iconoclast has erupted in the form of one of Reznor's own discoveries.
The mainstream culture thought Reznor was intense, but the emergence of Marilyn Manson has generated a forthright attack on our inherent beliefs and values.
Although his severe criticisms of Christianity and the conservative majority continue to creep into our collective conciousness, Manson stresses a need
for balance between the two sides,, hence the contradiction in his name.
Presented in a carnival-like atmosphere, fans often wonder if he really is a manifestation of much-needed social change or if he just picked the right
climate to prop himself on the market. Other questions are circling
as well. Is he the God of F**k? I don't know, I haven't tried him out
yet. Is he an underworld holy man? Nah. People have to figure it out
for themselves without submitting to a supposed leader. Is he a
transvestite serial killer? Nope, that's an unusual but vague abstract.
Is he a cathartic being who radiates sexuality? Sure. Is he just a
cool-looking guy with lots of tattoos who likes to scream a lot? Only
at first glance.
Personally, I think Manson is just a guy. A guy who wants to live
his life his own way devoid of riducule or retribution. An old story?
Maybe. But, it's a story that still lacks a resolution for many
people.
Weekend Reality got to chat with Marilyn briefly before
Wednesday's Toledo show at the Asylum about personal preferences
and cultural theory.
WEEKEND REALITY: So, what happened to [drummer] Sara
Lee Lucas?
MARILYN MANSON: We weren't seeing eye-to-eye, so we got a
new drummer, Ginger Fish.
WR: I noticed that the Intro to the song "Down in the Park" b
an excerpt from the movie, Prince of Darkness. Are you John
Carpenter fans?
MM: Absolutely. John Carpenter, John Waters, and David Lynch are
my favorite directors. "Down in the Park" was originally a Gary
Newman song. It's very dark and apocalyptic and I remembered it
from when I was a kid, so we remade it and threw the Prince of
Darkness part in.
WR: I read a little clip in the Toledo Blade today that described
Marilyn Manson as a band that uses sex and violence for shock
value. I don't know about you, but when I near about shock
value, it usually implies something that just freaks someone out,
but there's no real meaning behind it. Do you think you're
taken seriously?
MM: A lot of people will describe us as shocking in a derogatory
way. To us, shock value is a means for us to get across what we
want to say. The world today is very numb, and unless you hit them
in the face with something, they're just gonna ignore it and let it pass
by.
WR: You've built this reputation as a truly frightening figure
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that's demonstrating their
wierdness. I was wondering how
much of that is really you and how
much is just an image?
MM: Well, it's a lifestyle. A lifestyle
that goes 24 hours a day, seven days a
week. Marilyn is what I am, and
that's not easy to understand. There
are many dimensions to it, some of
which I don't even understand
myself.
WR: It's a lifestyle that's become
very trendy. A lot of people do it
because they think they're so cool.
MM: Maybe thier motivations are
shallow initially, but what they're
doing is still creative and antisocial.
It's better than going to a Hootie and
the Blowfish concert.
WR: You don't agree that people
who buy into freakishness are as
shallow and exploitative as people
who buy into conformity?
MM: There's a chance there's a
parallel there. But, freakishness, if
you choose to call it that, is still
more expressive. In the end, you're
still taking more of a chance. But,
whatever you do, you have to do
what's right for you. When you wake
up in the morning, you have to be
happy with who you are.
WR: I remember reading about
your troubles with the police. You
were describing the cops in a kind
of condescending fashion. The
tone was 'oh, the you'd expect that
from the cops, of course.' Do you
feel superior to authoritative
figures?
MM: The law is just what's popular.
I do believe there's a need for lawand-order. I myself am teetering
between chaos and order. That's
what Marilyn Manson is. I like that
balance and wouldn't want to be
without it. If you kill in a war. you're
a hero. If you kill in your house,
you're a murderer. It's a question of
who decides what your reasons
behind the killing are that determines which one you are.
WR: Your fans don't see yon as a
philosophical guru, do they?
MM: I don't really know what they
think. I think I've asserted myself as
a direction-giver. I've taken the
initiative in pulling the people who
are like me together—people who

don't belong. I'm trying to make
them realize that everything in
America is a lie. I don't think you
should feel ashamed for thinking
you're better than someone else.
Equality in this country is a joke.
Capitalism teaches you that if you
work hard enough, you can be
better than someone else. I think it's
okay to feel superior to others if it's
based on ethics and intelligence
rather than race or sex.
WR: Would you call the belief
that humans are the final phase
in evolutionary development an
arrogant assumption?
MM: Not really. I'm proud to be
human, but I also realize that I'm
just an animal. We're all animals.
People describe certain people's
actions as "inhuman" when they
are, in fact, precisely human. Other
people feel guilty about their own
emotions. They feel guilty about
feeling lust and hate. That's one of
the things Christianity has done. It
traps people into feeling guilty and
afraid.
WR: In that interlude, "Sympathy for the Parents," on your new
EP, you said that moshing is what
Christians would call the apocalypse. What did you mean?
MM: I was on television and the
subject was rock shows. People
wanted to know why children
become so violent at concerts, and I
said it was because they were
sheltered by their parents and they
needed an outlet. Christians are
always talking about the end of the
world and I would love to provide
it for them. You want the apocalypse, here it is, how do you like
it'? I was basically calling Christianity on its bluff. That's why
children kill themselves listening to
rock records. It's not the music that
did it, but rather the deprivation of
it, and the things they want that
kills them.
WR: A lot of hardcore Nine Inch
Nails fans were very angry when
Nails got completely commercialized. What would your response
be if the same thing happened to
Manson?
MM: It's important for our fans not
to live in this illusion of "selling
out." If the band's integrity is there,
and they get popular, I don't see

anything wrong with that. The goal
of this band is to cause waves
socially, and even if some people
only start getting into us a year
from now, at least they're on our
page. It's better than listening to
Pearl Jam. It's a start.

WR: A couple of my friends were
talking about the PMRC and the
music censorship movement of
the 80s. One of them wondered
what would happen if Marilyn
Manson came out ten years ago.
The other replied that Manson
wouldn't have come out ten years
ago, because Manson's a reaction
to what's been going on of late.
What's your response to that?
MM: I think that's a pretty fair
assessment. The state of political
correctness and Christians have
really given life to us. Christians
want to point the finger at me. and
call me the Anti-Christ of the 90s;
when the Anti-Christ is really the
embodiment of everybody who
disbelieves in Christianity. That's
not to say I'd ever want to see
Christianity go away because we
keep one another in business. 1
don't know if you ever heard the
phrase, 'the Devil is the Church's
best friend,' because one wouldn't
make sense without the other. I
thrive on paradox. I admit I'm
hypocritical. I don't always practice
what I preach.
WR: So what would you like
your end result to be? You don't
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want to conquer the opposition
and yet you still don't want to
live within their parameters and
are pushing for change.
MM: I just want to tip the scales a
little bit. I want to awaken people
to the world as it really is. Maybe
in the future a Utopia is possible,
but I doubt it. If I did have a Utopia,
I'd want it to be like Never-Never
Land from Peter Pan. I think a lot
of people's best memories and
favorite times are from their
childhood, because when you
graduate into adult life, you lose a
lot of your personality and become
part of a program.
Two hours later. Manson highpriested his way out on the stage
replenished in white makeup and
haphazardly smeared lipstick. They
slammed through a set that included the entire "Portrait of an
American Family" album as well
as a few extra tracks.
The epilogue had my friends and
I atanding around in light daze.
After being admonished by my
best friend for not asking Manson
to marry him and his
girlfriend(Manson is a priest in the
Church of Satan). I finished my
ISth and final (I think) beer and
swerved my way home.

Urge/ cont from p.3
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sound and their high quality live
performances.
"I guess one thing that might
set Urge apart from the grunge
bands is [that] it's really energetic
and kind of light-hearted, we're
into the fun aspect of it..I just
think of it as cool rock," Eddie
"King" Rceser explained when
talking about how growing up
with such famous Seattle bands
as Mudhoney, Nirvana, and Pearl
Jam affected Urge Overkill's
unique yet metaphysically
familiar sound.
"These are people we've
toured with and [we] kind of
share an interest in reviving nonbogus guitar rock." He also

explained.
On their latest CD, titled "Exit
the Dragon," Eddie, along with
Nash Kato and Blackie O prove
that they can do just that,
producing a soothing blend of
mellowness with a very noticable
groove that soothes yet exites the
listener at the same time.
Prior to the release of "Exit the
Dragon," Urge Overkill recently
reached a number of new fans
with their steller cover of Neil
Diamond's classic "Girl You'll
Be A Woman Soon" on the Pulp
Fiction soundtrack.
The song had the prestigious
honor of being the song that
swept Uma Thurman away as
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she accidentally consumed
a nearly fatal dose of
heroin.
"All I hear when I
listen to 'Girl' is the note I
miss..." Kato says, although this virtually
unnoticable missing note
has in no way stifled the
band's growing popularity
among the music listening
public.
In testament to the
band's greatness, they also
had the honor of playing at
the Final show at Chicago
Stadium (ask anybody who
was there about Urge's
version of "Crackbabies"
that evening).
If you already own
"Exit the Dragon" (which
I'm sure many of you do)
then take comfort in the
fact that "Dragon" is but a
glimpse of the quality and
effort Urge Overkill puts
into their shows, hence
making it a show that any
true lover of music won't
want to miss.
Ticket information for
the show can be obtained
through The Asylum at
(419)243-4449.

SAT OCT. 21

§

m thisimttury
209 N. SUPERIOR ST. TOLEDO
INFO LINE (419) 743-4-49 OFFICE (419) ?4*3-444it* '

THE TOLEDO MUSEUM OF ART

Tichats auaiiaoia ai an ncMatmasiar locatiana.
soicct "ruuers. Harmony Houaa. CO waranouaa.
a aiuium BOH otnca

Nigthly 7:15 & 9:30

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
1995-1996 D6SU FALCONETTES
*i' *• *

Wk

SARA BOERGER
BECKY DeCRANE
AMY ESKER
KIM FOTH
KAREN GAINER
STEPHANIE GIANNETTI
KIM HANSEM
DANA HENDERSON
JESSA HOUSE
DEBBIE HOWE
KIRSTEN LEE

m

TICKETS ON SOLE SAT. SEPT. 23

244S MONHOE STREET - ONE BLOCK Of F 1-75
TIMED TICKETS: 800-766 6048

r
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"CUTEST FILM

I

DICADE.
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Sat Sun Mat 2:00 & 4:00

Rocky Horror
Picture Show
Fri. Sat. Midniflht si

KERRI LOAS
KRISTEN MADISEN
SHANNON MALANEY
KELBY McROBBIE
DAMN MIS
THERESA ORENICK
MANOY SMITH
VICTORIA TKAC
CASEY UPHAM
ADREAN WARE
HEATHER ZWIERLEIN

The Falconettes mi\ perform a precision skating
routine before the start of the following'home
hockey games:
Saturday, October 21 - Michigan State
Saturday, November 18, -. Western Michigan
'
; •• >'Saturday, -0«ce*ber 2 -.jRchtgwi
Saturday; 'January 27 -'Michigan
Saturday, February 24- Notre Dame

Of THE
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FRIDAY AFTERNOON
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BROADCAST STATIONS
Young and thaRtatlaaa
(11001 Price NmX
Stereo) I
bRigMX
'MOO) Sally

Loving X

n

CD
©

Guiding Light (In Stereo) X Oprah Winfrey M<chaei
Bolton and Brandy X

Another Wortd I

Donahue Husbands won't
do household chores. X

Ricki Lake Obese women
warn io lose we«yn

One Life to Live X

General Hospital X

Baywatch Slowdown a
Mahbu Beach High" X

Tai Chi:
nner Wave

Bill Nye the Wishbone
Shining
Barmy 4
Science Guy Bone of Arc" Time Station Friends I

(In Bold and ha
Beautiful £

(1I 00) Uike
IMttyX

Frwh Prince Blouom (in
of Bel-Air X. Stereo) X.

All My Children il

Floodi
Outdoors

Healthy Pels Instructional

rogrimming

il Programming Bill Nye (he Inatructional Barney £
Friends 8.
Science Guy

Sttame Street |R) «

o

As the World Turna [In
Stereo) X

Oaya ot Our Una S

Carmen
Sandiego

Geraldo Ceieb'ity news

Charles Perez Asking exes
for second chances

Paid
Program

Rescue 911
(In Stereo)

Jerry Springer Man reveals Ma-k Walberg People who
secret lo mom (R)
start rumors

Bonkers (In
Goo. Troop
In Slereo) X Stereo) X

Court
TV:lni(de

Charles Petti Asking e>es
'or second chances

Danny! Northern women vs. Pink Panther Mutanl
Southern women
(In Stereo)
League

Taz-Mama
in Stereo) a

Rush
Limbaugh

Vivien Leigh. Conrad Veidt Joan Garjne*

Kens
Kitchen

Batman and
Robin

Power
Rangers

Aladdin (h
Stereo) X

Roseanne
-Secrets' X

Aladdin fin
Stereo) X

Timor. 4
Pumbaa «

Lonely Chef

Paid
Program

Batman and
Robin

Power
Rangers

Fresh Prince Step by Step
of Bel-Air X 'In Stereo) X

X-Menil',
Tai-Mania
Cubnouae
In Slereo) S (In Slereo) X Stereo) X

Doogie
Howser

efOMIC&
Montel Williams Women
with breasl cancer

Uovte:**t "OarkJcvme/"(i937. Dramai

Wishbone
Carmen
(In Slereo) X Sandtego

.11:00)
Danny!

X-Uen(ln
Stereo) X

CABLE STATIONS
OneNighl
Stand

Stand-Up.
Comic
Stand-Up (R) Justice (R)

COM

(11.00}
Sportscenter (R)
ESPN Sportscentet
(1100)Movie: ear',
ConeiejoS (1993) PCX

HBO

Dn Pit Road

SC

Soap :c

Racehorse
Digest (R)

.FL'a

Triathlon World Cup From
Soulhair.plon. Bermuda. (Rl

Movie: ** "Cam/Oal Women m the Avocado JungW ol
Death" | 1988. Comedy) Shannon Tweed. Bill Mafier.

Saturday Night Live

Golf N ke Tour Championship •• Second Round From

nsideSr
PGA

Movie: **'* 'StncllyBuswss (1991.
Comedy) Tommy Davidson PG-13'X

Magazine

New Guinea. F'cm St Helens. Eng'and

Preview JR)
Dark

Amazing Spider-Man

A. Hitchcock

;noo)

Wa,or Dad
Major Dad
People's
Magnum P.I. in Sioreo) :tf (In Slereo) X Court

USA

Benny Hill

Greaiest
Movie: 'Airliorrw"(i993)Aleen'Sf>-ine
skating skills save the school hockey team
ATP Tour
Transworld Sport

Talking
Baseball (H<

SCIFI Shadows

Saturday
Night Live

Dne Step

Movie: "With Honors" H994) A homeless
Hockey
U.S.A.

Night
Gallery

Ray
Bradbury

Flipley's Believe It or Not

Misfits of Science

Beyond
°eople's
Court

People's
Court

Love

Love

Connection

Connection

Knight Rider "Brother's
Keeper'

Love
Connection

Inside the
PGA Tour

Uovie' ** 'Look Who's
TalKng Now' (1993) PG-13'

man dnds a Ha'-ard student's Ihesis M'.
Kid Club

HHMt »u you* COMJC AND vom CMB M
Ant ABOUT out mi nsorvAnoN OUCVKI
COMICS SPORTS CARDS ACTION FIOUMS

Rosweii. Ga (Live)

Rugby Centenary Work) Cup -- New Zealand vs. Papua

SAVE 15% WITH THIS AD

Sports/
Health

Sports/
Health

COUICTMS SUPfUS
1B8 S. MAM ST (MINI MAU)
BOWUN6 CRItN
MON-nns-ntuit-sAT 11 je-4:e*
WID A Hd 11 00 7«
IM-StOt

Bionic Woman Escape to

.ove"
Highlander: The Series
Unholy Alliance'' X

FRIDAY KVKNIN(,
6:00 I 6:30 I 7:00 I 7:30 I 8:00 I 8:30 I 9:00 ! 9:30 I 10:00 I 10:30 I 11:0(11 11:30 I 12:00 I 12:30
BROADCAST

STATIONS

CD
CB
©
CCt French in
til Action

Business
Report

ty-l MacNeil/Lehrer
Ciy Newshour (Series Finale)

S3
CD
©

Wheel ol
Fortune IT

Jeopardy!
*

Dweebs (lr
Stereo]!

Picket Fences "Dog Eat
Dog" (In Slereo) ■

American Gothic' Meet
ine Beetles" (In Steieo) X

Late Show (in Stereo] I

Enl
Tonight

Hard Copy

Unsolved Mystenes I

Dateline |in Slereo] I-

Tonighl Show (Ft) (In
Slereo) X

Cops '
Stereo) X

Moat
Wanled

Family
Maltera S

m

Homicide: Lile on the
Street Fire" I

This Is America With
Dennis Whctey.

Strange Luck •'Angle's
Turn" (in Sleteo) X

X-Files'The LisF (In
Slereo) X

Slat Trek: The Neil
Generation (In Steieo) X

Married .
With

Night Court Stephanie Milter (iStereo)

Flipper "Green Freak

High Tide-Mermaid

Press Boi
(Live)

Stephanie M'II
Slereo)

Sft"

Rush
Limbaugh

Married...
With

NBA rreaeeson Basketball: DelroU Pistons at Charlotte Hornets
(Live)

Ot! Air)

Paid
Program

Stephanie
Star Tie*: The Nut
Generation (In Stereo) X Titter

STATIONS

Up Close

SC

Being
Served

LAPD (in
Slereo j I

Sparta
Reporters

Sportacenler

ESPN

HBO

American Experience
"Murder of the Century-

Coach
"Ketly Girr

RoeMnne
Horn*
•Sonets-1 rnprova.

Pad
Program

Challengers'96 (In
Slereo) X

Seinfeld
•The Per

Simpeons
(In Stereo)

Used Can

(Oft Air)
Mystery! Galiowqlass"
(In Slereo) (Pan 3 ol 3) X

Wall Street
Week

Dinosaurs
(In Slereo)

Rush
Limbaugh

Adam
Smith

McLaughlin Washington Weel
Group

Simpsons
(In Slereo)

BOTH
36 Across"
ADD: A Dubious
Diagnosis?

Frugal
Gourmet

Country
Music OS*

Mr. Cooper

Late Late
Shown

Challengers 96 (In
Slereo) X

Wall Street
Week

Movie:. !> "GrfnenO From Hell" (1990) The devil
lums a teen-age watltowet tfto a party anmal-

COM

Boy Meets
World £

WashingMacNeWletirer
Newehour (Series Finale] ton Week

Home
Improve.

CABLE:

Bonnie
HunlTT

UeduaaDaretoBe
Truth tul

Movie: *• XafiiMl rVomen m (he Avocado Jungle
o/Dealr-. "(1968. Corredy) Shannon Tweed

Baseball
Films

Anahem. Can. (Uva)

Spsedweek

iPoliticaJly
Incorrect

Kids In the
Hall

«aidathaNFL(R|(in
Steieo)

Motte "rftj tonorfabniBK, Drama) Eric Roberts.
Terminally in aim rials tackle a mob kngpin's empire

Movie: •• "No £scape" (1991) Ray Uotta. A Manne
ccrrvct is senlenced lo a deadly island pnson. R X

Tonne

Today at
Front
Keenianii Belmuirl

Rugtw Centenary World Cup - New Zealand vs.
Papua New Gunea From St. Helens. England. (R)

Football
Insider

Buckeye

Race

Sii Million Dollar Man
SCIFI "Daady Countdown"

nanagaaa "Hard FMaf
USA h Slereo) I

Mm*
WIngaMn
Sta*)*

Coach Bill
Curry

Fanlaay
Sporta'

C-Net
Central

Quantum Leap Mi'tor
Image • August 8.1953*

|Movie:**Vi "The Eniiry-|T982. Horror] Bartiara Hershey. Ron
Silver A woman is staked by an ncreasrvgry videnl pcAergeist

wTooalln

Kuroer,SUWroea
Murder Digs Deep" X

|Hovle:»*% TiM}(*burnt'{tX9)Avoice
urges 3 farmer to bud a ballpam on his property X

Slerfc)X

Ductaaan
(InSMtw)

0
IB
6B
ffl
IB
IB
®
aj

Halcman's

m

PaM
rrdana.

KM Air)

latltkll
Naan

U.S. Farm
Itaporl

Today (In Stereo) X

KMe
*ck News
(In Slereo]

Oliim-i
1000

5*1 Nye the
SingMea
SdenceGuy ItaryX

Newt lor

PrcejnM

NewaK
Saved by

Bel
-rMwahlln OMorgtef
OfMatakalm Stereo) X
S-eJungk.

Wchtowi

Funauraon tatackv

M-OOJI
Let's Dance'

SXc.

lameyl
Frtendal

Honatar

■egaeken

Carman

(Of At)

;
antaadc
Four

Baby Hue,

[4.-0qataaiB:lV<"I*i*G>f
Who Came Baa-(1935)

PaM
Prora.

PreaaBoi

Bf

ForMyrSopk.

(ka'alat
NwTIC

MiMan-n
Slereo)

StratghlTal.

Mama
Double
Dragon
SingMea
Otoryl

ST 0 I 11 ] N '

sr-

rrarwwortd Sport (R)
PaM

OR Prefaaaa

!§»

Patd
Progna.

■
IV

■HeaMrg

•Hod*

Jpon»cem» (R)

mm

aaa*ae
Dragon

Sharks

Can-an

Power

Rhoee-Fne
IShower
lUHmMe

lOeMiin

PaM
Progna.

ffmn

»t»toregrirtaHc«r(B)
PaM

PaM

Progr-

Prognr.

•tlM

Nragnai

•aM
Progn-

mm
■ami

• « "Double
Impact-FT

Pro
Football

EogtishLeegue Soccer

Wilt
Central (R)

Whoa Alrtldot the SdFl Channel? (R)

Uovie: •• WeeterwPass"tt98<
&jiTiedy) Palnck Hauser. D.W. Blown.

252?
OnPHRo-l
•rewe»(R)
•nsga.

•aM
•ra**-

Advaeaure

Maaked
RtdarX

Eeklatrava-

>*■■

ZeoTetkty

Ce-BttlGary
Prtal

Fed the Cat

Saved by
M

NBAkvairJe

■M

•aid

Fudge'Odd
MtanOurX

Ra6oot(ln
Slereo) X

L%S9

iSESL

Today's
GouraM

Jukal
Kitchen

«ture "IncreOCIe Suckers"
(InSlerao)I

MMfc

HHllMll

X-Men (in
Slereo) X

InSlereolI

rick (In
Straoll

OliBallii
WMAC
aWweat
■aatars
Ouatan
MM
""•: 'all.' 1 ataaa.'1 '1 *■

Photo Safari

Braat

IMearWM
SMaa

•asker's
Cay

•ha. Fang

laaaaaKeeHXMuVara-ligMIRittUorarttA
dadcoacriesalc<ilBallaamcompnledc<m«titsTGI

Oiaatioil

vz. r""

Wncea
[Una?

isisr

FoaaM
Foreca*

aOMa: *ev> Tenaman- (19M. SoJnoa Fattn) Voces ol Kemgan
itehan Anmakad. An nergaksclic patrol detervjs •» unrveria.
|WsiHWl—ia
JFeeeratlon Maria
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$6.99

1021 South Main St
(Across from Foodtown)
352-0123

$2.00 OFF
purchase of $5 or more in used books
with coupon*

PAUPER'S BOOKS
ACROSS FROM PISANELLO'S
206 N. Main, B.C. 352-2163
Open: Mon.-Sat. 11-4

Vou'llFindft
At PAUPER'S

|Today
ItaaMatha
|NR.(R)

IhtmaCuU

|t>Het
|Cer*el

$4.99

ttiASCAR

PaM
ProrPaM
Pregra.

PaM
Pregraaa

with Potato & Cole Slaw
with Potato & Cole Slaw

Midnight
Mac *

*ovta: ... The Cccoan'jt3"(t929) The Mer. Brothers
» hoW manager mas lo get r on Iw Ftonda land boom

lennyHal

Movie:..', CnceLlpona Te»ts Tntr"
(1968. Western] Waal NeSon 'PG'

ThiaWeekin lAtCM
From Weal En 1NC.(R)

•aM
■rog™.

>ll|

PaM
Progn.

2Krt.
mm

JatyBaan

Hang Time
(In Slereo) I
Bump ki the
r*gNX

-oraputer
Sleapry
Cli lilllll PM-reng
rta*Pk» jmbChop MUaer
(H Stereo) I
Dogersl
Power
F.*!etnmMaetaaJ
Rider X
tjamal

thaatand

mm

PMd
PaM
PaM
COM •nur-e
Pn.grWL Hockey Ik-eMeSr.
ESPN
|p«
•owe: Teat Tube Turn From she rear
HBO gW (1983) Morgan FaatNtL W X

USA

Aerlcourery

AnkeaaiX

BLE

SC

ReaeywW

All You Can Eat Perch
All You Can Eat Walleye

ST AT IONS

^Hc»« Shopping

SPECIALS

SportacenterX

SATURDAY MORNING
m-^:um.^[mw^:mw^i'mmRommRimm:^:mm:mmmjiOMmji:mm{^OMmi>mmmfK<:m
UnOADCASI

FRIDAY NIGHT

Myatery Science Thaalar
3000 "Master Nnuj II "(R)

NHL Hockey Phiyoeiph j Flyers al Mgrtry Ducks ol Anaheim From the Pond -1

(5:151 Movie:.. lex*
wwi raiutofew-x

GODFREY'S FAMILY RESTAURANT

IgpaeCATB.
|l

$2.00 OFF
'Limit 1 Coupon per customer per visit,

no other discount! apply

EX P. 11 -30-95

■

Absolutely the Largest
and Most Unique Selection
of Imported Beers.

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
I 11-10 I I2:(W) I 12:30 I liSS I fi3B I 2:00 I 1-M I 3:00 I 3:30 I 4:00 I 4:30 I 5:00 I 5:
BROADCAST STATIONS

CD
CD
S3

To Be
Announced

Teenage
College Football Michigan at Indiana (Live)
Ninja Turtles
To Be Announced
Pud
Program
Buga Bunny Whal-Aa Tweety « Mtt»w
blare ia
Burt Wolf's
Menu
Adams

©
©
©
CD

MMhMtt
Outdoors

©

LrttWrth
Louie «

Weekend
Special I

Spofta Show X

College Football: Southern i ;aHoma M Metre Dame From South Bend. Ind (live) X

Power Foam - M Chroma Miracle
Blade

Furniture 49

Ptychte
Phone Line

College Football Penn State at Iowa (I've)
■iaturesctne Austin City Ltaaita "Vnce
G'H'JuniW Brwi" iRl

Ghostwriter Ghostwriter
(in Stereo; J (in Stereo) X
Victory
Cucma
Joy of
Jenkins' Art Steam
Painting
Workahop
Railroad
Gardens
Amora
Movie: **^'Dc*nrown"(>990) Anthony Edwards A
Land's End Day of the
Xena: Warrior Prirwets
Hovte:*** "Oe'em*"3Vou'Ue"(1991) A heavenly
Dead" (In Stereo) .it
"The Reckoning" (In Stereo)
panel reviews a deceased yuppc's humdrum rtatory
suburban cop is transferred to Phiadeiphias ghetlos
J.S. Customs Classified
Movie:*** ~RosMer(i994)KyieMacLacMan Basedon
Movie: •• "Citylim<ts' (1965) John Stockweii. Teen-age American Gladiators (In
the crash ot an alleged UFO in 1947 New Mexico X
Bikers ol the future clash with corporale evildoers ff
Siereoi;«
(In Stereo)
Action Man Movie: »» ■OfylnTWs"(1966} John Slockweii Teen-age Movie:. ' Carvwoafl fluo If (1984) Burl Reynolds A»iFresh Prince Step by Step
G.I. Jot:
ol Bel-Air X to Stereo) X
(in Siereo)
bikers of the future clasn with corporate evtktoers X
star cameos abound »this second car-race spectacular
Ertrtme

ttalureacent Uichigin
Lit* With
Louie «

Victory
Garden I

Frugal
Gourmel I

This Old
Mouse it

Furniture on This Old
Hometime
the Mend
HouseiR « House

rVoodwright Hometime:
House
Hew Yankee Grilling
Workshop -v

Trailside:
Adventure

Frugal
Gourmet T

CABLE STATIONS

* Party Balls & Supplies
* State Minimum Prices

Dr.KaU,
COM Therapist
ESPN

Inside the
HBO NFL(R)
Fantasy
Sports
(9 00) Movie:
5CIFI "Lcnsman"

sc

Ulll i:i

I III. I'AIMI SIMMS

737 S. Main

352-8639

Saturday Night Live Host
Barry Boslwick

College Gameday

USA

Absolutely
|Kidsinthe
Fabulous (Ft) ||M

Mystery Science Theater
3000 "The BeatnAs" (B)

Football
Scoreboard

Hydroplane Racing
Texaco Cup From Seattle.

BOD: MM Tour
Champnnshi)

Animals in
Danger

Movie: ••• "Rookie of me Vear-(l993, Comedy) A presued Mcher pns the ranks ot the Cheago Cubs 'PG X

Movie: . -flpp«e>"(l9»2. Comedy) Scott Ban Alab
accident gives a leen ager tev^ineic powers

Benny Hill

College Football Purdue at Ohio Stale (Life)
Movie: ••• nwManW*houfaFace',|l993.Drama)
Mel Gibson A disligurea recluse becomes a Coy s mentor

Movie: • • 4 -waft' (1994 Comedy)
BrendanFraser (InSiereo) PG-13'X

College Football: Eastern Uchgan at Ball Stale (lrve)

College Football: Mcngan al Indiana (Live)
Swamp
Thing «

Eiosquad H Street
Figfuer I

IMy Secret
Identity

Movie: ••')-l7»rv«M Walrer'(1964)r*gNman>shaunl Movie: ••') "Horror Plir»r(1982. Horror) Judy Geeson
the widow ot a man who died n an explosion.
A space expioraton team encounters a MoocWwMy aero.

jracula

la Secret
denlily

Savage
Dregonl.

lovieteee 'Tflleriffor(rwGarne'*(1991.Drania)A
MsebaH scout's 10015 phased out by the Iront office

Movie: ewM "Afe/ov League" (1989) Tom Berenger A
ragtag team Ines 10 turn their poor performance around.

Movie: •«*'> "fiekfo/
Dreams "(1969. Fantasy) X

SATURDAY EVENING

mS0thil»9

1

aafl'l|l|'lB'lrl'i'BWil'i'BW<F'i'a1B HUM IF '■■ hUaaa. if ,'■■ i'll','11 t'lf-i'H MI'.'H HHi'll f U'l'llf iF-i'l
BROADCAST STATIONS

<D
©

New.!.

CBS News

Wheel ol
Fortune X

Cash
F.iploston

Dr Oumn Medicine
Touched by an Angel
Woman |A) (In Stereo) X -Angels en IheAir-X

Walker Teiae Hanger
tearsX
-Pom Alter" (In Stereo) X

Outer Limits "Oualf, cl
Mercy' (In Siereo) X

NenX

NBC News

Enterteinment Tonight
|ln Siereo) I

Home
JAG "Sokser ol Love" (In John
Stereo) X
Larroguette Court X

Sisters One Fre Day"
(In Siereo) X

Saturday Night Live (In Stereo) X

vjvrrH

63

[3 30) Colleg• Football
NorM Series Game i •• Cleveland Indians or Seattle tanners al Atlanta Braves Marshal "The Great Iran Frath
Robbery" (In Siereo) X
Prmce
Penn Stale a Iowa. (Lrve) or Cincinnati Beds (Lrve) .£

Late Nite Video
140 E. Wooster

ffi
©

Mewton'e
School Bus Apple it

354-5283

©
CD
©

Travels in
Europe

Lawrence Wellr. Show
"Thai's Enlertammenl"

Embroidery Lawrence Walk Show
Studio
"That's Enteruunmenl

•rnl

Blossom
'RutV' X

[Empty Nesl 'aid
[(In Stereo) Program

Sreat Partorasencee "Camagie Hal
Opening Nigh!

Sarah
Chang

Act Againil Violence lln
SteteoTx

Sneak
Previews

Movie: ••• "Tempesr (1958.
Adventure) Van Heflm. vrveca Lndtcrs

Sneak
Previews

>oldark

Mystery! ■tSaaowglass"
|(OH Mr)
(ri Stereo) (Pan 3 of 3) S

Hercules The
Legendary Journeys 1

Setnleld 1 in Home
Siereo) S
Improve

Martin Cde Preston
gets recced. Episodes

Cope
Host
"Butlalo-1 Wanted

■MTV (In Siereo) X

Extraordinary

Hgnlar.oer The Senas
"Leader otlhe Pack-

Hitchhiker (In Stereo)

Outer Limits 'Quality ol
Mercy" (In Stereo) X

Tales From Tales From
theCryptX the Crypt X

Star Trek: Deep Space
Nine 'The Viator" X

Home
Improve.

Roseanne
(In Stereo)

Movie:ee -riashUd"M990)DenrrsHoppar.A'6us Hews
rackcalgws a young FBI man some lessons in Me.

Monty
Python

Stand-Up
Sland^Jp

Saturday NMht Live
Hosl: Barry Boslwick

Austin City UmHe Nanci ;OHA«)
GnffitMrisDeManl'iR)

SightWigs (In Stereo)

System

[To Be
Announced

Kung Fu: The Legend
|ConHnuei (In Stereo) X

Mystery Science Theater 1 Comedy Showcase (In
Mystery Science Theater Movie: ..*>> -The

m)

|GnwOT'(l990. Prama)

CABLE STATIONS
(5:00) Mystery Science
COM TheaierMOOiR)
ESPN

Rent One Video at regular Late Nite Video
price and get 2nd for 99e 4 «n m taa
>

cwitomioni.

Ne» Releases
Not Valid wuh Oiher Offers,

140 E. Wooster

•meal al

Bares* eaaeaa

^fir&ssr 3154-5283

Golf

Sportscenter

W3k

Wain Ire Ben Stiller
Han

SCIFI

College Football Eastern Today at
lUeneland
Mcragan at Ban Slate
Tekwar (In Stereo) X

Twilight
Zone n.

Scoreboard Buckeye
Central
Race

From
Belmont

Twilight
Zones

TaleeDlrkude

Heart si copers Horror at the Movies

Mai Headroom (In
Stereo)

Movie:** "SrVer0u«el"(l9e5Horr&r)GaryBusey
A boy and his uncle go after a bloodthirsty werewolf

Wings (In
Stereoll

TaleaOerkaida

Sportscenter X

Movie < •apped.r(1982)Sc«tBaro
NFL Match- Baseball
up
Fair

Movie: .* "Airfieads"(19W.Ojrt»dy) Movie:..', "Beverly Hilts Cop lit
Brendan Fraser. (In Siereo) 'PG-13' X (1994. Drama) Edde Murphy W X

IHL Hockey: Atlanta Knights al Cmonnali Cyclones (Lrve)

1500) Movie: • ••', fe« of Dreams' Weird
USA (1969. Fantasy) Kevrt Costner. X
Science JL

Pairol
Producf(H) Jokers

College Football
Scoreboard

Football
College Football Kansas at Oklahoma (Lrve) X
Scoreboard

Movie: •«'< "Lime Cats' (1994 Comedy) A single Movie:«', "£<« to Eden" (1994) A prWographer is
HBO dad coaches a football learn comprised ol misfits TO' ■racked lo an island ol sexual lanlases. 'ft X
SC

Estl 57 (Ft)

Ouckman
(ki Stereo)

Motorsports Hour (R)

Movie: . "Brealtasl it B«T (1990. Comedy) A
lackluster r.n is transformed mo a retreat lor lovers.

SUNDAY MORNING

Weekend Reality

BROADCAST STATIONS
(3:00) Home Shopping
Shop Spree
Spree

CD
CB
Q)

Weekend Re-ality

1

aaaalaea' ll'i'ealeal II' iaja)»iKi.ia»aWi>*:iaaalaawwi.iaalaawa*iiaala».Mi.iaallaw.>*,!»■

HBCNews
NroMaide
Off Air)

Pad
Program

Paid
Program
Communriy
Close-Up

Mm lor
Shut-ins

To Be
Announced

Day of
Discovery X

Kenneth CopeUvid

'aid
Program

Morning
Prayer

four Mind 1
Body 8:

roday (In Siereo) X

.orai.tr

Murad

Closer Look

Hour of Power (In Stereo)
X

•aid

Bameyl
FriendaX

Sesame Street (R) X

Magic
School Bus

MAJr)

©
©
©
CD

4:00) Movie: Three
"Bnde"
Musketeers

©

Heed of the
OasaX

OH Air)
MAJr)

raVour
Business

Dinosaurs
Dinosaurs
In Stereo) X "Green Card
Scoreboard Central
Hour of Power (In Siereo)
I

CABLE STATIONS
Paid
Paid
Paid
COM Program
Program
Program
College
ESPN Football

nsideSr.
PGA

Inside the
PGA Tour

IJ 00) Movie: FbeAAiaoiitamltandgune
HBO "rwevuy"
- Five American Aide I
;3C0)Co»ageFootbel
American
SC Kentucky al Georgia
Adventurer
Paid
SCIFI Program

Paid
Program

Facts ol Use Paid
USA (In Stereo)
Program

Paid
Program

Kldsonga (In ISNning
Siereo)
Time Station

lameyl
Friends X

Paid
Program

Paid
| Program

Jimmy Swagger!

California
Dreams

Animal
[Adventures

Sunday Morning The decision lo end
busing n Denver. X
•eat the Proas X
TraMdoUp

Puzas Place jmb
(In Siereo) X Chop's
lame.
Kennedy

Roondtable

Reel Estate
Digaat

Front

Decorator
Showcase

Coach Gary
Blackney

Jack Van
Imps

Feed the
Children

Martha
Stewart

Murad

European
Journal
Ulster
RogaraX

Out of
Ireland

Freedom
Speaks

Tony Brown

Barney A
Friends X

Magic
School Bus

Future

Dragon Ban

Paid
Program

Paid

Paid
Program

OuaatI

3i.erM.ee
FrrOTklers

son Man (In Fantastic
Stereo) X
Four

Reality
Check

Space
Strftera

Taknoman

W Ml Street
Jrni

Church of Today

Doubla
Dragon

Stryeurter
UttraSbrce (In Street
Sharks
Ml Force Stereo)

IX.

Teknoman

Our House

Benny Hill

PceJtJcawy
Incorrect

Politically
Incorrect

Myetery Science Theater ION fre
Maoensot Outer Space." (P)

Sportscenterin

NFL Matchup (R)
Movie: *• "Calendar Girf (1993. ComedyDrama) Jason Priestley. 'PG-13' X

PoMcaty
Incorrect

iPcetecaey
[Incorrect

Sport■weekly

Auto Racing FIA Formula One •• Pacsic Grand Pnx
From Ada, Japan.

Sports
Itaoorssra

SportecenkH

Happily Em
After

Ntaardof Oz Movie: <e -The Muf Kittle tor (1994. Drama) Mr
(In Stereo)
keyag lakes a troubled teen-age girl under his wing. 'PG'

Ue Falher.
L*a Son-I

'rime Cuts

CtubOoM

UdCtub

OnPtlRoad
Preview (R)

Outdoor
GUette

Pad
Program

'aid
Program

Pad

P«d^

Paid

Pad

It'aVour
Dvasaesw

C-Net
. Central ,R,

SST" SLTx

vm. b^bs-^d, 19W* p^ 10

Problem

Chad I

•woe Pitch

Mad
Scientist
Teenage
Sonic th.
- NirvalurUes Hedgehog

Fantaay
Sports

Final Score

Pro Football
Weekly

Browns'
Game Time

Today'a
Environment

Sci-FlBuzi

rMest
Central :R

Htghta

WikJC.A.T.S. Eioeguad
X
(InSlereoJX

nude Space
(In Stereo)
Street
Fight**

*'

(HI

SUNDAY AFTERNOON
1 11:31) 1 12:00 1 12:30 1 1:00 1 1:3(1 1 2:00 1 2:30 1 3:00 1 3:30 1 4:00 1 4:30 1 5:00 1 5:30
BROADCAST STATIONS
Fecelhe
Nation If

To Be
Announced

To Be Announced

Commgnity
Showcase

To Be
Announced

To Be
Announced

To Be Announced

Movie: **'* "£/a/y«lort"(i992)Ho»y Hunter The
irves ol th'ee female generations mPuget Sound a

03
GO

John Cooper Rocket
Replay

NFL on NBC
X

NFL Football Jacksonvi» Jap/jars at Cievelanu 3-owns From Cleveland Stadium
ilvp'R

vFL Football: Karsas City Chiefs ai Denver Broncos
From Mne High Stadium (live) X

®

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

JseO Cars

Editors

Paid
Program

Sardio Glide F.H. Chroma

Paid
Program

®
6D

Think Tint

Firing Line:
Regulation

To the
Contrary

Flight to Freedom (In
Stereo) (Part 1 -,' 2)

Attention Deficit Disorder:
A Dubious Diagnosis? X

Market to
Market

Editors

McLaughlrrt
One on One

Nova E«p Wing the
Vermsian landscape X

Newton's
Apple *

Nova Enploring the
Venuwan landscape K

This Old
House«.

La. Cookin'

Sew Many
Quilts

Sewing With .awrence Weft Show
Nancy
"That's Entertainment*

NFL Rlm$
Presents

NFL Sunday (In Stereo) X

YFLFoolball DetroiL;onsatWashmgionRedskms FromRFK stadxim [In Stereo

©
CD
©

On the Issue Paid
Program

Julia's
Kitchen

Miracle
Blade

Paid
Program

Frugal
Gourmet st

LM)X

This Week in Lighter Side
Baseball
ot Sports
Ttansilion

This Week in Club Golf
Motorsporta

Home Again
X

Travel Travel Main Floor

Lifestyles

.FLPost
Game "

McLaughlin
Group

Adam Smith
Thin. Rich

NFL Gamebusters

Paid
Program

Weekend
eekeod K
Ixeality

Tony Brown
Coach (In
Stereo) X

Movie: *** "Frankenstein"[1993. Honor) i'atrick Bergm.
John Mils. A brihant soeniist crealas Me nine laboratory

Movie: •• Wheats "(1986 Comedy) Goto* Hawn A
Movie:** ■'Sp#sUet's"li98$. Comedy) Two b-mtung Golden Girls Empty Nest
woTian is chosen to coach a rowdy mner-c ty lootbaii team government workers enter a spy-tram ng program
(In Stereo) X tin Sierool K

American Gladiator* (In
Stereoi s.

CABLE STATIONS
COM
ESPN

Science
Movie: **'. "Vice Versa' (i98fl|Ju<Jg3jRefihold. A
Theater 3000 department store eiec swaps personalrbes with his son
UL Gamed ay

Aulo Racing

Movie: •'.' Grtneod From Hex (1990) Lia Kg Curtis The Medusa Dare to Be
Truthful (R)
devil turns a teenage wallflower into a party animal

Motorcycle Racing AMA
Motocross

Auto Ricing Auto Racing Racing to the Breeders'
Cup

|1100) Movie; *•'Ue
FaP:er, Uf Son"(198/i.«

Movie:' The 1 Htde^hia Experiment. If (1993) A modern- Movie: PC W (1994) Uptight sludenis
day lighter plane is whisked back to Nazi Germary «
uniti aga«nst a dorm's oflensrve coeds 11

Srowns'
Game Time

Football
Forecast

Sports
Advisors

5CIFI

Mystery
Magic

USA

Savage
Dragon B.

HBO
SC

Horse
Racing

• • "CanniOal Women m me
Avocado Jungle ol Oeath'
SoH: N*e Tour
Championshep

Movie: •*': ■WiffiHono'j"(i994)JoePesci A Homeless
man hnds a Harvard students thesis PG-13 &

CISL Soccer Playoff Game •• Teams to Be Announced

College Football Southern California at Notre Dame
From South Bend, Ind

Engli sh League Soccer
Highlights

Galaclica

Starman

Movie: ** ■FraMensfe-n and the Monster From Her'
(1974. Horror) Pete' Cusnmg. Shane B'anl

Movre:*'i TotreFor|i 989) 8-erxJan Hughes

World Wreelling
Federation Action Zone

Wing. (In
Stereo) X

LI.F.O. "A Question ol
Pnonties"

Movie:**1! ,'nwP»c*'JSA'Ii*(''|1987|Ayoung
Casanova meets his Waterloo n a museum lour guide

Wings (In
Stereo)X

Movie: *** "TheFaDukmBaker0oys"(t969. Drama)A
chanieuse joins the act ol two sCikng lounge lizards X

SUNDAY EVENING
|
— 'll'1'M'IM'MHi'.'.aBHrM'rlB ll'i'BB If ,'■■ il'i'Bel It '■■I'H'i'lerl'IP ,'■■ > 11','!■ 1 IF i'Mf ll'i'Mf 1 f* 11 ■
BROADCAST STATIONS

€D
ID
ffl

NetwX

CBSNawi

60 Minutes (In Stereo) X

Nnral

Guntmoke * H<Jaloo

NawtX

Sitkel t
Eben

Forever Knighl My
Boylnend Is a Vamp^e"

Cloaev
Look

Paid
Program

fficT"

Maatarpiaca Theatre' Prme Suspecl" "The Lost
Darkness inThe Grass" £ Child' Jn Slereo)«

Today's 1st
Ed.

P.O.V. (In Slereo) X

filtuf* IK
Darkness in

Viewers Choice

Cybill (in
Stereo) X

Almost
Perfect -

Movie: "A Dream Is a Wsn 1M Heat Mates The
Annelle Funtcefo Sloiy" (1995. Drama) Eva LaRue.

NR FoolDel: Chels at
Broncos

World Senea Gane 2 •■ CWveland Indians or Seattle Manners at Atlanta Braves
or Cincinnati Reds (lrve)X

Baywalch NighU
"Deadly Vision"

Hone
Vldeoe

m

Lanmnca Walk Show
"Thais Enlertawnent

gstovsr-

©
©
CD
©

Ghoilnnltr Ghostwriter AuatinCrtwUmiU"Nanci
(In Slereol
(In Slereo)
GrMvlnsbeMenr(R)
To Ba Announced

Spaa: Above and
Beyond "Buna" X

Simpsons
(In Slereo)

World ol National
Geographic

Eitremiats

Uva Snot "Shake. Raffle
and Hoi" (In Sterao) I

Home

iHome
|videoa

LoisACIark-Supetmin

mr asr
Home
Improve.

John
reawararto
Larroquette (m Stereo)

Movie: TneSoiocBle (1995) Connie Setecca A
stiuggtng coed agrees lo bear a chad lor a couple X

«rd:A
Maatarpiaca Thaalre "Prvne Suspecl" "The Lost
he Grass" X Child" (Vi Stereo) X

Paid
Program
[Oft Air)

(OH Air)

Too
Something

Married...
With

Star Trek: Deep Space
Nina "Hepocralic Oath'

Uovie:... Class Acrion (1991. Drama) Estrangeo
fampty lawyers hod themselves on opposing sdes.

fflRT'

Beverly Hills. 90210 (In
StereofX

Loneeome Dove: The
Outlaw Years

Renegade SJWM OP
Sholgun Wecktng (R)

Uovie: **# "Rcckefshp"
[1936) Buster Crabbe

Star Teak: The MM
Generation (In Stereo) X

Naara

H'A-S'H I
Brown's

Straight
Ta»t

Kenneth
Copaland

DropDonkey

Behind the
Frontline

London
Und

Mar Trek: Deep Spece
Nine 'Htppocralic Oad"

Mlaary
Lovaa

Night Stand
(Instereol

Sports Xlra

CABLE STATIONS
COM

(500) Movie: ,Crv»oal

Go": Hto Tour
ESPN Championship

H60
K

Gerry SnandNng: Alona
InLaaVegaa(FT)

Mc^:**«^'V«V'erM''(l988)Adeoarenentstore JAftan
exec swaps persona««s with his son
[Rewires

MFLPrimatlma

Passion to Pity: Women
in Sports-

Uovie: •• "The PaoemasJer"(1994.
Fantasy) Macaulay Culm. G'X
Cantnl

Today at
Kaanaaand

Race

5:00)Movie: eVroOie Twilight
SCIR For"|l»89. Horror)
Zone A

USA

[EirtST

Figure Starting; Protestant! legandc. From
Hwmglon, Vffll.

AbaohrWy
FabulOit

Sponacenler X

Movie: ♦* 'The Neil Karate K-o"<1994) Mr Mrvagi
takes a troubled teen-age girl under his wing. PG' X

BoweHolvlield

From

liito Racing: Formula Cup Series. From Bradenton,

Scoreboard Powerboat
Cantral
Racing

TalesDertude

Lost In Space "Space

Aken Nation "Real Men

Planet of the Asea
"Escape From Tomorrow"

Zone?

nanaoade "Chan*" (in
StereolX

Silk SUAkinga T'cU ol
the Trade" (In StereolX

Silk Starkinge 'Squeeze
Play" (R) (In^lereo) I

Little Lulu
(In Stereo)

tfovte: "Tails Von In. Heads Vount Dead" (1995) A Murder. She Wross X
serial kilter issues an early warning lo his new voen

rtflPnmetiirie(R)

Uovie: "TheAflair"(l995,l>ama)Abiac«Amercan
Gl lals lor a married while Englishwoman X

On Pit Road: Final
Edition
TaleaDaitaida

1 '8ackm
fldraTTK

College Soccer- Southern
MethooBI at Si. Lours. (R)
Loat in Space "Space
Vikr-js'
rjcjhlandan Tne Sanaa
The Vampire" (In Slereo)

MONDAY EVENING

■rtll l|MlllKil.l<|i|ilrl^!'llll',ill IKiMlll'.illir'lll'll'illlilli'JllMliillMrjllMlMllHMI
BROADCAST STATIONS
CSSNewl

CD
IS
©
efj

NeeaX

w

raawahouiWIthJIm
Lahrar iSeries Premiere)

Newel

Wheat ol
FrjrtuneK

¥**

Nam (In
STeiar!)*)

Carl Hurry
Love!
Brown *

T^aAd

Hard Copy
X

Pftncej

In the
Houael

Wrted

Qemron lereo)X

NKMaa,

["ZevJ" X

Uovie: "Deceived By Trust A Moment ol Truth How'
;i995. Drama) Sttpiante Kramer, kachael Gross X

AK World
Hews

Stereo) X

sssr

NewahourW WiJim
Lelwar(Sani s Premiere)

evaraena on Muaic (h
Slereo) (PaH3oH)«

"Easons MiraOAolUtit"

Wild
America 11

MaraaM on MuaK (M
Stereo) (Part ToM)*

Aanartcne^erkinoi

StereolX

MWoee Pktca Dial "M"
lor UanH"|ln Slereo) X

Paitiiaialln
Slereo)!!

© ass-.
CD &a%A
© PBSSI

lAintaedX

[inSlerao)
Otogaiura
(In Slereo)

pSJor
rtaVld

Brataanna
"Aleris-I

lew. K

TonigM Show (In Slereo) LaterWgrrl
(In Slereo)

tsars"***
laxs-**"' SH,

M'A'S'H I

EaaSnoers Chame Roaa (In Stereo)

"ErMon s Miracle « LigW"

Nad and
Staoey.T

Star Tie*: Voyager
"Stale ol Fko '(STStereo)

LAPD(ln
Stereo) I

IteaHaieaHn-ARoyoh
Whrnper cf Insaney" X

Preeaioi

State 9 FluPlkfstereo)

Nowhere Man "A Roue/:
Whmoer ol Insanity" I

Nan

Improve.

Star Trek: Voyage.
"Slate drWlkTStereo)

»«-*•

FataaVxia

rtome

Late Show Matthew
Perry. Asm Jackson X

UFL F»e»eJI:Bu(laloBe>artra»EntJindP«rlotl. From Fcorboro Stadium (In
Stereo Live) X

ram
Home
VMao

dSml

NeeraX
SnSrJOutK Lights?"

Married..
WHh

asw 8ST"
IK---

Show t

Rush
LMoaugh
lOBAk)

CtveraeRoao (In Stereo)
tonal
NtfM Court

StapharueaWerlln
Stereo)

•eriln

PreeeBo.

Ssaradon (In Slereo) X

Paid
Program

asr-

CABLE STATIONS
COM
ESPN
HBO
SC
MR
USA

8R$

Whoee
LtiT

|Po«icalty
|inr»i»aei*

JsOoaa

Soortscenter

NFL Prime Monday

5 30|Movte: ••• -ArV»Wr»ollor(l993)Atie.
beons to adm ire the escaped con who knapped hm
ronite

ESon,

OaSay

1

sse ^
aw

fcStWasr"
!S«^c'"" SI,%

SSSf0"
&L&.
sSd'x

|uneT

London
Und.

iMejcvLewue Baeeball
[Fana: 1975 World Senes

Saturday Mgrrl Live

POaSSSCaaVjf

u-|c League BaaebaH
Fame 1955 Work) Series

lar

K^iaffOaJB?'
SportacenktrX

iovta:**H "WVafl il#<p"|l99*. Western) KevrCosrner The Irontwr marshal brrgs law and
-AmlBUB" |aanianl
order lo the Ok) Wesl (m Slereo) TO-13 (Adm language, adut saua»yij.violence)*i:
:ollege Soccer Sou«m UetwJsl at Si Louis (R)

sW-»*

ato»l«:«.a'lTtia»/oml»l"(l932.
Horror) BM Lugo*. Ueoge BeHmy

kkurdar. She Wrote "Tnai jnfftattmdawNbjM
byEnVx

tarn
Rauvg
Movie: "The
SpeOaasr

Browne
Showceee

soaM Foe NO! at the Great Western Forum
FromifyewoodXell (Live)

Stfr

Twill*!
Zone!

Tak»
Derkeide

faSae-a

s%>%

IJ-JgWfJT^.j

KUli1-""
&SG!-9"

M^fmm&dmsvmn

(

Weekend Reality

TUESDAY EVENING

1

^^■iT<I.IMMimilM»«':iM»«»llM».HI.IM».KllM^XI.IM»i»IIMBIIHI.UBII»lia»IWI.IM»lt»liaBr'HI.IJBrt»,rj
BROADCAST STATIONS
Late Show (in Slereo) I Late Late
The Client (In Slereo) X Movie: "Murderous lnrenl"(199S. Suspense) A young wall
CBSNawi Wrwelol
Nt«I
Show*

CD
CD

©
©
SD
63
CD
QD

tail

NBC News

Nn

»BC World

ESPN

HBO

sc
son
US*

pm

Hard Copy

Tonight
Cops (In

Slereo) E

Hem

Business
Report

Video

Moat
Wanted

woman rs lorced mlo her mother's murderous scheme

World Series Game 3 •• Allanla Braves oi Cmcroali Reds al Cleveland Indians
or Seattle Manners (lrve) I

tnrel

Tonight Show (In Slereo) Lett Nrght

rtosaanne

Lonesome Dove: The
Outlaw Years

M'A-S'H
Hepatrlis'

Ruth
Limblugh

Used Cart

'aid
Progrtm

Journal

EaslEndtra Charlie Boat (in Slereo)

01! Air)

9*ing
Served

Charlie Ron (in Slereo)

nitructiontl

Night Court Stephanie b lerlln
Stereo)

(In Stereo)

Newshour With Jim
lehrer X

Hudaon
Street "

Home
Improve.

Cratch X

Vova Hawaii Born ol
Fire'(In Slereo) X

Frontline "The Search lor
Satan" X

Frontline The Search lor U.S. and the U.N. (In
Sa'an K
Stereo)

(In Slereo)

Newshour With Jim
Lehrer e

Wild
Gourmet?: America 1

Yova H.i*a Be cl
Fire" (In Slereo) I

Home
Improve.

Simpsons
(hfeieo!

Seinleld I

Conch (In
Stereo) :rr

Movie: et') T3ui#y as Sm"(l993) A lawyer plays
cat-and-mouse games wit) her deady chenl X

HYPDBIue"ER"X

Married...
With

Country
Music US4

Dinosaurs

LAPD (In
Slereo] I

Figure Skating Greatest

Press Boi

(In Slereo)

Highway
Patrol

Has On Ice (In Stereo) X Episode'" (In Slereo) X

Stephanie Miller tin
Slereo)

Simpsons
{In Stereo)

Roaainrria
(In Slereo)

Home
Improve.

Home
Improve.

Figure Slitting Greatest Live Shot Wial Price
Hits On Ice. (In Stereo) X Episode'" (In Slereo) X

Politically

Kids in Ihe
Hall

ElH 57 (R)

CABLE
COM

Fortune?

Ent

Live Shot Whal Price

Rush
Limbaugh

Prese Boi

Paid
Program

Hews

Married...
With

Star Trtk: The Next
Sltphtrut
Generation The Enemy" Miller

Saturday Night Live

Politically
Incorrect

Kids in the
Hall

Drag Racing IHRAFa'l
Nationals

Triathlon
Worn CUD

SporUctnttr X

BowtHolyfield

Movit: t "Crlasers"(l994) Two sailors
escort a Sultry caplrve 10 prrson 'FT X

STATIONS

Stand-Up'
UpBott

Whose
Una?

Incorrect

Sporucenler

Ntt'l Champ, ol Dog
Shows

Movie: tea -Hoo*e ol ihe Year ( 1993
pitcher pro the ranks ol the Ctvcago Cu

%£r

Tortile

Talking
Baseball

Sl> Million Dollar Man

Twilight

Zonex

"Bigloa V
nantoadt "Hostage" (In

Wingt(ln
Slereo) X

Dr. Kara.
Therapist

BtnSMtr IComtdy
Product (R)

Bodybuilding: Worens
Jr Nationals

Drag
Racing

A MtHOed
s PG :«

Movie:e'> "fvniofden |1994) A photographer is
tracked to an island ol sexual lantasies FT X

Comedy Hour Dana

name

CISL Soccer Playryi Game ■■ Teams to Be
Announced (R)

Sportswrrtera on TV

Racing

TalesGertrude

Quantum Leap (In

Slereo) X

Winra lln
Slereo) X

Murder. She Wrote X

Carvey. (R) (In Slereo) X

Movie: • •• Camrvalcl Soils |l%2. Fantasy) The
lone survivor ot a car acpdenl is slatted by phantoms
J

Movie: eeVT e-rSematary"(l989)DaleM<*itl An
ancient burial ground holds a secret lor a lamiiy

Mystery Science Theater
3000 (Ft)

Superbouls

Scoreboard Indiana'
Central
Club

Piece ol the Tennis
Game
Television

Twilight
Zone r:

TtittDarkside

Qulntum Lttp (In
Steieol I

Wingi (In
Stereo)!

Winga (h

Quantum Lttp (In

Slereo)!

Stereo) X

WEDNESDAY EVENING

FAST, FREE
DELIVERY*
1

rtTaawMMl III Ira^i^llMtWaHIJMrJt^llMrM.HUMM.l*!™
BROADCAST STATIONS
rtawtX
CBS News Wheel ol
Fortune X

CD
CD
©
©
SD
€D
CD
©

Jeoptrdy!

House?

Bless This

Dive's
World f

Glass Cei»nrj"fi99S. Drama) Sharon G«ss t

Brolherly
Low I

Hope!
Gloria X

Movie: "Caoney S Lacey III The Crew Through me
Had About
VouiRl.e

towaX

NBC News

EM
Tonight

Htrd Copy

News

ABC World

Cops (In
Stereo) :t

Moal
Wanted

Home
Video

Business
Report

Newthour With Jim
Lehrer it

Great Performances Julie Andrews Back on

Ntwthour With Jim
Lehrer.«

Frugal
Wild
Gourmet I Amtrict

Great Performances Jule Andrews
Back on Broadway" (In Slereo) X

Home
Improve.

Seinleld
The Wrle"

Simpsons
(in Slereo)

X

Home
Court rt

Dateline (In Slereo) X

World Seriet Game 4 -- Atlanta Braves or Cncnnan Reds at Cleveland Indians
or Seattle Mariners (Live) X

I

SK't-oi a

Beverly Hills. 90210

Veiled" lln Slerec »

Party ol Fivt Have No
Fear (In Stereo) X

Movit: **»t "Ben-Hur"(1959, Adventure)ChartonHeston. Jack Hawkins Stephen Boyd Friends become

(In Slereo)

Rostinnt
Boo'"!

Tonight Show (In Slereo) Late Nighl
(In Slereo)

M-A'S-H It

Ruth
Limbaugh

Great Performances: Some Enchanted Being
Evenog
Served

Used Cars

Married..
With

Press Boi

Slephanie Miller lln
Stereo)

Ruth
Limbaugh

Home
Improve.

NBA Preseason Basketball Detroit Pistons ar Wash.nglc- Bu ets
(Lrve)

news

Politically

Kids in Ihe
Hall

Saturday Nighl Live
Maikovr*. Joel

Late Late
ShowX

Paid
Program

(Oil Air)

Charlie Rose tin steieo)

Star Trek The Neil
Generation X

bitter enemies duievg Ihe tme « Christ.
Simpsons

Lttt Show (In Slereo) X

Ntwt.tr

Great Performances: Some Encha-ted Journal
Evenng

Broadway" (In Slereo) X

Coach (In

News rf

Instructional

Night Court Stephanie Miller nn

Stereo)
Press Box

Married
With

Star Trek The Neil
Generation The Price"

Politically
Incorrect

Kids in the
Hill

NFL
Moments

Sportscenter if

Paid
Program
Stephanie

Miller

CABLE STATIONS
COM
ESPN
HBO
SC

Stand-Up
Stand-Up

Whott
Line?

Up Close

Sportscenter

Incorrect

Buckeye
Race

Su Million Dollar Man
SCIFI "Kiler Wind"
USA

Rtntgade "Rabbit
lied, i* i n Stereo) X

Boxing Dommick Carter vs Frank Tale (Lrve)X

Fair Game
Firsllook

Movietee "netoiKa'jier(.j"(i994)>A Mngj
lakes a troubled leen-age git under his wing 'PG' X

Tonite

Today al
Kttnaltnd

From
Belmont

Twilight
Zone :■:

TaleeDaiksiOe

Quantum Leap iin

Slereo) X

Movit: ••• 'Nontolffie IrvingDeao-(l9$8. Honor) Twilight
Duane Jones Flesh-ealing lorhoes menace mankind Zone ::

Winga |ln
Stereo) ■

Wings "Joe
Blows" it

Murder, She Wrote
"Powder Keg"X

Movie: tt'i Seduced by EvJ" (1994. Suspense) A
sorcerer casts his spell over a magaitie writer X

Movie: ••': WieGanls "(1994.
Comedy) Rck Moranis i"G X
Tortile

Movit: tut'i "Heathers"(198B)Wmcna Ryder A
teen-ager grows tired ol her class-conscious peers

PBA Bowling Rochester Open (Lrve)

Fast Pitch.
USA

10th Frame

Dream On

(In Slereo)

Larry
Sarirjerl.tl

Bowling ABC Woro Team Challenge
From Hubbard Ohio. IR)

Mystery Science Theater
3000 "Crty Limits" (R|
Powerboat
Racing

Scoreboard Indians
Ctnlrtl
Club

■VbigtX

Browns
Showcase

ATP Tour
Magazine

TtletDarkside

Quantum Lttp (In
Steieo) X

Wings "Joe
Blow's' X

Qutntum Leap Doctor
Ruth-Apr 125 1935" X

THURSDAY EVENING
1 6:00 1 6:30 1 7:00 1 7:30 1 8:00 1 8:30 1 9:00 1 9:30 1 10:00 1 10:30 111:00 1 11:30 112:00 112:30
BROADCAST STATIONS
News r

CBS News

CD
News':
NBC Newt
CD
News
ABC World
©
News
Home
Business
© Video
Report
Newshour With Jim
© Lehrtrl
Simptone
Horn
© Improve
(In Slereo)
Wriottiiri
CD &2l%. (In Slereo)
Rotetnnt
© te (In Slereo)
CARLE

COM
ESPN

Htrd Copy

riendi (In
Stereo) t

:ops; n

Molt
Wanted

Murder, Sht Wrolt

Late Show [In Stereo) X

NewsX

Tonight Show (In Stereo) Late Night
(In Slereo)

Aiorld Seriet Game 5 - Atlanta Braves or Cronnaii Reds al Cleveland Indans

M'A-S-H

or Sealt'e Manners. II necessary. (Lrve) X

■Pott Op"

Bush
Limbaugh

*wshour With Jim
Lehrer n
:
rugtl
Wild
Gourmet? Amtrict X

:

Young and Ihe Restless
(In Slereo) X

a Hourt "Isn III
Flomanli:'" (In Slereo) I

NtwtX

"Cnmson Harvest" ,R) I
Newsradio

Frasier (In

(In Slereo)

Slereo) X

1934 Electric AutoLite Slrike

John
ER Into That Good Nioht
Larroquttte (R) (In Slereo) X

Reluctant
Hero

jnguage ol Life (R| (in
Slereo) X

lttt Lttt
ShowX

Used Ctri

Paid
Progrtm

CotchGtry Chtrtit Rote (In Slereo)
Buxkrviy

(Oft Air)
{OK Air)

INI CM
rtouttX

YmhM
Shop

Myittry! -Potor "Murder Chef!
on Ihe Links" (Part 1 ol 2) "Personnel"

Bting
Strvtd

Chtrtit Rott (in Stereo)

JVing

Martin iIn
Ste-eoja

New York Undercover
"ManchikJ" (In Slereo) X

star Trtk: The Neil
Generation X

Marritd...
With

Night Court Slephanie Miller (In
(Pan t ol 2)

Lonetome Dove: The
Outlaw Years

'rets Boi

Slephame Miller iln

SelnttldJIn
Stereo) X

Coach lln
Stereo) I

SlnglJx

Bfir

LAPD (In
Slereo)!

Rtntgtdt "Dead Heal
(In Slereo)

Hornt
Improve.

Hornt
Improve.

Movit: «•• "JoeKtW (1972. Western) A man
becomes caught m a Meican-Amtncan range war.

Husband

Ruth
Limbaugh

warn

Married..

Press Boi

With

Star Trek: Tt • Nut
Gemration n Stereo) X

Polrlictlly
Incorrect

Kiotinthe
Hull

Paid
Program

MT

STATIONS

»

Whott

Sportscnlei

Politically
Incorrect

UntT

[5 30) Movit: tt'l

HBO ^nav8usMt>"(t9ai)
SC

Jtoptrdyl

Ent
Tonight

Stereo) X

POAGotl

rotate

Wheel ol
FortuntX

iMMtlM
Rtct

Hide in the

Hal
Weekend
HckoN

Com. CM)

i

OrtwCarcn; Dtmitllratr:rMaclil

CFL Footbtn B C Lens at Balmort Stations. From Memorial Stadium

Today it
TttttDtittldt

SOR

ta Malta iMbr Man
-Ftoitiack"

JS5

USA

nirAIMfcThtPottt"
In Stereo) I

Wkiga "Tht Winga "Joe
adHoutt- ikjwVl

Mytlto Scltnct Thttter

Iporttetnttr X
Racing

Movit: ••• "8aman-(19N) ktctiatlItotlcn Tht
caped crusadei vows to nd Gotham City d ihe Joker
Ttrtnta
Terrevttlon

Salurdiy Night bv.

WhittlRl

Fran
Mrarant

sar'

m**"

Movtt: tit "CIA II Tarptl/Utu"
[1994, Drama) Lortnzo Lamas 'R'

SRS.

ThuWeakinNASCAH

From Pttotnet

t»tjT
Chrul
Slue

Movit: e.t "The Evrl OtarT(19M, rtcitor) Cotegt
sludents are lerrorued by damons 11 remote caMi.

*o*t:*t*T)*Vrw<-{\ 90. Suwntt) A xttrim

s—ks revenge on the tfi ugs who cWhgu red him. I

£2i«Z%Zi

itoppings oni.v .utr I'iicii

Tales From Movie: "TheA'ra» (i995. )rama)
the Crypt X Courtney B. Vance (In Slereo) I
-

L(h

Movie: tt'l "filreme
Jiof«'|l993)'R'

OnPH

IndiansClub

Piece ol the Sponi
Gtmt
Showcaat

DtrktKte

SSSx1"'""

Road

S%)<£ »"#•

Boy'-e'.dlsaVan-pve'I
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BEST Tasting
I'ixxa in I «w n

Money IBaek
<;i Aitwni;:
ADD AN
ORDER OF
BREADSTIX
FOR .lUST

980

LPBT
Bowtmg

InaidtthtN
Stereo)

SK

353-5711

•Hours of delivery 4pm - 10pm weeknights,
4pm -lorn weekends.

Located in the Foodcourt at Kroger
1096 N. Main St
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Life in
BG...
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Pholos were taken of various students on cum pus throughout the
University's history, and reflect
life as It was, and continues to be.
File pfcMeWTto BG Newi

/
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Oldest grads celebrate Stores in town
at Pioneers Reunion
get ready for
weekend sales
Jim Barker
The BG News

Today's college students demand the best from their schools.
In order to compete, a university
needs advanced computer facilities, a big student union and
plenty of resi- _
dence space.
A college
with a total enrollment of 750
students, fea- W^*]
turing two
classroom
buildings and
two residence
halls, wouldn't
do well in the
modem college market And a
university that lacked any male
on-campus housing and offered
degrees in only one major would
go out of business faster than a
GM plant in Tokyo.
But in 1929, a school just like
the one described above
flourished and expanded into a
major university attracting students from across the nation. It
offered female students a twoyear degree in Elementary Education; male students a four-year
degree in Secondary Education.
That School was none other
than Bowling Green Normal College. And Saturday, James O'Brien and other graduates of the
1920s and 1930s will celebrate
another Homecoming at the
Pioneers Reunion.
The Pioneers Reunion is a special occasion for O'Brien, one of
the University's oldest living
graduates and a lifelong resident
of Northwest Ohio. O'Brien, 88,
looks forward to the annual event
as a chance to reminisce about
the days when the University
was young and just beginning to
take hold.
Born in Bowling Green in an
East Mary Avenue home on April
4, 1907, O'Brien spent his childhood on a Scons Ridge farm-between Bowling Green and PemberviUe. He received his early

education in a small country
school that housed two classrooms and one instructor.
He went on to graduate from
Bowling Green High School and
enroll at the University, where
he played on the varsity track
and cross country teams. O'Brien
made the football team briefly,
but had to quit at the coach's
request.
"At the time, I weighed around
130 pounds," O'Brien said. "Eventually, the coach asked me to
quit. 'You're going to get murdered out there,' he said to me."
Athletics were just one aspect
of O'Brien's college career. As a
male student, O'Brien was forced
to work downtown in order to
earn meals and find a place to
live while he studied. At that
time, the campus had only two
residence halls, Schatzel and Williams hails, both of which housed
only female students.
O'Brien said he had to work for
his meals at a downtown restaurant.
"I worked for Ireland's restaurant three hours every day," O'Brien said. "And that's how I
earned my three meals a day."
Classroom facilities weren't
exactly abundant or advanced.
There were no projection
screens, no VCRs, and nothing
even resembling a calculator or a
computer. The only classroom
buildings on campus were
Mosely Hall, the Administration
Building and a building called the
Training School.
O'Brien worked his way
through college and, after graduating with his teaching degree,
went on to teach for 20 years in
two area high schools. Wishing to
become a principal but lacking
the credentials, O'Brien returned
to the University and earned his
master's degree in 1950.
The extra effort payed off in a
big way for O'Brien. He was
hired as principal of Clay High
School, where he stayed for the
next quarter of a century.
Now retired, O'Brien still
spends as much time as possible

with the Varsity BG Club, which
he co-founded with fellow graduate Dick Young in 1978. The Varsity BG Club is an organization
that honors past University athletes and helps to promote today's Falcon athletic programs.
The Pioneers Reunion takes
place Saturday at the Days Inn on
East Wooster Street

File photo cmtwy of Jim O'Brica
Pictured Is the 1927 Falcon track
relay team. From the left are Cecil Glazer, Jim O'Brien, Herbert
Robb and Dale McDaniels.

"At the time, I
weighed around 130
pounds. Eventually,
the [football] coach
asked me to quit.
'You're going to get
murdered out there,'
he said to me.'
James O'Brien
University alumnus

ChandaJones
Staff writer

With Homecoming Weekend
approaching, local bookstores
have accumulated a large
selection of souveneirs for
students and alumni.
Kent Kokomoor, manager of
Bee Gee Bookstore, 1424 E.
Wooster St., said the store is
selling jackets, car flags, pennants, glassware, coffee mugs,
sweat ware, t-shirts and hats.
To distinguish Bee Gee
Bookstore from other establishments, the store has imprinted Gold Medallion
equipment, such as 23 karat
gold lapel pins, letter openers,
candle sticks, business card
holders, bankers' lamps,
clocks and watches. These
items as well as many others
can be special ordered.
Annette Donnelly, merchandise buyer for SBX, 530
E. Wooster St., said the store
has a lot to offer this year.
"SBX has a wide variety of
imprinted and embroidered
[items] and the largest hat
selection," Donnelly said.
Champion brand clothing is
one of the store's biggest
sellers.
"The store follows trends
such as the sunflower design,
and overall, SBX tries to provide a wide choice for all

pocket books," Donnelly said.
SBX also extends its selection to the community by presenting items and clothing for
the other residents of Bowling
Green as well as University
students and alumni.
Donnelly added that the goal
Is to offer the best quality at a
good price.
The University Bookstore,
located on campus, also has a
wide variety of Homecoming
paraphernalia, according to
University licensing director
John Buckenmyer.
"[We] carry Bowling Green
State University clothing,
seals, hats, coffee mugs, pennants and flags," he said.
The store also sells some
imprinted items, Buckenmyer
said.
"We are trying a new market for desk accessory items
such as stamp holders, and
memo holders, some of which
are imprinted with the University seal," he said. "Another item that we are beginning to market is jewelry."

Play a Round Before the Game

^?5MO^W
w*~Jy with cart only-^vr^
^If $20.00 (save $15)

IXVEXTORY REDUCTION

W

ROLLERBLADE SALE!!!
F2 NOW

$89.98

Bauer-Roller Derby-Ultra Wheels
Roller Hockey Skates-Fitness-Street Skates
Street Hockey Sticks-Blades-Balls-Pucks
-We Service What We Sell-

All models on sale now! Hurry sizes limited.

FALCON HOUSE
SPORTING GOODS
John & Mary Mura
Proprietors

Your Hockey Headquarter in Bowling Green
123 S. Main, DOWNTOWN B.G. - 352-3610

Our Friendly.
Knowledgable
Sales People
Will Help You Make
The Right Selection
For Your
Specific Needs.

Mention ad when calling
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Homecoming king
candidates involved in
several activities
Willis
Jake Willis, a music education
major. Is a member of the BGSU
Bands and Orchestra, Phi Mu Alpha Professional Music fraternity and Mortar Board.

Swad

Bowers

Brian Swab, a mathematics
major, is the president of Pi Kappa Phi fraternity, member of
Honor Student Association and
calculus lab instructor.
Stefanclc
Jeff Stefanclc, an elementary
education major, is a four-year
member and current president of
USG, a member of Resident Student Association and a former
resident adviser.

Danbnry
Curtis Danbury, a sport management, was a co-chairman of
Sport Management Alliance for
two years, a volunteer in the Athletic Department and a University Field House floor supervisor.

XT. Neuffer
J.T. Neuffer, and interpersonal
communications major, has been
on the varsity swimming team, is
a member of Phi Kappa Psi
fraternity, and has been a member of Orientation Board.

Snyder
Steve Snyder, an elementary
education major, has been a
member of UAO, is a current
member of Orientation Board,
and has been a UNIV100 facilitator.

11
Jacobs

Scott Jacobs, a general business major, was Freddie Falcon
during the 1992-1993 sports
season. He was also on Orientation Board and a runner-up in the
199S USG presidential election.

Woods

Joe Woods, a telecommunications major, is a member of Undergraduate Student Government, a member of Phi Kappa Psi
Fraternity and a member of College Life.

Cal Bowers, a sport management major, is the trl-captaln of
the Falcon football team, a representative for about 300,000 student-athletes for the NCAA Student-Athlete Advisory Committee, and the Presidnet of Omicron
Delta Kappa National Honor Society.

Hussey
Sean Hussey, a psychology
major, has been a member of Resident Student Association
Government, has been a women's
club soccer coach and has volunteered at Martha's Soup
Kitchen.
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Top 10 queen
candidates represent
one and all
The University's 10 finalists
for homecoming queen are as diverse as the school they represent. All are involved in several
campus organizations, and they
give their views on what they believe a homecoming queen
should represent.

and UAO.
"A homecoming queen should
have a sense of pride and tradition for Bowling Green," Hodakievic said. "She should be a
well-rounded individual and a
positive role model and ambassador for the University."

Amanda Bohardt, 21, a multihandicapped education major
from Concorde, Ohio, said she
enjoys taking walks and being
with friends.
Bohardt is the president of
Panhellenic
Council, a
member of Chi
Omega, Mortar
Board, Omicron Delta
Kappa, Order
of Omega and
also volunteers
at the Wood
Bohardt
County Board
of Mental Retardation and Developmental
Disabilities.
"It is important for homecoming queens to have pride in their
university and excitement about
the things they are involved in,"
Bohardt said. "A queen is
someone who is motivated, excited and open-minded.''

Bridget Hanson, 22, a purchasing and materials management
major from Cleveland, Ohio, said
she enjoys being involved.

Bethany Hodakievic, 21, a
multi-handicapped and elementary education double major
from Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, said
she enjoys excercising.
Hodakievic is the president of
Phi Mu, an
orientation
leader, an
EDCI instructor student assistant, the vice
president for
Omicron Delta
Kappa, and a
member of
BGSEA, Kappa
Hodakievic
Delta Pi, Golden Key National Honor Society

Hanson is president of the
Board of Black Cultural Activities, a member
of the student
employee
board at the
SRC and a
member of the
purchasing
club and Beta
Gamma Sigma.
"A homecomHanson
ing queen
should be a
well-rounded individual who
takes advantage of everything
the university has to offer - academically, extracurricularly and
in community service," Hanson
said,

Flanagan is a University Activities Organization senator on the
Undergraduate Student
Government,
Mortar Board
vice president
for initiation, a
resident adviser and a contemporary issues director of
UAO.
She has
Flanagan
served as a law
intern, an
orientation leader, a prereglstratlon assistant at the Student Recreation Center, a member of the English hiring committee, a member of Golden Key
National Honor Society and a
member of Alpha Lambda Delta.
"To stand with nine other outstanding peers as part of the 1995

Homecoming Court would reflect that my efforts in the campus community have not gone
unnoticed," Flanagan said.
"Such an honor would suggest
that I have touched lives and
made a difference," she said. "I
see the king and queen as school
role models, peer mascots - chosen by the student body because
Kimberly Hess, 21, a political of their dedication and inscience major from Mansfield, vestment to BGSU."
Ohio, Is a member of the Black
Jennifer Green, 21, an interStudent Union, a USG Senator, a
pomerette, a resident adviser personal communications major
and the winner or the 199S Miss from Milwaukee, Wise, said she
likes to spend time with other
Bronze Scholpeople and have fun.
arship Pageant
Green is a member of Alpha
"Anyone who
Gamma Delta,
represents the
president of
king or queen
should be in a
the IPC Club,
public relations
very diverse
chairwoman
amount of acfor the Univertivitles on
sity Ambascampus," Hess
Hess sadors and a
said.
PLUS facilitaCat Flanagan, 21, an English tor.
Green
"A homecommajor from Circleville, Ohio,
ing
queen
is
an
said volunteering is her hobby.

outgoing person with a strong
sense of self who is dedicated to
community work, campus involvement and education,"
Green said. "She is someone who
is respected and respects others
and takes pride in her university."
Lisa Terwilliger, 21, an environmental science major from
Jamestown, New York, enjoys
playing piano, volleyball, running, playing cards and being
with friends.
She is a
member of Chi
Omega, president of GAMMA, an orientation leader, a
campus tour
guide, plays in
tramurals and
Terwtlllfer
is a member of
Delta Kappa
"I definitely
think leadership is an important
quality to be homecoming queen
as well as a genuine sense of caring for individuals. A queen
should have high personal goals
for themselves both academically and career-wise," said
Terwilliger.
Kimberly Mennega, 22, a
senior Elementary Education
major from Zanesville, Ohio,
likes to jetski and travel.
She is a member of Delta Zeta,
Mortar Board, Order of Omega,
Panhellenic
Council Executive Board,
Omicron Delta
Kappa, OSEA,
and lntramurals.
''Being
homecoming
queen means
Mennega
that my efforts
toward the high
standards of scholarship, citizenship and leadership will have

by Heidi Karrenbauer

rewarded me the opportunity to
represent BGSU. BGSU has provided me with an excellent educational experience. I want to
give back to the University a
Homecoming Queen that reflects
the spirit and image of a wellrounded BGSU student," said
Mennega
Jennifer LaDuke, 21, a political
science major from Allen Park,
Mich., likes to run and go to the
Student Recreation Center.
LaDuke was rush chairwoman
of spirit and activities of Phi Mu,
vice president
for PRSSA, and
a member of
Alpha Lambda
Phi, Phi Eta
Sigma and
Reach Out.
"A homecoming queen
needs to be
LaDuke
down to Earth
and a good
leader who does not think of herself as better or worse that
anyone else," LaDuke said
Corey Minor, 21, a English
major from Canton, Ohio, enjoys
tutoring, mentoring, singing and
dancing.
She is treasurer of NAACP, in
the gospel choir, a member of the
Honor Student
Association,
University
Honors Program, STARS,
Alpha Lambda
Delta and a
University 100
student facilitator.
Minor
"A homecoming queen
should be a positive representative of this university by displaying leadership qualities, academic success and involvement
in various organizations," said
Minor.
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Professor Buron honored Freddy, Frieda
Latino alumni to endow scholarship
fund in Spanish teacher's name
heart and soul
of BG atheltics

Celebrating the contributions
of professor Antonio Buron this
Saturday at a 6:30 p.m. dinner
holds a great deal of significance
for many University alumni, current students and staff.
In honor of Buron's 25 years of
service to Bowling Green, the Latino Alumni Society is seeking to
endow a scholarship fund in his
name, signifiying his years of
teaching experience, including
his efforts to develop and maintain the Academic Year Abroad
in Spain Program. The retiring
Buron joined the University in
1969 and is currently an associate professor of Romance Languages.
But the dinner, and dance that
follows, is also the first formal
event offered by the Latino
Alumni Society. The dinner is in
the Union Community Suite and
the dance is 9 p.m.to 1 a.m. in
Olscamp Hall. And while society

President Margarita De Leon
doesn't consider the first-ever
formal event a milestone, she
agrees it is a very important
point in a development process.
"It is another step in the progression" of development, she
says. "What we are doing is
building upon the work of Latino
alumni in the community and the
University."
De Leon, director of pubic relations at Riverside Hospital in
Toledo, is the first president of
the alumni society. "I accepted
(the presidency) because I felt it
was a wonderful opportunity" for
the University to begin developing greater ties with its Latino
alumni. And she said creating a
separate alumni group was Important because Latinos were always Incorporated into a
broader, more general, minority
focus.
"I know in the long run it will

goals of the mascots.
"The purpose of the mascots is
to serve as ambassadors of the
Freida and Freddie are the Athletic Department and the
official mascots of the Bowling University as a whole," BrownGreen Falcons.
ing said.
The two mascots can be spotted at Falcon football, basketball
The two mascots have been
and hockey games. They can also cheering a long time.
be found at special campus and
In 1950, Freddie was no more
community events raising the than a knitted jumpsuit with a
spirits of fans young and old.
paper-made head. Nowadays,
"It's fun dealing with the kids both Freida and Freddie are
and seeing old people smile," dress In style. The two Falcons
Freddie Falcon said.
wear a fully-lined, multicolored
Freddie Falcon was first seen feather body suit with a realistic
in 1950. He made his debut at a head piece.
home basketball game against
Through all the years, games,
Ohio University. Freida, on the and cheers, one thing will never
other hand, did not appear until change. Each year everyone
the 1979-1980 athletic year.
wonders "who are Freida and
Today, four University stu- Freddie Falcon?"
dents share the responsibilities
of the two mascots. Each spring,
The four students who wear
Freida and Freddie Falcon are the costumes remain anonymous.
determined through tryouts. The
"Sometimes it is tough, espehonorees end up devoting a lot of cially when you come home and
time and effort.
your roommates are having a
"It Is a lot of work," Freddie party," Freida Falcon said.
Falcon said. "For example, on
Wednesday of Homecoming
Family, friends and roommates
week, Freida and Freddy will ap- are held in suspense for almost
pear at eight different events the entire school year. The anticthrough Sunday."
ipation builds until the final
Freida and Freddie Falcon are home basketball and hockey
more than Just mascots - they game, when Freida and Freddie
are the heart and soul behind the are "beheaded."
athletic spirit at Bowling Green.
"It will be well worth it. espeIn 1988, Brad Browning, assistant athletic director for Market- cially seeing people's faces that I
ing and Promotions, stated the know," Freida Falcon said.
Scott Trehan
Staff writer

DeLeon
reap real benefits for the University," she said of the greater
connectiveness being created between alumni and the University.
De Leon also sees her Involvement with the society and
See De Leon, page wven.

We've MOVED!!
The Co-op Program
is now located in

310 Saddlemire Student Services
What is Co-op?
Just a job that's related to your major!
Companies include:
Owens Corning - IBM - Nationwide - AT&T
Lever Bros. - Roadway Express - Frito-Lay
Harley Davidson - Goodyear - Merrill Lynch
Maritz Marketing Research - The Limited - Disney
World
Allied-Signal - Mid-Am - American Red Cross
Amoco Corp. - JCPenney - Smith Barney
Cooper Tire - NFO Research - Monsanto
Students who are already on file with us:
NOW IS THE TIME TO UPDATE YOUR FILE!
Bring in a new resume with current address & phono.
and a NEW copy oi your unofficial grade transcript.
Questions9 372 2451 • 310 Student Services
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Black
alumni
review
past
Dinner to celebrate black students' history
mas's name at the banquet. During next year's festivities, she
will return to present the scholWhile this year's homecoming arship.
theme Is "Paving the Highway of
Thomas, a native of Sandusky,
Progress," the theme of this Sat- Ohio, originally enrolled at the
urday's Black Alumni Dinner and University because she had studDance Is "Charting our Prog- ied home economics at Wllberress."
force University and wanted to
Timetables and news clipping be closer to home.
will provide historical firsts for
At the time there was only one
University African American elderly African American family
students, highlighting Anna Mae living in Bowling Green. Thomas
Thomas, the first African Ameri- was the only African American
can graduate of the University.
attending the University. PresiReturning to the University for dent Frank Prout offered room
the first time since her gradua- and board in his own home for $4
tion in 1943, Thomas, 84, will a week in exchange for light
receive an Alumni Merit Award. housework. He personally repThomas says she is "flabber- rimanded professors who did not
gasted" to be honored.
treat Thomas fairly.
She still had to weather racial
The Alumni Association and
the Black Alumni Reunion Com- slurs from her classmates. It
mittee will also announce a $1000 never dawned on Thomas that
endowed scholarship in Tho- she was a pioneer.
Jason Young
Staff writer

"I never thought any more
about it," she said. "I just went
on ahead and did what I wanted
to do."
At the University, Thomas
sang spirituals on her own
15-mlnute radio program, competed on the swim team, and
played basketball and volleyball.
After earning her degree as an
economics teacher, Thomas
moved to Washington, DC. and
held a variety of government
clerical jobs. While there, she attended Howard University and
American University, earning a
master's degree in psychology
and eventually becoming a mental health specialist.
Retired since 1983 as the manager of a city health clinic, Thomas still lives in Washington,
D.C.
She participated in Martin
Luther King's 1963 march for

De Leon
tional success I was able to tion. In addition to her curent
achieve at B.G. elevated the qual- work at Riverside, she serves as
the University as a means to faci- ity of my life."
an arts adviser/consultant to the
litate the success of other stuOhio Arts Council and is a consuldents thinking about attending
De Leon graduated in 1979 with tant on issues dealing with Hisa
bachelor's
in
communications
college who don't have the
panics, diversity and public remoney. She said the high dropout and in 1981 with a master's in lations.
rate of Latino high school and Spanish. She was actively Incollege students can be mainly volved with the Latino Student
Her husband, Sylvester Duran,
attributed to lack of financial re- Union and remembers the en- is also a 1979 graduate of the
sources.
joyment of participating and University.
"From a personal perspective, helping create cultural activities
The dinner/dance Saturday
the greatest that any Hispanic for the group.
night has a $S admission charge
can do is set up scholarships, or
for students and $10 at the door
She has worked 11 years at for all others. A Cleveland-area
frameworks, to provide Latino
students the economic means to Riverside and also reported for Salsa band will be the featured
achieve a college education," she television stations In Toledo and entertainment. Proceeds will go
said. "Without a doubt the educa- Laredo, Texas, following gradua- to the Huron Scholarship fund.

Continued from pice lix.

civil rights and was one of the
few women in attendence at the
"Million Man March" this week
in Washington, D.C.
"This is 199S and we still have
racial prejudice," said Thomas.
"I wish everyone was pea greea
Then you wouldn't have a problem."
As for African American college students today, Thomas
said, "I hope I have left lighted
lanterns for them to follow."
The Black Alumni Dinner and
Dance reception, which Thomas
will attend, starts at 6 p.m. Dinner at 7 p.m. Is followed by a
dance at 9 p.m. The dress is black
semi-formal and the dinner costs
$25. Dr. Win Stone, associate director of graduate admissions
and associated professor of ethnic studies, will be the guest
speaker.
Last year 125 alumni attended.

Thomas

about the number expected this
year. While alumni and their
spouses are invited, most events
are also open to faculty, staff and
students. Those Interested in attending should contact Sabrina
White, associate director of
alumni affairs, at 372-2701.

Band announcer
has history in BG
program. He conducts the fall
concert band, teaches classes,
helps with student teachers and
When most people retire, they is involved In the new band music
take up a hobby, travel or spend reading clinic.
time with their family. Mark KeKelly came to the University in
lly, however.lsn't most people.
1966 after 13 years of teaching
Kelly, the director of bands and directing Instrumental music
emeritus at the University, re- in his native Centervllle, Iowa.
tired in May 1994 but continues
See BAND, page nine.
to be very active in the music
Tim Busbey
The BC News
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Police prepare for weekend
Aaron Gray
Staff writer

Local police are preparing to
keep busy during Homecoming
Weekend, but are hoping to not
see too much trouble.
"We are probably going to be at
maximum staff," Police Chief
Galen Ash said. "Saturday night
Is usually a pretty big night
around here during Homecoming

Weekend, so we're likely to keep
a full house."
•"We'll get a lot of people from
Toledo who come down for the
big football game," he said. "It's
our hope that they'll just come
down and leave, and not stay the
night. But it looks like the weather could be ideal."
Barbara Waddcll, public information officer for the Univer-

sity police, said campus officers
will also be increased in anticipation of out-of-towners in Bowling
Green for the game.
"With the UT/BG game,
there's such a rivalry between
the two teams that we can usually
expect a huge crowd," Waddell
said.
But despite the occasional
presence of tailgate parties, peo-

Celebrate Homecoming
Weekend by first stopping
at Packages plus... ^
We have party supplies
including balloons,
streamers, confetti &
napkins in all the right colors.
We also carry brown & orange
Jelly Bellies for your sweet
tooth. '
Before or after the game shop at
Packages plus... to select a surprise
for your sweetie
(it's also Sweetest Day on October 21st).
We have gourmet coffee &

#

pie usually behave themselves
during the game, Waddell said.
"Sometimes we might have to
tell someone to quiet down or not
throw beer cans, or something
along those lines, but people generally behave themselves," Waddell said.
There are usually no big problems during Homecoming Weekend - just an increase in the

small ones, Ash said.
"It's just a lot more of the
same," Ash said. "The parties are
bigger and sometimes the visiting alumni get out of hand.
"We'll be Increasing our number of officers Just because of all
the increased activity," he said.
"We definitely can expect to
keep busy with all the extra traffic."

Graduate still
avid Falcon fan
Jack Culbertson
Staff writer

Cherje Orwig, a BGSU alumna
of more than 20 years, is an avid
Falcon sports' fan, and still tries
to go to as many basketball, football and hockey games as she
can.
Even as a
student, Orwig's 1984 trek
to Lake Placid
to watch BGSU
play at the
NCAA hockey
championship
demonstrated
her dedication
Orwig
to the college's
athletics.
Orwig's continued dedication
stems from her participation in
several campus and alumni organizations throughout the years.
During the 1985-86 year, she was
Alumni Board president. Orwig
is also a charter member of the
Falcon Club of Toledo.
Her most memorable event at
Bowling Green happened in 1990

- she received the Alumni Service Award from BGSU.
"That was the only time in my
life that I actually went out to the
middle of the football field," she
said.
A bachelor's degree in sociology and public relations, along
with a master's degree in marketing an interpersonal and public communication led her to her
current position in Dayton, Ohio.
Orwig is now vice president for
corporate communications at
Miami Valley Hospital.
"A background in sociology
and a minor in psychology allow
me to mix the two things I care
about. I not only work at the hospital, but I also am involved in
the United Way and other organizations," she said.
Although her office in Dayton
Is far from Bowling Green, she
maintains season passes for
hockey and football games.
"Even at my office In Dayton I
am surrounded by BGSU memorabilia. Hanging on my office
wall Is a hockey stick signed by
the 1984 NCAA championship
team," she said.

candies, lots of adorable
South Side 6 Wishes Good Luck to
the Falcons on their Homecoming

stuffed animals and for the
romantically inclined, scented
bath & body products and
candles.

bout with U.T.

Packages
plus...
Cards and Gifts and more
111 Railroad Rd BG

352-1693

Visit South Ski* 6 for all your homecoming needs.
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Continued from page seven.

For 28 years, he was involved
with the University marching
band as either a conductor or
administrator. Now, he is involved in a slightly different capacity; as the announcer for the
marching band
"When I retired in May of -94,
Bob Erickson, the band director
at Whltraer School who had been
doing the announcing for IS
years, decided that it was a good
time to give it up," Kelly said.
"So Tom (Rohrer, marching band
director at the University) asked
me to do it."
Kelly said that although he
really enjoys announcing, if
anyone ever came along who had
a good announcing voice, he
would step down.
"I took it on as a temporary position and I guess it may still be
just a temporary position," he
said. "I don't really have a good
announcing voice, I just know
what's going on."
While Kelly is glad to still be
involved with the band, there are
many aspects of being a full-time
director that he misses.
"The thing I miss most is
standing in front of the band and
rehearsing them and teaching
them," Kelly said "I miss the
thrill and satisfaction of going
through the rehearsals and seeing it all come to fruition on the
football field."
Kelly also said that he misses
both conducting and having the
contact with the students.
During his years at the University, Kelly received many honors. In 1974, Kelly was selected
as one of the ten most outstanding music directors in the United
States by the School Musician
magazine. He was honored for
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Welker makes history

his outstanding contribution to
the advancement of school bands
in 1981 when he was awarded
Jennifer Colllngwood
with the Edwin Franko Goldman
Staff writer
Award by the American School
Band Director's Association.
One 1940s alumna coming back
Three years later, he recieved for Homecoming has helped to
the Citation of Excellence from make Bowling Green State Unithe National Band Association. versity history - in more ways
Earlier this year, Kelly was than one.
named an Outstanding Music
Educator of 199S by the Ohio Music Education Association.
Despite recieving all these
prestigious awards duirng his
career, perhaps the most meaningful honor was given to Kelly
last year when the University
recognized him by renaming the
instrumental rehearsal hall in the
Moore Musical Arts Center in
honor of him.
"I cried," he said. "I couldn't
beleive It. This was the most
meaningful honor I have ever recieved because It came from the
students and it should be very
long-lasting."
One of the things that Kelly Is
most proud of from his time as
director of bands is the national
recognition that the University
gained during his tenure.
"In 1966 when I came here, our
program did not have the
Maxine "Mickey" Campbell
national visibility that it has Welker pursued naming the basnow," Kelly said. "Our ensem- ketball arena after Harold Anbles gained national recognition derson, helped to found the
with the support of the faculty, Toledo Alumni Chapter, and was
the talent of the kids and maybe the first woman to win the
my ability to bring it all together. Alumni Service Award. CurrentOur kids have had the opportuni- ly, she is donating much of her
ty to play on major national con- memorabilia to the University
ference stages and from that has Archival Collections.
come recognition."
From 1943 to 1947, Maxine
Kelly is also very proud of the Welker was a student involved in
number of University music numerous activities. She was ingraduates who have gone on to be volved in the YWCA, and in her
succesful band directors in high first year, was chairwoman of 13
schools around Ohio.
on-campus parties to get the soldiers to intermingle.

Quality Steins _
& Collectibles

353-6847

Welker was also involved in the well reflected in her actions. She
World Student Fund, sang with is the person who wanted th_
the college band, and in 1945, was basketball arena named after
in the Top 10 for Key Beauty. In Harold Anderson, then the coach
charge of maintaining relations Not only was the arena named
between the VS and V12, Welker after Anderson, but a scholarship
was also the president of Campus was also started.
James Hof, a former UniversiTeen.
After her first two years, Wel- ty vice president, said, "While
ker was found to be anemic, and others often take bows for this
had to cut down on her activities. scholarship, I can tell the world
In spite of this, in her senior that Maxine Campbell Welker
year, she was given a scholarship brought it to reality."
Welker and a few others also
by then University President
founded the Toledo Alumni
Frank Prout for her leadership.
Chapter. The chapter gained
There were 1,100 students at membership, and honors former
Bowling Green when Welker at- athletes, has swim parties, and
hosts Key Night.
tended.
"Mickey, a whirlwind of
She originally majored in home
economics, but switched her energy, effectively rallied the
major to business and switched alumni in the greater Toledo area
again her junior year to psychol- into a strong and dedicated chapogy. Because she changed her ter that exists as one of the
major three times, she ended up strongest BGSU Alumni Chapshort of liberal arts credits for ters in the United States," Hof
said.
graduation.
Welker never stops organizing.
For many years, Welker taught
full time, with four children at She also coordinated the All Colhome, and took night classes. lege Alumni Council, in which 70
Twenty years out of college, her colleges became Involved in
husband Mark convinced her to exchanging ideas.
Last year, Welker began workgo back and get her teaching degree. Welker ended up teaching ing with Ann Bowers of the Unifor more than 25 years before versity Archival Collections to
turn over her diary and much of
she retired.
"I have a love affair with Bowl- her memorabilia to the Universiing Green," Welker said.
tyThis love for the University is
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BG
remembered

The University band entertains
fans at a home football game.
Two fans watch a football game
in the chilly Bowling Green
weather. Floats have made local
parades a lot of fun. Fans welcome the victorious Falcons
home.
File ph««i/Tke BG Nc«
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THEGAME
The tables have turned
Falcons,
Rockets
renew
rivalry
Scott Brown
The BC News

To put it mildly, Saturday's
Homecoming game features two
teams headed in distinctly opposite directions.
On one side are the Falcons,
who come in with clipped wings
after consecutive losses totaling
41 points. Bowling Green, the
"dels nil favorite in the MAC in
the preseason, has been shockingly mediocre.
On the other side are the
Toledo Rockets, who have taken
the Falcons' spot at the top of the
MAC as they come in with a 5-0-1
overall record. They have definitely been the team to beat thus
far in the MAC race.
They collide in Saturday's
12:30 game, and looking strictly
at the numbers might foresee an
easy Toledo victory.
But it's Bowling Green-Toledo,
so throw all those numbers out
the window.
"We're going to war this
week," Bowling Green coach
Gary Blackney proclaimed.
Toledo rolls in after a tie
against Miami a week ago. The
Falcons lost 30-10 last week at
Ball State.
The Rockets have beaten such
solid teams as Cincinnati, Nevada and Ball State this year.
They come in on quite a roll, but
Bowling Green is hoping to reverse that trend.
"We're playing a good football
team," Blackney said. "But if you
look at last year's game, the same
players are going to be on the
See GAME, page twelve.

The BG Newi/Jon H..h.ch

Running back Keylan Cites plows ahead for more yardage. Cates will be a key factor Saturday as the
Falcons lake on arch-rival Toledo.
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field Saturday that were pretty
much the same players as a year
ago.
"We have 14 players on this
football team that defeated
Toledo 31-16. We are a different
football team, and they are a
different football team. We've
always been in the championship
hunt and we've always been in
more or less the control of the
momentum.
"Now we're not, and we have to
establish that, and Toledo Is." .
Momentum will be a key, as the
Rockets come in with a load of it
and the Falcons come in without
it. Blackney said that the key to
shutting down the potent Rocket
offense will be containing Jailback Wasean Tail, the MAC'S
leading and the nation's secondleading rusher.
"I think he's a great, great
back," Blackney said of Tait. "I
think he is superb. Maybe the
most electrifying back in the
conference. [Miami's Deland]
McCullough is good, [Miami's
Ty] King is good, [Ball State's
MichaellBlair is good, [Central
Michigan's Brian] Tolbert is
good, but he is electrifying."
Toledo coach Gary Pinkel
agreed that shutting down Tait
would be important, but added
that his offense is far from onedimensional.
"That's important," Pinkel
said. "I think [Wasean's] stats
speak for themselves. It's a combination of that and our passing
game. We have to do both. We try
balance run and pass and be efficient in both."
Quarterback Ryan Huzcak Is
one of the MAC'S most mobile
signal callers, and could cause
trouble for a Falcon defense that
has had trouble with mobile
quarterbacks so far this season.
"I don't know if we can totally
stop [Huzjak]," Blackney said.
"In order for us to win the football game, I really think that we
cant let Waseon Tait loose
against our defense. He's going
to get some yards - he's gotten
yardage against some of the best
defenses in the conference - but
I think we need to not let him get
the home run against us."
Blackney said that the Falcons
will have to play above and behind any of their performances
so far this season.
"We're going to have to play
above the level we've been playing to compete against Toledo,"
Blackney said. "They are playing
like we played last year."
The Falcons are still undecided
as far as who will start at quarterback against the Rockets.
Senior Ryan Henry - undefeated
in two starts against the Rockets
- was pulled after one quarter
last week in favor of redshirt
freshman Bob Niemet.
Neither Henry nor Niemet
played well against the Cardinals. Combined, they com-

GARY BLACKNEY
pleted 3-of-26 in the game.
Blackney remains uncommitted,
but Pinkel is confident Henry
will get the call.
"That young guy is a good
player," Pinkel said of Niemet.
"He has great quickness and he
can run.
"But Ryan Henry has been
there. I don't think there is any
question he Is going to play
against us. If I was a betting man,
I'd say we'd be seeing Ryan
Henry play in this game."
The Rockets, despite the Falcons' recent woes, still have a lot
of respect for their southern
neighbors.

"We're going to have
to play at a level
above where we've
been playing."
Gary Blackney
BC head coach

"From what I've seen, BG is a
good team," Rocket linebacker
Aristotle Wilson said. "They've
had some bad games, but they
are not a team to be overlooked.
Whoever plays has to come intense or else BG will walk all
over you.
"They have some big play
guys. The team that attacks more
and is the most aggressive will
win the game."
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"/// was a betting man, /'d say we'd be
seeing Ryan Henry play in this game."
Gary Pinkel
Toledo head coach
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Rockets having
banner season
Scott Brown
The BC News
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TOLEDO -- One won't hear the
words being uttered anywhere
near the Toledo camp, but their
prescence Is definitely felt.
Four In a row.
That is the winning streak that
Bowling Green controls in the
annual Northwest Ohio rivalry, a
string that Toledo thinks it can
reverse this weekend.
"We haven't beaten BG since
I've been here," senior linebacker Aristotle Wilson said.
"For those of us who know about
the rivalry really know what BG
is all about. It's a big game, a
special game."
Toledo coach Gary Pinkel
holds that 0-4 record on the sidelines.
"I try not to get caught up in
the opponent, any opponent,"
Pinkel said. "I'm more concerned
about us and our preparation.
Our players have respect for
Bowling Green.
"History will prove that. Obviously, they've been the team in
our league for the most part of
this decade. So you don't have to
worry about their players getting
ready to play or our players getting ready to play."
If any year would be perfect
for Toledo to reverse the trend, it
would be 1995. The Rockets have
their best team ever under Pinkel. They carry a SO-1 record
Into the game with the only blemish a 28-28 tie at Miami last
week.
Bowling Green, meanwhile,
has struggled to a 3-4 mark. They
have lost their past two games,
against Miami and Ball State, by
a combined 41 points.
"They are going to play their
best game this week," Pinkel said
of the Falcons. "That is what we

are preparing for."
Toledo is hoping for their best
game of the season, as well. Despite the 5-0-1 record, Pinkel says
that the team hasn't hit its potential yet. Their wins have come
against East Tennessee State
(41-20), Western Michigan
(31-21), Nevada (49-35). Cincinnati (45-31) and Ball State (17-14).
"We've had a very tough
schedule," Pinkel said. "There
have been no easy games. We
come back and play another team
that we have tremendous respect
for.
"The nice thing about this
game is, our players have been
thinking about it for two or three
weeks, as I'm sure theirs have
also. So we're looking forward to
the game and these kind of
games, you dont have to say a
whole lot as a head coach."
The key so far for the Rockets
this season has been their
offense. They are second in the
MAC in total offense and first in
rushing behind Junior tailback
WaseanTalt.
Talt rushed for 141 yards a
week ago against Miami, his
sixth of the season. It was also
the 12th of his career, a Toledo
record. He Is number one in the
MAC and number two in the nation in rushing, averaging an incredible 158.7 yards a game.
Tait isn't the only weapon the
Rockets have, however. Quarterback Ryan Huzjak leads the MAC
in passing efficiency. Although
Huzjak and the passing game
have struggled in the past two
weeks - they had only 98 through
the air against Miami - the
Rockets still pose one of the best
offenses In the nation.
They are second in the MAC in
scoring offense (35.2) and first in
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What is wrong with the Falcons ?
"What is wrong with the
Bowling Green football team?"
That has been the question
asked many times in the past
week In the aftermath of two
consecutive ugly losses.
Miami manhandled the Falcons, 21-0, two weeks ago and
last week Ball State dealt BG a
30-10 knockout.
As for an answer to the problem, well ... nobody knows for
sure.
There are enough variables
in this answer to give even the
4.0 calculus majors fits.
Critics will point out the new
receiving corps as a factor;
others Ryan Henry and his inconsistency at quarterback;
still others point to a patchwork secondary.
Symptoms they all are, but
the fact is this team has not
come close to the expectations
weighed on them in the preseason. They received 38 of 40
first place votes in the MAC
Preseason Poll, and on the
other two ballots they were

second.
And here they stand, 1-3 in
the MAC, in a tie for seventh
place - and nobody seems to
have any answers.

Scott
Brown
Co-Sports
Editor

This was expected about as
much as one might expect to
see the sun during a Bowling
Green winter.
All of the above-mentioned
problems have reared its ugly
head at one point or another
this season. But each have had
its good games, as well. Trying
to pinpoint one area to blame
for this underachieving team
would be a mistake.
The MAC title hopes have
vanished. The season that was
going to mean so much is now
left to little more than hopes
for a winning record.
That can change, though,
starting Saturday.
Toledo Invades Perry Stadium Saturday for the annual
Northwest Ohio grudge match.
The Falcons have won the past

four meetings, but as examined
before the shoe is on the other
foot this season.
The Rockets have a very
good football team. They are
undefeated at 54-1 and have
defeated such quality teams as
Cincinnati, Nevada and Ball
State.
Toledo - East Bancroft High,
as one of my professors called
it this week - will be on a mission. They have every intent of
winning the MAC title, and the
road to that goes right through
Perry Stadium.
Shooting down the Rockets
would go a long way towards
putting a positive spin on this

19S546 BGSU Falcon Hocfcay
OCT. 13
OCT. M
OCT. 21
OCT. 27
OCT. 26
No. 3
Nov. 4
Nov. 10
Nov. 11
NOV. 17
NOV. 18
Nov. 23-25

STEAK & SEAFOOD
1544E.Woosrer

352-0461

m m m tm «_■■■■■■ m^

off T-BONE
Includes ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
Ranch Buffet and Sundae bar.
4. - - - - J^™™- - - - - J

WESTERN ONT AH O
700 pm.
BROCK UNIVERSITY
700 p.m.
MICHIGAN STATE
7O0p.m.
RPI
700 p.m.
RPI
700 p.m.
at Clarkaon
7O0p.m.
at Cartoon
700 p.m.
700 p.m.
■ Form SUM
at Lam Suportor
700 p.m.
700 p.m.
FERRIS STATE
WESTERN MICHIGAN
700 pm
7O0pm
at Alaaka-Falrbanloi
700 p.m.
DKI
at Miami
at Ohto SiaM
700 p.m.
Doc 9
DEC. IS
MICHIGAN
700 p.m.
al Woo torn MCftpan
7O0p<~
DKK
at Manned CtMfe
700 p.m.
Doc. 2»
(Minnoopofc)
BGSUvi.UNM
400 p.m.
Mlnnooau vi. Harvard
700 pm
ConaolalonyCnaiTponahirj
TBA
Doc X
700 pm
JAN. 6
MIAMI
JAN. 6
FERRIS STATE
700 pm
700 pm
JAN. u
OHO STATE
700 pm
Jin. IS
ai MkMan SUM
Jan. 20
al Woaiom Mc'fli"
7O0pm
JAN. 20
MIAMI
700 pm
JAN. 27
MICHIGAN
700 pm
ZOO p.m.
atNotrtOtm
Jan 30
700 p.m.
FEB. 2
LAKE SUPERIOR
LAKE SUPERIOR
700 p.m.
FEB. 3
Fob 9
at ainoM-ChlcagO
7.00 pm.
700 p.m.
Fob. 10
aiNorro-Domo
700 p.m.
FEB. 16
ILLINOIS-CHICAGO
ILLINOIS-CHICAGO
700 pm
FE8 17
FEB. 23
OHIO STATE
700 pm
FEB. 24
NOTRE DAME
700 pm
ai McMoan Slata
700 pm
Fob. 29
- M. >,.,„
700 p.m.
Mar. 2
TBA
Mar. 8-10
CCHA Ouartorfinala
(Campga fttoM
Mar 16-17 CCHAFinaM(Jc*LOu«Ar*r*l TBA
Uw 21 23 NCAA RoglonjW
TBA
TBA
Mai. 26-30 NCAA FMI Four (CmonnMi)

season gone-awry.
Can it be done? Just about
every student I've talked to
this week expects to see a
blowout victory - for Toledo.
And why not? The performances the past couple weeks
have been nothing short of disgusting from the Falcon perspective. Against Ball State,
the myriad of dropped passes
and interceptions was what
Pittsburgh Steelers coach Bill
Cowher would call "a debacle."
But I don't know about this
game. Having watched these
Jekyll & Hyde Falcons for seven games now, I'm not sure
what to expect. The difference
between the Bowling Green
team that beat Missouri and
Temple to the team that
showed up the past two weeks
has been dramatic - and saddening.
There is no question in my
mind that the Falcons, playing
to the potential they proved
last year with many of these

same players, can defeat this
Toledo team.
But can they put things back
together a week after a Ball
State game that was the worst
offensive performance by a
Falcon team in seven years?
I'm not so sure about that.
Toledo is on a roll, and right
now the Falcons definitely
arent.
Pick: Toledo 27, Bowling
Green 16
Many people are going to be
unhappy with this pick, particularly the players who make a
point to mention every time
they see me around campus the
fact that I had the audacity to
pick Missouri this year - the
only time I've gone against
them all year.
Guys, you proved me wrong
that time. Let's do It again.
Lightning could indeed
strike twice. Let's hope these
Rockets hit the ground hard.

1905-06 BGSU Falcon
Women's Ba skat ball

1095-06 BGSU Falcon
Man's Baskatball

NOV. 8
AJUJ. EXHIBITION
6:45 p-m.
FOREIGN EXHIBITION
NOV. 16
5:45 pm
Nov. 24
atOhioSiaio
TBA
Nov. 26
■ NotraDamo
TBA
5:15 p.m.
DEC. 2
TEXAS SOUTHERN
utHAl QASSK fat Cooaoo Part UOl
Dace
BGSU va. Ponr, Slata
600 p.m.
Mt. St. Mary* va. Marytar* 8 00pm
Cootolation
Dots
600 p.m.
CharrpttnoNp
SOD p.m
at YOungiujwn Stata
OacM
TBA
OaciS
■ Goorgla
730 p-m
7 30 pm.
OEC.X
SIENA COLLEGE
JAN. 3
WESTERN MICHIGAN
730 pm
Jan. 8
at Kant
730 pm
JAN. 10
CENTRAL MICHIGAN
730 pm
330 p.m.
Jan. 19
■ Ohio
EASTERN MICHIGAN
JAN. 17
730 p-m
all o*)o
8 00 pm.
Jan. 20
7»pm
JAN. 24
BALL STATE
JOG p.m
Jan. 27
■ Aaron
MIAMI
JAN. 31
730 pm
KENT
130 pm
FEB. 3
Fab. 7
al Contra! Midiipan
7.00 p m
730 p.m.
FEB. 10
OHIO
at Eaatom Mcn^an
730 p-m
Fob. 14
FEB. 17
TOLEDO
130 pm.
Fob. 21
at Ball Su»
730 p.m.
FEB. 24
AKRON
1*0 pm.
at Mar-.
Fob. 28
700 p.m.
atWoaiarnMcMgan
200 pm
Mar. 2
Mar 59
MAC TOURNAMENT at ToMOO TBA

NOV. 6
NOV. 16
NOV. 27
Nov. 29

Q

Doc 2
DEC. 5
Doc 8

Docs
Doc 13
DEC. 16
Dot 23
Jan. 3
JAN. 6
Jan. 10
JAN. 13
Jan. 17
JAN. 20
Jan. 24
JAN. 27
Jan. 31
Fob. 3
FEB. 7
Fob. 10
FEB. 14
Fob. 17
FEB. 21
Fob. 24
FEB. 28
MAR. 2
Mar. 5-9

AAU. EXHIBITION
600 pm
FOREIGN EXHIBITION
800 pm
HEIDELBERG COLLEGE 730 pm
ai Dotrof-Morcy
7.00 pm
(CoboArona)
at Noflnom Ihno*
100 pm.
DEFIANCE COLLEGE
730 pm
«r fndbwM rioiuBGSU vi Dataware
7W pm
900 p.m
ThoCaodol va. Indiana
ConoolaSon'Cnamptonahlp
TBA
at Sfracuao
8 00pm
JAMES MADISON
7:30 pm
Tnto to BotalunYNotnortands
at Woaiom Merman
7.00 pm
KENT
130 pm
at Contral Michigan
700 pm
OHIO
130 pm
at Eaatom Mfcnia*/i
730 pm
TOLEDO
730 pm
at Bali SUB.
700 pm
AKRON
1:30 pm
at Miami
7.00 pm
1
atKont
00 pm
CENTRAL MICHIGAN
7:30 pm
atONo
1:15 pm
EASTERN MICHIGAN
7:30 pm
at ToMo
2O0pm
BALL STATE
730 pm
at Akron
3.00p.m
MIAMI
730 pm
WESTERN MICHIGAN
730pm
MAC Toumamom al To>odo
TBA

Good Luck to
Our Teams!
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BGSU Sweetshirts, Jackets, Many Miscellaneous T - Shirts, and
Hats!! Sewn on and Embroidered Lettering.
(Good Quality, Good Prices, Speedy Service)

Collegiate Connection

THE PLACE FOR
B.G. STUDENTS
*•—
\

PLACC
FOR
RIBS

1&- •■—=»

BG's Largest Selection of Fraternity and Sorority Products.
531 Ridge Street
(Across from Mac West)

Enjoy our Clubhouse
or Dining Room

Ribs, Steaks,
Sand witches and|
Seafood

Saturday 10 - 6
Suday
11 - 5
/WWWWWWWSJWWWWWWWWWWW^

(Across I'rom Southwyck Mall)
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FALCON FOOTBALL
Left to right: Courtney Davis
looks for daylight in a game
played earlier this season; Chioke
Bradley (23) and Jason Woullard
(49) put a hit on a Ball State ball
carrier, Keylan Cates rumbles
for more yardage.
BG News photos by Jon Rasbach and Kelly Rigo.
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NORTH
1091 N.Main St.
352-2430
CONVENIENCE MART

SOUTH

996 S. Main
352-0534

GREENWOOD CTR
1602E.Wooster
352-3113

SUBWAY 4

7-Up 12-Pack

2 Liter Coke

79*

99<
Doral
9W

Marlboro's

1

American

-m ^».

j
\
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SIM

• All you can eat BBQ Ribs
with potato, cole slaw, roll & butter
Soup/salad buffet & dessert bar

$9.25
.$1.69 extra

■

• 8 oz. New York Strip Steak
with potato, soup/salad buffet & dessert bar

.

Express
49 %
Money Orders
'.•*I^S**tJtt'.*

1031 S. Main SI.
Bowling Oi«n, OH 43403
(410)393-0123

located Inside

>

Hours: 7:00AM - 9:00PM
Located across from Foodtown at 1021 S. Main St.

wimmmmmmm
..». '.if. Air.JI.'

$8.49
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Volleyball team hits milestones
Jeremy Yohe
The BC News
The Bowling Green volleyball team has already seen it's
coach and two of It's players
achieve break milestones half
way through the season, but
the team has struggled to a
10-9 record overall and a 4-5
mark in the Mid-American
Conference.
Predicted for a fourth place
finish in the MAC, BG has only
been able to split most of it't
matches and find themselves
in seventh place with half of
the league games played.
"We've been struggling with
inconsistency," head coach
Denise Van De Walle said. "We

are having trouble putting
together a sweep on the weekends."
"Last weekend was indicative of the inconsistency. We
were able to win the first two
games against Ball St. and then
dropped the next three and that
shouldn't happen."
Despite the teams inconsistent play. Van De Walle
picked up her 250th win of her
career at the BG helm earlier
in the season with a win over
Dayton.
Injuries are starting the hit
the team which will alter the
way the Falcons can attack
their opponents.
Senior Jenny Ostrom suffered a knee injury in practice

this week and is questionable
for this weekends matches
with Miami of Ohio and Ohio
University. Senior Lori Hilton
will sit out her second week
with an ankle injury. Junior
Marin Ferlic was lost at the
beginning of the season with
knee damage also.
"I'm a little frustrated right
now with the injury situation,
but there is nothing that you
can do about that so we have to
have some of the players step
up to the challenge and fill
some shoes," Van De Walle
said.
Two Falcons who have
stepped up to the challenge so
far in the season have been
Carlyn Esslinger and Jodi Ol-

son. Olson is on pace to finish
second all-time in assists at
BG. She passed the 3,000 mark
a match against Ohio.
Esslinger also has racked up
Impressive numbers in her
four years as a Falcon. She has
recorded over 1,000 kills and
digs to become only the fifth
spiker in BG history to reach
such a plateau.
"Carlyn has been really
steady for us and Jodi has been
doing a fine job setting," Van
De Walle said. "These two
stand out the most."
BG will be looking for more
out of everyone if the team
hopes to finish in the top four
of the league. Only the top four
get the opportunity to play in

Toledo's rushing defense is the
best in the MAC and 18th overall
in the country (113.0 yards per
game).
"We come out in games intense," Wilson said. "We play to
win and attack the ball and make
things happen. The whole format
of the whole defense is just to attack and cause turnovers."
Pinkel said that the team's de-

GARYPINKEL

turnover margin (+2.0).
"I'm pleased, but I don't know
as a coach if you're ever satisfied," Pinkel said. "I really like
the kids I'm coaching. We have
great kids. We haven't played our
best game yet. It would be nice if
we could get cranked up and get
it going Saturday through the
rest of the season."
The turnover margin also
shows the solid job the Rocket
defense has turned in this season.
The 4-3 defense that last year
was among the MAC'S worst has
been switched to a stingy 44. The
results have produced the MAC'S
fourth-best overall defense.

the season ending MAC tournament
But slow starts by most of
the teams in the conference
have left the race wide open
for the last two posistions.
"We are starting round two
and obviously the goal is to
make the conference tournament," Van De Walle said.
"There is a tight squeeze right
now for the third and fourth
spots."
Bowling Green will have an
opportunity to move up in the
standings with two home
matches at Anderson Arena
friday and Saturday.
Friday BG will entertain
Ohio at 7:00.

ROCKETS
Continued from page fourteen.

ARISTOTLE WILSON

fense has Improved, but hopes
that it can get even better.
"We only have four seniors on
our defense, so we are fairly
young," Pinkel said. "We made
some progress from last year to
this year, but there Is always
room to improve."
If the Rockets have any weakness, it is their passing defense
which ranks 9th in the MAC.

Welcome li».l*.S.IT. Siiulcuis.
Alumni ami Visitors

GO FALCONS
T.O.'s Campus
Corner
flgBB

900 E. Wboster St.
(Next to Cafe Shadeau)

352-3365

Serving Bowling Green Since 1952

WE OFFER:
• Sweatshirts
T-Shirts
Flannel Boxers
HatsSewn on Appliquede
(BGSU Lettering)
Film Developing

Blast the Rockets!
Winthrop Terrace Apts.
400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135
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Falcons set for MAC season
Pat Murphy
The BG News
The Bowling Green soccer
team is looking to achieve something that has happened only
three times in the thirty year existence of Falcon soccer. At
10-2-1 overall this season and
holding a top 20 national ranking
the Falcons are in line for their
first NCAA Tournament appearance since 1992.
In their way lies the MidAmerican Conference season, in
which BG is already 0-1 with a
loss to Akron last Sunday. All of
the Falcons' remaining four
matches are against MAC foes,
with one against last year's MAC
champion Miami and one against
MAC affiliate Kentucky.
The regular season standings

will decide seedings for the MAC
Tournament held in Kalamazoo,
Mich., Nev. 3-5. The top two
teams in the conference advance
to the semi-finals Saturday and
wait to play the winners of the
two quarter-final games Friday.
A year ago in Akron, BG was
seeded third and had to play
three straight days to reach the
championship where they lost to
Miami.
With the loss to Akron the Falcons face the last week of the
season in October in which they
may play five times in eight days.
This is an issue that head coach
Mel Mahler spoke to his players
about after their loss to the Zips.
"I told the guys that they have
dug themselves a hole," Mahler
said. "I reminded them of what
we may face the rest of the

Bowline G re en Soccer Statistics
Player
C.I.S
Steve Klein 6
Joe Burch
6
Jason Began 4
2
Peter Kolp
Dan Kind 1
3
J. Follebout 2
Dave KinWl 2
Jon Ciganti 1
B. Pelton
1
Tony Dore' 1
J. Harmon
1
Darren Niles 1
0
Duane Ely
Chuck AshtonO
Scott Vallow 0
Dave Michels 0

PTS
18
17
14
10
7
6
5
5
4
3
3
3
3
1
1
1

ASTS
6
5
6
6
1
2
1
3
2
1
1
1
3
1
1
1

flit pkatarTa.BG News

Falcon forward Jason Follebout challenges a Detroit player earlier this year at the BGSU/Kwik Goal
Classic. The Falcons face the bulk of their MAC schedule In the upcoming weeks.
season."
The MAC tournament champion gets to play against the
champion of the Southland Conference in an NCAA Tournament
play-In game.
In 1992 the Falcons lost their
opening round NCAA Tournament game at St Louis 2-1. BG
made their original trip to the
tournament in 1972 and repeated
the effort in 1973.

Two Tens for Ten
Two Small
Two Toppings

$10^

M~ru,TLQzfeC Rat/
Open Everyday at 11 a.m.

Free
Pepperondnai
8 Special Garlic
Sauce

"BESC

E>plrM 30 Dayi. Nol valid wrm any o»
offer. Valid only at pamdpaOng looaOona.
Cuatomar payi all appucab!* sales tax.
AiM.Donal topplnga m

Two Extra Large
One Topping
NooonMon
• Tun
826 S. Main St.
(Next to Big Lots)

$-|495

. *•*•
AaaaAajaM
n™

353-7272
'AuUWftnd BOSU Football Ticket Oullaf
-HaniliBiiiiaaHli i» iliHitar*inliiiln-

We Steak Our
Reputation On It.

Carrryout Special
One Large
One Topping

$595

Carry Out Only
Free
Pepperondnls
a Special Garlic
Sauce
Explraa 30 Days Not valid »» any otnar
onar. Valid only at participating locMom
Cuatomar pays all applicatta tataa tax.
Additional topplnga axtm.

On* Large with
Th« Works
Adda

$995
Second Large
Two Toppings $500
lor

6" Steak & Cheese
only $2.49
The Subway Steak & Cheese Sub.

Free
Pepperondnls
S Special Garlic
Sauce
Expire* 30 Day ■. Noi valid wtth any other
offer. Vsttd only at parOdpaUng locatoni.
Customer payi all appftcable sates tut.
AdO!oona« toppirtQi extra.

Explraa 30 Days Not valid with any otnar
oti.r VaUd only at partsopallng locations
Cuatomar pays all appllcatM aasaa lax.
Additional toppings astra

S}> E Wooalar 3«2 0500
ISO? E Wooatar (Intda Barnayi)
020 s Mali
3S«-2eoe
1091N. Main (inatdaBamays)
WnorJandUall
362-7274
(raopanad undar naw marvagam.nl)

354-2*00
1525505
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See Us For BGSU Homecoming Souvenirs
T-Shirts
Jackets
Sweatshirts
Pennants
Kid's Clothing
Stadium Blankets
Shorts
Stadium Seat Cushions
Mugs
Baseball Caps
Glassware
Decals
and other BGSU Merchandise

Good Luck to Coach Blackney & The Falcons

University Bookstore
is,

Conveniently Located on Campus
Main Floor Student Services Building
Open Homecoming 9:00 - 5:30
Regula* Hoars:

8:00-6:00 Mon.-Thurs.
8:00-5:00 Friday
#00-5:00 Saturday
:
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